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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to investigate*the system
of sehool transportation of white children In Louisiana in terms oft
(a) the historical development of the system at the national and
state levels, (b) the legal definitions and status of the system,
and (e) the administration and cost of the system of school trans
portation under the three plans of operation (ownership) in use in
Louisiana in the sehool session 1951-52.
Pertinent data forthis study were secured from the following
sourcesi

(a) Parts I and

II of the Annual Statistical Reports of

Pariah Superintendents of Louisiana, (b) Budgets of the Parish and
City Sehool Boards of Louisiana, (e) Reports and Opinions of the
Attorney-General of the State, (d) Acts of the Legislature of
Louisiana, (e) Reports of the United States Office of Education,
(f) Annual Reports of the

State Department of Education ofLouisiana,

and (g) literature in educationrelated to the problem.
The development of the system of transportation of children
to school at the national and state levels was presented in terms of
certain factors collected on a comparable basis for a period of
years.

The status of the system of pupil transportation in Louisiana

was determined through a study of the functions and responsibilities
of school boards at the state and parish levels in providing and maintaining
a system in e o n f o m n e e with constitutional provisions, acts of the legislature
reports and opinions of the attorney-general and court decisions.

The

acvlll

administration sad cost of the system wore studied through
detailed analyses of school transportation data available for
the three plans of operation (ownership) in use in Louisiana*

Expenditures for depreciation cost of vehicles and new buses,
salaries of bus drivers and other transportation employees,
insurance, repairs, fuel (gasoline and oil), and physical
sosaminationa incurred by parish and city sehool boards in the
state in providing and maintaining a system of transportation of
white children to and from sehool were included in the cost data*
A condensed summary of the conclusions of the study follows}
1*

Historically, the transportation of children to school

began in 1869 whsn the Massachusetts Legislature reacted favorably
to the question of providing school transportation at public expense,

and sehool boards were authorised to pay for the transportation*

By

1916, all states had enacted legislation providing school trans

portation at public expense*
2*

The transportation of white sehool children in Louisiana

was inaugurated in Lafayette Parish in 1902 under the leadership
and initiative of L* J* Alleman, superintendent of schools, and
Dr* V* P* Moss and Mr* Aleide Judiee, members of the Lafayette

Perish Sehool Board*

In 1916, transportation of school children

in Louisiana was made a subject of legislation, and in 1922, parish
sehool boards were directly authorised and empowered by law to
transport children to school*

The act of 1922 was important as

It established pupil transportation as a responsibility of the

xix

parish school board and a legitimate part of the sehool tax
program.
3*

The authority to transport children living one mile or more

from school Is vested by lav to parish school boards, however, such
authority is permissive and not mandatory*

Too, parish school boards

may at their discretion provide transportation facilities for students
attending institutions of higher education and area trade schools.
Furthermore, parish sehool boards are not liable in tort for injuries
received by children in school bus accidents occurring whllo the bus
is traveling to and from sehool or to and from extra-curricula activities,
however, boards are authorised to purchase accident insurance to protect
the children transported to and from school.
4*

Sehool bus operators in Louisiana are eligible to become

members of the Louisiana School Enqployees* Retirement System*

Too,

school bus drivers secure tenure privileges after serving a three-year
probationary period.
is eighteen years.

The minimum age limit for school bus operators
In addition to being an employee of the parish

sehool board, sehool bus drivers may serve as a school board rtember,
deputy sheriff, constable, justice of the peace, member of the police
jury and member of the State Democratic Executive Committee without
violating the provisions of the Dual Office Holding Act.
5.
Louisiana.

There are three methods of operating school buses In
These methods are based on the factor of the ownership

of the school bus and are classified as followst

(a) the private

or contract plan, (b) the public or board plan and (e) the joint

XX

plan*

In Louisiana, a majority of the school buses arc operated

under the private plan of operation*

Approximately six and one-half

million dollars mere expended for white pupil transportation during
the session 1951-52*

Salaries for sehool bus drivers Constituted

the largest single cost item for each system of operation*

In

terms of the comparative cost unit used in this study, transportation
of white children to sehool was more economical under the public
plan of operation than was transportation under the private or
Joint plans of operation*

the cost for transporting one white

child to and from sehool each day under all plans of ownership
was twenty-one cents*
6*

free transportation to school is vitally important in

Louisiana in order to provide opportunities for all who seek an
education in the elementary and secondary schools of the state*
Like other aspects of education, transportation cannot be permitted
to become static or It will soon fail to meet the needs*

Continuous

planning is therefore necessary and must be based on a careful study
of the needs*

Pupil transportation is an integral part of the public

school program in both state and local units*

A full recognition of

this fact by school superintendents, principals, teachers, and the
public at large is essential if the service is to function properly*

CHAPTEE I
INTRODUCTION
I.

THE PROBLEM

The history of the movement of the transportation of pupils
at public expense represents one of the most interesting chapters
of the American democratic educational system*
both tremendous and spectacular*

Its growth has been

At the turn of the century the

movement was in the pioneer stage*

Many states had not yet enacted

legislative measures to assure transportation facilities, and those
few states which had adopted the system were attempting the movement
primarily on an experimental basis*

Poorly furnished horse-drawn

wagons and carts, saving very little time and fatigue from walking,
were the characteristic symbols of this epoch*

Only limited areas

were served and complications relating to costs, routes, qualifications
of drivers, contracts and equipment were so great as to discourage all
but the ablest administrators*
However, today the transportation of school children at public
expense can no longer be considered as being a minor phase of an
educational system since it is a large element in that system*

The

story of school transportation during the last two decades, and more
especially during the last ten years, is one of its phenomenal growth*
Featherstonl, in a recent study, stated that school administrators

1 E« Glenn Featherston, "Our Transportation Problems," School
Management* 17:4-5, September, 1947#

3
year, according to Featherston3, sehool transportation was a
service which cost more than $125,000,000 per year, and absorbed
approximately five percent of the expenditures of the public
schools for current expense and affected over 5,000,000 pupils
or almost twenty percent of the pupils enrolled in the public
elementary and secondary schools • Spears in a study4, concerning
the future of sehool transportation, has revealed that the expansion
of the system continued during the first part of the 1948-49 school
year with indications that the growth would continue for at least
another year.

Figures submitted in this report indicated that

5,416,003 pupils traveled 2,012,173 miles in 90,392 school buses
to 46,385 schools each day during the 1946-49 school year at a
cost of $145,385,000.
Speare's prediction of a continued growth of the public
sehool transportation system was substantiated in a later survey in
which it was revealed that 6,263,704 children traveled 2,286,879
miles in 104,179 school buses to 46,813 schools daily during the
1949-1950 sehool year at a cost of $180,182,761.5

3 2. Glenn Feather ston, o£. cit., pp. 4-5*
^ Caswell Speare, "5,416,000 Pupils Daily Use the School Buses,"
Sehool Management, 18sl8, April, 1949*
5 "Latest School Transportation Facts," Bus Transportation
cited by Editors, School Management. May, 1948, pp. 36-37•

4
In vi«w of the rapid growth of the program, sehool board
members, toaohors and sehool administrators say wall pause to ask,
"Why do wo transport children to school?".
Lambert^ has indicated that only in a few places in the
literature of the field oan there be found systematic attempts to
explain what it is that makes given quantities of school-transportation equipment, services, and expense necessary, although many
elements in the problems have been indicated.

He stated:

The writings,of lay persons who have studied school
transportation at first hand constitute the bulk of
documentary material dealing with the necessity for the
transportation of pupils. Constitutional provisions are
written in very general terms and they do no deal with
such specific items as transportation. In court decisions
and rulings additional elements of remoteness also occur*7
Knerr&, Greene9, and Lindsey^ have attempted to justify
the necessity of school transportation by associating the

6 Asael C. Lambert, School Transportation (Palo Alto:
Stanford University Press, 193&), P« 44*
7 Ibid., p. 45.
3 George W. Knorr, "Consolidated Sural Schools and the
Organisation of a County System," JJ. S, Department of Agriculture.
Thillgtln Ho. 232. (Washington, D. C.: U» S. Government Printing
Office, 1910), p. S.
7 Harry E. Greene, "The Efficiency of the Various Methods of
Transportation in the Schools of Colorado", (Unpublished Master*s
thesis, Colorado State Teacher*s College, 1926), p. 1.
10 Morton C. Lindsey, "A Study of Bus Transportation in
Consolidated Schools with Specific Recommendations for the Established
Consolidated School at Monsey, New York, (Unpublished Master*s thesis,
New York University, 1929), P. 1*
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transportation of pupils and ths consolidation of schools*

the

consensus of this group was that as schools became ’’consolidated"
transportation naturally existed*
in the statement which follows*

Perhaps the root idea appears
"Transportation is inherent in any

effective consolidated system, and it is inevitable* « • * " H
Lambert has refuted this opinion by suggesting that this theory
is at best a rudimentary explanation*

Bases for this disagreement

were indicated in the following stannary*
9Consolidation of schools9 may be an accompaniment of the
transportation of pupils, but it is no explanation of it*
Several school districts or local administrative units may be
^consolidated9 under centralised control in one large
administrative unit without any transportation of pupils being
made necessary or even desirable* It is also possible to
consolidate several school attendance areas within an adminis
trative unit into one or two centers without the transportation
of pupils being made necessary* Too, the consolidation of
schools is not a phenomenon confined to rural regions* The
transportation of pupils may clearly become necessary in city
school systems as well as in rural districts* Consequently,
something more specific than a reference to ’consolidation of
schools9 is therefore required to provice an adequate explanation
for the necessity of transporting pupils at public expense*12
A different attempt to justify the need for school transportation
was proposed by Mort who in a discussion of consolidation and the state
Hrfnimnm program of education for all children stated}
The transportation of pupils to and from schools is a
necessary service if educational opportunities are to be

H Katherine M. Cook and W* 3* Deffenbaugh. "The Feasibility of
Consolidating the Schools of Mount Joy Township, Adams County,
Pennsylvania," £* S. Bureau of Education* Bulletin fio. £, (Washington,
0* C*: U# S. Government Printing Office, 1920), p* 23*

12 Asael c* Lambert, Pupil Transportation (Palo Alto:
University Press, 1938), p* 4&*

Stanford
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made Available to all pupils in tho stats* No matter how far
a state nay go in financing educational enterprises in the
local eosnsus&ties, there will be instances where the program
will be unprofitable unless transportation is included* A
fundamental criterion to be employed in evaluating any minimum
state program of education is its availability to the pupils
oenoemed*13

Disapproval of this particular theory has been advanced by
several writers in the field of sohoel transportation*

Those

opposing the theory maintain that the equalisation plans assume
the necessity of transportation rather than provide an adequate
basis of the need for school transportation*
Perhaps a valid basis for the solution of the problem was
embodied in the report of the Southern States Work Conference On
School Administrative Problems*

This conference, sponsored by the

state departments of education and the state education associations
of fourteen states in the Southern region, was organised in 1940 to
give educational representatives from these states an opportunity to
cooperate effectively in working out solutions to educational problems
of oosnsn interest*

The views of the members of the conference

relative to the problem of providing adequate sehool transportation
were expressed in the following manner t
Sehool transportation oar se is not an objective of the
sehool as is the teaching of science, but is primarily a
service necessary to permit the school to accomplish its
objectives* All parts of the sehool program must be considered
in the light of limitations imposed by the difficulties and
cost of transportation and also in the light of opportunities
which nmy be opened up through the use of transportation* In

13 pfcgi e , Mort, estate Support for Public Education,” American
Counoil on Education* 1933# P* 73*
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planning the instructional program, the objectives which would
involve sehool transportation must be considered in ths light
of ths cost ef transportation, ths tims required for it, and
ths offsets on scheduling work* Sehool administrators must
not eonsidar school transportation equipment as something which
must be used freely, simply because it is available, but as
something which opens the door to wider opportunity through
well-planned use *14
Fundamentally, the system of transporting children to sehool
is based

mi

the needs, interests, and desires of the people and in

the elrcnnstaaees under which they live*

School transportation is

an essential phase of the total educational program provided by
boards of education in response to demands of oommmlties and
individual eitlsens who want better educational advantages for their
children*

Too, the transportation of pupils is an integral part of

the organisation and operation of a sound sehool system and can no
longer be regarded as an auxiliary service of public education*
Since Its inauguration in 1&69, school transportation has grown
from the status of non-inclusion in the legitimate tax program to
universal acceptance at the present time*
Because pupil transportation has become such an important phase
of the sehool program in such a short period of time, there has been
considerable variation in practice in the organisation and procedures
involved in providing the service*

As a result, many states have

stalled the problems involved in pupil transportation and have
developed standards and procedures*

This recognition of the Importance

^ Southern States Work Conference on Sehool Administrative
Frobloma, Building , Bgtjgr
BMmJtePfo MWftHW
(Tallahasseei Bulletin Be* 3, 1943)» PP« 33&-139*
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of providing and maintaining an adequate sehool transportation system
by sehool boards and sehool administrators has produced significant
progress toward the goals of safety, economy and efficiency*

££ £&£ JKSkiSE*

The problem of this study is an

investigation of the system of school transportation of white
children in the sixty-seven administrative units in Louisiana in
terms of:

(a) the historical development of a system of school

transportation in the United States with emphasis on the origin,
administration and cost and present scope of the movement; (b) the
historical development of a system of school transportation in
Louisiana in terms of the origin, statutory provisions, administration,
cost and present soope of the movement; (c) the legal status of school
transportation in terms of the functions and responsibilities of
Louisiana sehool boards at the state and parish levels in providing
and maintaining an adequate system; (d) an analysis of the cost and
administration of public sehool transportation in Louisiana under the
private, public and joint plans of operation*
'-Pertinent data for this study were secured from sources at the
national and state levels and were analysed in order to accomplish the
purposes of this investigation^

The specific questions involved in the

problem are;
(a) What is the present scope of the school transportation
program in each state in the United States?
(b) How rapidly have school transportation facilities been
developed in each state in the United States?

(e) Sew rapidly have sehool transportation facilities boon
developed in Louisiana?
(d) What relative position does Louisiana occupy in
comparison with other states on the basis of the
present magnitude of existing pupil transportation
facilities?
(e) How prominent are issues involving sehool transportation
in legal controversy in Louisiana?
(f) What is the scope of power and responsibility of
Louisiana school boards in providing pupil transportation?
(g) What is the recourse of dissatisfied persons upon failure
by school beards to provide adequate and safe trans
portation?
(h) What have been the implications and results of Legislative
Acts, Judicial decisions and opinions which deal with the
problems of sehool transportation that have arisen?
(i) What is the status of the school bus driver in Louisiana
relative to his qualifications, welfare benefits and
privileges?
(J) What is the cost, magnitude and scope of existing pupil
transportation facilities in each administrative unit
in Louisiana under the private, board, and Joint plans
of ownership?

10
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This study Is lindtsd to an

investigation of the system of school transportation of white
children in ths sixty-seven administrative units in Louisiana
in t a n s of three major phases* namely; ths historical development
of the aov c m m t* the legal status* and the administration and cost
under the three methods (ownership) operating in Louisiana*

The

development of the movement at the national and state level is
presented In terms of separate indices which possessed the advantage
of having been collected on a comparable basis over a period of
Tears*

The legal status of pupil transportation in Louisiana was

determined through an analysis of the functions and responsibilities
of school boards at the state and parish level in providing a system
in conformity with constitutional provisions , acts of the legislature*
opinions and reports of the attorney-general* and court decisions*
The administration and cost of the system was studied through a
detailed analysis of pupil transportation under the three methods
(types of ownership) operating in Louisiana*

Items of cost* such as

depreciation* cost of vehicles* purchase of new buses* salaries of
school bos drivers* salaries of other transportation employees*
repairs* Insurance* gasoline* oil* and physical examinations of
drivers were ineluded in the oost data in order to assure
thoroughness and completeness of the study*

The cost-data represent

the transportation of white children to and from school and do not
include transportation for special trips or other auxiliary services
rendered by the sehool bus*

IX
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study* There were several reasons why

this study of the transportation of white school children in
Louisiana was made*

They weret

(1) to assay the importance of a

System of sehool transportation as an essential and necessary
educational aervioe; (2) to direct attention to the state laws for
the regalation of pupil transportation, opinions of the attorney*
general sad of the courts relating thereto, the state board of
edsoatlon regulations governing pupil transportation and the
responsibilities of parish school boards in providing and maintaining
aa adequate system of pupil transportation; and (3) to attempt to
provide a comprehensive study of the subject In Louisiana*

The

importance of a system of sehool transportation as an essential
service is obvious when the advantages provided by a safe, economical,
sad efficient system of pupil transportation are considered*

Sehool

transportation has brought some advantages of the large modern school
to thousands of children whose educational opportunities would have
been limited to the meager offerings of a small one-teacher school*
Increased safety conditions in traveling to and from school, improved
health conditions and improved school attendance are factors resulting
from sehool transportation*

In addition, school transportation has

provided students in the most Isolated areas the opportunity to
secure a high sehool education*

It has been one of the instruments

in increasing the else of schools, in adding new courses to their
eurricalums, and in enrolling large numbers of children in better schools*
Too, in many ways it has helped in bringing about better utilisation
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of school money, school plants, and Instructional personnel*

Finally,

it has contributed to a greater realisation of the great goal of
adequate public sehool education for everybody*

Since school officials

and administrators, who are charged with the duty of providing
educational opportunity for rural children, are frequently confronted
with problems relating to pupil transportation, an effort has been
made to present a dear, detailed analysis of the scope of power
and duty of school authorities in providing an adequate system of
pupil transportation*

The reasons listed above indicate the need

for sash a study*
Farther, if sehool boards, principals, teachers and parents
can be provided with adequate descriptions of some of the important
transportation problems which confront them, it is believed that a
real service will have been rendered to the cause of public education
in Louisiana*
11*

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

‘'School transportation* The popular expression for the process
of transporting pupils from their homes or from some point near to a
schoolhouse and back again*

The term is usually limited to the

vehicular transportation of pupils undertaken at public expanse,
although it need not be so limited*^
status*

This term has to do with the functions and

responsibilities delegated to the parish school boards in providing

^5 Asael C* Lambert, Sehool Transportation (Stanford University!
Stanford University Press, 1938), p* 1*

X3
• system of pupil transportation in conformity with tho Constitution
of Xnuieiana, Acts of tho Legislature, decisions of the Attorneygeneral and court decisions*

I£
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Tho complete

has unit (motor, chassis and body) Is owned and operated either by
an individual or by a private business*16
bogrd pwnergh^p £gd £££^tion*

The complete bus

unit (motor, chassis and body) is owned and operated by the parish
school boerd.l?
^3oint ownership with contract methods of operation*

This

method is characterised by ownership of the bus body by the school
board and ownership of the chassis by the individual or party who
contracts to operate the bus*X8
^ School bus operator* The term sehool bus operator refers
to a person who has a contract with a parish sehool board for
operating a bus route, owns his bus but does not drive it*

Inasmuch

as the weed ••driver" can only mean one who actually drives a vehicle,

u M. C. 8. B»bl*, Jr., PopIX Trangpartation &
(Scranton: International Textbook Press, 1940), p* 199*
17 Ibid*, p. 199.

'

18 I**. « U «. P. 199.

United Stetee
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a school has operator cannot bo classified as a member of the

Retirement System*19
^School has driver* This term refers to the person who
actually drives a vehicle*

Ownership is not the important factor

to be considered, but the actual service performed*

A person need

not be a school bus owner in order to be a member of the
Retirement System*
^Hain bus route*

The term main bus route refers to those

routes which are used daily and each school bus route includes the
complete course which the bus must traverse in order to convey
pupils to sehool in the morning and return them to their homes in
the afternoon *
^ Feeder routes*

The term feeder route refers to those routes

used by smaller vehicles— frequently wagons, motorboats, trucks,
station-wagons, trucks, or passenger ears— which merely transport
a part of tho total pupil load to some point on the main bus route*
^ Pnit cost of operation per mile traveled one-way*

The

factors considered in calculating the cost of operation per mile
m s

way aret

(a) total cost, (b) miles traveled one-way, and (e)

number of days operated*
Formula *

....
W r t ...■■■■■■,—
Miles traveled one-way

x

number days operated

H Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
April 1, 1946 to April 1, 194#* (Baton Rouge 1 Moron Printing Company,
194#)* pp. 952-953*
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The factors oenatdereh in calculating the dally cost par pupil in

average daily attendance per bos*
Formula a

Cost jaer day
Average daily attendance per bus

B a l l registration*

This term refers to the number of

entries or pupils transported to schools within a perish or
state during the current school

y e a r . 20

Aggregate dags of attendance*

This term refers to the

total number of days of transportation attendance by the pupils
in membership *21

Average attendance*

The average daily attendance is

obtained by dividing the aggregate days of transportation attendance
by the maker of days the transportation system is

operated*

22

/Type route* The type route traversed dally by motor buses,
wagons or motor boats refers to the number of miles traveled daily
over paved or surfaced routes, gravel, dirt, and water*
Miles one-way* The number of miles traveled one-way per bus
in the performance of school transportation duties*

2° 8t*t* Depertaant of Education of iouisiana, Prlnclpale
Monthly 8a*gim> tocogta. (Baton Rougai Moran and Sons, 1952), p. 6.

21 ! * * * «• P - 6 22 Isa* clt-« p * 6.
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tendency#

A measure of central tendency

la a riBgl« measure ^rfiioh represents all of tho scores made by a
group which permits tho comparison of two or more groups in terms
of typical perfbrwanee#

There are three "averages" or measures of

central tendency in common use:

(l) the arithmetic mean, (2) the

median, and (3) the mode#23

Public school#

A day sehool conducted within the state

wader the authority and supervision of a parish or city sehool
board and any educational institution supported by and under the
control of the state.^4

Sources of data# The materials and data compiled and used
in this study were secured from the following sources t

(1) Fart I

of the Annual Statistical Reports of Parish Superintendents of
Louisiana, (2) Part II of the Annual Statistical Reports of Parish
Superintendents of Louisiana, (3) Parish School Budgets of Louisiana,
(4) retirement data available through the office of the Louisiana
School l&sployees Retirement System, (5) reports and opinions of the
attorney-general, (6) Acts of the Legislature of the State of
Louisiana, (7) related studies representing various sections of the
United States relative to the cost and administration of pupil

23 Henry 3. Garrett, Statistics in PgycholoCT find Education
(New Yorks Longmans, Green and Com^ay, 1 9 W , P* 32.
^ Revised Statutes of Louisiana, Section 571 of Chapter 2 of
Title 17# (Baton Rouges Moran and Sons, 1950), p# 713*
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transportation, (8) pamphlets, bulletins and articles from leading
periodicals related to the subject, (9) reports of state super-*
inteadents of public education of various states in the United States,
(10) reports of the United States Commissioner of Education, (11)
bulletins and pamphlets published by the Louisiana State Department
of Education, (12) data from State Departments of Eduoation through
out the United States, (13) Proceedings and Journal of Rural Eduoation—
Department of the national Education Association, (14) state and
pariah newspapers of Louisiana, and (15) literature in eduoation
related to the problem*
Organ!gatipn of the study*

A review of the historical

development of the school transportation movement in the United
States and in Louisiana is presented in Chapter II*

In this chapter,

the origin of the sehool transportation system is emphasised, as is
a review of the growth and present scope of the system at the national
and state levels*
A presentation of the functions and responsibilities of the
state board of education and the parish and city school boards of
education in providing a system of transportation in conformity with
constitutional provisions, acts of the legislature, opinions and
reports of the attorney-general, and court decisions is provided
in Chapter III*
An analysis of the administration and cost of pupil trans
portation in the perish and city school systems of Louisiana under

u
the three methods of operation is presented in Chapter XV*

The

data are presented in tabular form for each individual pariah and
for the state as a whole*
The final chapter, Chapter V, contains a summary of the
study*

CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND PRESENT SCOPE OF SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION

I*
A.

UNITED STATES

ORIGIN IN MASSACHUSETTS

As soon ss ths first schools wore organised in ths United
States, there arose the need for transporting pupils*

However,

from early colonial days until after the end of the War Between
the States, the transportation of pupils was definitely confined
to those means which each individual family could provide*
Facilities were meager and little was done to further the develop
ment of a sound school transportation system at public expense*
Noble reveals the limitations which were present in transportation
facilities during the pioneer days*

He states:

In the main, transportation meant a long and tedious ride
in a rough wagon which had been provided by some family in the
neighborhood• However, in many instances, the child mounted
his horse and rode to school; in some instances, a canoe or
rowboat served as a moans of travel* Pupil transportation,
therefore, during this period was entirely on a private basis
and tho family rather than sane governmental unit assumed the
responsibility of providing the necessary facilities *1
The movement to provide better educational advantages than
were offered by the one-room school in which a small number of

1 M* C* S. Noble, Jr., Pupil Transportation in thg United
States (Scranton: International Textbook Company, 1940}, pp. 1-2*
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children w t w taught by some one untrained for tho work began In
Hew England*

Aa early as 1838, a union school law was adopted by

the Massachusetts legislature which provided for a form of partial
consolidation In order to provide secondary instruction*

In the

years 1638*1882, not only Massachusetts but Connecticut, Michigan,
Indiana, Mew Tork, and Kansas, enacted school consolidation laws*
However, It was not until the year 1669 that the question arose as
to whether or not children from an abandoned school district might
be transported to another district at public scenes *2
Massachusetts was the pioneer in the field of pupil trans
portation •

In 1669, the Massachusetts legislature passed an act

relating to the conveying of children to and from the public
schools*

The then secretary of the State Board of Education of

Massachusetts, Joseph White, said relative to the passage of the
acts
The act recognises the fact that it is a far better policy
for the town to spend a few dollars in conveying, in severe
and stormy weather, and through drifts of snow, children who
have no means of conveyance, to a well appointed and good
school, rather than to waste hundreds in planting small and
feeble schools at their doors*
I have little doubt that the future history of not a few
of them will amply justify the wisdom of the grant*
It is to be remembered that the law is not compulsory* It
simply gives the power to the towns, whose citisens are amply
qualified to judge as to the propriety of exercising it*
Certainly there is little danger of its abuse*3

2 J* P* Abel, Consolidation of Schools and Transportation of
Pupils (Washingtoni Government Printing Office, 1923), pp. 5-10•
3 Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Tear 1894-95,
Volume 2 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1896), p* 1469*
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John«4 states that this act gained its importance from ths
fast that It sstablishsd pupil transportation as a legitimate part
of ths eonwnmity's tax program*

Ths first children transported to

school at public expense under the provisions of the act were in the
town of Quinsy# in the eastern part of Massachusetts*

There, in

1874# a school with less than a dossn children was closed and the
pupils transported to another one-teaoher school*5
Ths first consolidation for the definite purpose of securing
for the children better educational opportunities appears to have
occurred in Montague# Massachusetts*

There# in 1875# as a result

of a campaign conducted principally by one of the school committee*
men# three district schools were abandoned and a new brick building
erected at a central location# to which the children from the
abandoned districts were transported at public expense*

The children

were transported in six sehool wagons# and later in five wagons and
one trolley car*6

* R* L* Johns# State and local Administration of School
Transportation, Teachers College Contributions to Education# Number
330 (New lorks Columbia University Press, 1928)# p* 2*
5 A* C. Monahan# Consolidation of Sural Schools and Transportation
of Pupils at Public Expense. U* S. Bureau of Education# Bulletin No. 30#
1914 (Washington: Government Printing Office# 1914)# P* 8*
6 Ibid.. p. 8.
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1895, * veteran school committee-man from

Montague Indicated that tho eonoolidatlon of schools and trans
portation of pupils was successfully oomplstsd in Montague in
1875*

Ho statedt

FOr eighteen years we have had the best attendance from
the transported children; no more sickness among them and
no accidents* The children like the plan exceedingly well*
We have saved the town at least $600 a year* All these
children now attend a well equipped schoolhouse at the
center* The schools are graded and everybody is converted
to the plan* We encountered all the opposition found any
where, but we asserted our sensible and legal rights and
accomplished the work*7
The second consolidated school in the United States was
probably one established in Concord, Massachusetts*

A central

building was erected in 1879, replacing several one-teacher schools*
Concord at that time, with the township, included about four
thousand inhabitants*

The area was about twenty-five square miles*

Prior to 1879 the conaon schools were twelve in number, occupying
eleven houses***
An account of the development of pupil transportation in
the Concord area is given by the former superintendent of the
schools in that center who said relative to the problems involved t
The children are conveyed in comfortable vehicles fitted
up for their accommodation* They are in charge of trusty

7 Ibid.. p. 8.
8 Ibid.. pp. 9-10.
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driver* enreute, and at noon they- are under the special care
of one of the teachers, who hae an extra compensation for the
service* Vhaa It is practicable, a farmer living near the
extreme Mid of the district is employed to convey the children*
Three 2-horse barges and tee 1-horse wagons are in use at
present* All these vehicles are fitted with seats running
lengthwise and are closed or open at sides and ends as the
weather requires* and in eold weather are provided with
blankets and straw* The driver starts from or near the remote
end of his district and drives down the principal thoroughfare
taking UP the children at their own doers or at cross street
comers *7
Following the Concord consolidated schools came others in
the neighboring townships*

Progress was slow, however.

In 1888,

one-hundred four townships of a total of two-hundred and forty in
the State were spending money for the conveyance of pupils *10

The

first year in which pupil transportation cost data were reported
in Massachusetts was 1888 when the amount paid for that purpose was

$22,118*38*
The first general statement of the results in Massachusetts
of the law authorising the public conveyance of pupils to school was
made fay Superintendent W* L# Eaton, of Concord in 1893* in a pamphlet
prepared for the Massachusetts public school exhibit at the World's
Columbian Exposition*

In it he saids

Since the year 1869 the cities and towns of Massachusetts
have been authorised by law to appropriate and expend money

* Ibid*, pp. 10-11*
10 Ibid*. P* 11*
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tor the conveyance of pupils to and from the public schools*
At first this authority was used, in accordance with its
apparent parpose, mainly to convey pupils to the high sehool
as generally there is but one such sehool in a town* Within
a tow years, howeverf many communities have used this authority
to Increase the educational advantages of the children—
constantly decreasing in numbers— who live in the districts at
a distance toon the centers of population* This has been
aeooaqpiished by closing many district schools and transporting,
at public expense, their pupils to the neighboring district
sehool er to the village*!*
In order to secure information regarding the development of
the transportation movement, a circular letter of inquiry was sent
to one-hundred and sixty-five cities and towns by the school
superintendent of Concord*

Heplies were received from one-hundred

and thirty-five and the following results were recorded t
1* Fifteen towns and cities report conveyance to high
school only, at a cost of $8,650*20 for 462 pupils*
2* It appears that in the remaining 120 towns and cities
there were, prior to the beginning of the movement to
consolidate, 632 outlying schools* Of this number 250 have
been closed within the past twelve years and today nearly 2000
pupils are being conveyed to adjacent district schools, or to
the village schools*
3* To the question, Is it the policy of your town
ultimately to close all the schools outside the centers of
population? Twenty-five answer yes, without qualification;
forty answer no; and nearly all the others reply that their
towns are working for that end, or are considering the question,
or hope to accomplish such a result*
4* To the request of a brief statement of the reasons that
determined the towns to close district schools and transport
the pupils to ether schools, the replies Indicate two distinct
purposes— one financial and the other educational* In many of
the towns of the state the depopulation of the districts outside
the villages has made it cheaper to transport to other schools

H Beport of the Commissioner of Education for the fear 1894~95,
Volume 2 (Washington! Government Printing Office, 1896), p« 1470*
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the pupils living in the districts than to teach them in situ.
In other towns the desire to make strong central schools, and
the purpose to give all the children of the town the benefit
of better teachers, better appliances, and better supervision,
have been the dominant motives to determine consolidation*
5* To the question whether the results have been
satisfactory, there is a substantial agreement in the affirmative.
The most emphatic expressions of satisfaction come from those
towns in which the educational motives have been the dominant
ones* Repeatedly comes the assertion from this latter class of
terns that the parents would not return to the old system of
isolated schools if it were possible.12
In 1&96 an agent of the Massachusetts Board of Bdueatlon
made an inquiry in the State concerning the extent of consolidation
and the result from an educational and financial viewpoint.
Approximately two hundred towns of the twc~hundred and forty in the
State reported.

State Agent G. T. Fletcher sunmarised the results

of his study by stating i
The exodus of you men and women to the cities of Massachusetts
and the States of the Vest has left many of the towns poor in
people and property. For what these rural communities have done
and may do for the Commonwealth they deserve aid in their time
of need. The State .should cooperate with the towns in securing
for their children educational advantages equal to those possessed
by wealthy communities. The school population had diminished
in a greater ratio that that of the adults because large families
of children were common formerly, uncommon now; but the number
of schools has not been reduced in like proportion to the
number of the children, and as a result many schools are too
small to be Interesting and profitable.
There are some objections to any plan of union, but they are
overbalanced by the advantages. When the people in the State
are doing all they can to educate their children, the State
should supplement their efforts wisely by money and management.^3

12 Ibid.. p. 1470.
^

Ibid.| p. 1470.
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The necessity of securing state aid for tho poorer towns in
order to secure better eehoole for the children of the districts
continued to receive the thoughtful attention of educators*

In 1894*

the superintendent of schools In the town of Taunton stateds
Three sohools have been closed on account of the small
number of pupils, and these few have been transported to other
small schools^ The cost has been between #900 and $1,000* 1
like the plan so well that, if possible, I would close others*^
likewise, similar results were evident in the town of Dover, and the
counties of Barnstable and Middlesex.
Thus, in spite of the lack of state aid an increase was noted
in the amount expended by towns and villages in the transportation
of pupils to schools.

There was a decided tendency to move forward

in spite of financial handicaps in order to provide strong, wellequipped and well-graded schools located at convenient points.
As attention toward the consolidation of schools increased, ;
the necessity of conveying children from one neighborhood to another
became more and more apparent.

One of the chief hindrances to

consolidation appeared to be in the distance some of the pupils had
to travel from their hemes to reach the nearest union or graded
school in thinly populated sections.15

As a result, varied means

of conveying children from outlying rural areas to the central school
were employed.

** Ibid.. p. 3473•
x5 Ibid.. p. 1469.
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A description of tho various methods of convoying children
to school is presented in a report by Massachusetts State Agent
John T* Brines on the schools of Bristol and Norfolk counties, as
follows«
(1) Conveyance by carriage from some central point, as, for
example, the abandoned schoolhouse, to the school or schools
which the children attend •
(2) Conveyance by carriage which passes through the principal
thoroughfare of the neighborhood from the most distant point,
the children being obliged to walk to the carriage from homes
which are situated on the aide roads*
(3) Conveyance by carriage from the homes of all the school
children of the neighborhood*
It is evident that the latter plan, although more expensive
than cither of the other plans, is the most convenient for the
pupils, and it has been found fay experience to be the one which
gives the greatest measure of success* * • #16
As the idea of conveying children to school became increasingly
considered as part of the expense of schooling, the problem of distance
which children should be required to walk continued to give sehool
cosmitteee mush trouble*

Relative to this problem the following

exerpt from the Report of the State Superintendent of Eduoation of
Massachusetts is presented*
The law prescribes no limits beyond which the children must
be conveyed* Sehoolhouees are conveniently located if they
are sufficiently near the children, or if, being too far away,
the children are transported to the sehoolhouees* What
convenience is the school committee determines; its decisions
are influenced naturally by the magnitude of the problems

16 lb**— P* 1472.
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involved and the money available for their solution* The
courts incline to sustain committees in the exercise of their
discretion*™
ftrank Hill, Secretary of the State Board of Education of
Massachusetts la 1 8 % , when asked his opinion about reasonable
distances children should walk, remarked 9
little children should not be mads to walk much over a mile,
although older children of graaraar-sohool age may walk a mile
and a half or even store* But numerous conditions may serve to
modify this opinion* If for little children the mile lies
through lonely, unfrequented, wooded, or difficult roads, it
would be too great or too dangerous a distance for them to walk*
If on the other hand, the way lies over a well-traveled
thoroughfare, with good sidewalks, and houses all along the
road, it would not be a hardship for the children to walk a
considerably greater distance than one mile* Transportation
should net be used to reduce sturdiness, self•reliance, and
reasonable self-denial In boys and girls* It cannot be made
equally convenient for all families* It often has to be
partial for some while complete for others* In cases of
genuine doubt the leaning should be toward the convenience
of the child*!®
The Massachusetts Law of 1869, which authorised towns to pay
for the transportation of pupils, had as Its object the establishment
of better equipped, better supported, and better taught schools,
without, however increasing necessarily their cost*

This was done

by the consolidation of scattered and small seho&ls, the maintenance
of fewer but better buildings, and the hiring of a smaller number

? Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Tear 1902,
Volume 2 (Washington s Government Printing Office, 1903), P* 2$62*
Original sources Report of the State Superintendent of Education of
Massachusetts, 1901-1902, pp* 101-102.
Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Year 1894-95,
Volume 2 (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1896), p« 1470*
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ef high-grade

H o w v w , one of the principal difficulties

to overcome was the conveying of children remote from the central
schools.

This was met by the transportation law*

The growth of

expenditures for transportation was largely the result of the
extent te whieh consolidation was carried*
The school oesndttee had no legal right to expend money for
transportation unless the team specifically authorised such
expenditure*

However, the committee had exclusive and absolute

charge of the settlement of all details concerning transportation
after it had ones been authorised by vote of the town*

The committee

was always under statutory obligation to provide convenient schooling
for every eligible child*

Schooling was made convenient by locating

the schoolheuse near the child or transporting the child to the
schoolhouse*
In Table I is indicated the amount expended for the conveyance
of pupils te school in Massachusetts from 1888-89 to 1900-01.

During

the first year, 1638-39, in whieh records were published, $22,113*33
was expended for transportation of pupils*

However, it must be

recalled that the movement had already had its inception twenty years
earlier*

Thus, in the period of two decades the aggregate cost of

conveyance for the state had risen considerably*
Table I

Further analysis of

revealed that for each successive year thereafter, a larger

i w n m t was expended for transporting pupils to school*

By the turn

of the century the cost of transportation had risen to $151,773-47,
approximately seven times greater than the amount spent in 1333-89*
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extent t* which f m U l e a t w transportation spread In the
period 1890-1906 m i beat exemplified by the annual increase in
the amount expended for that purpose.

Likewise, whereas the coat

of the program had been 182,118.33 twenty years after Its inception,
by 1900, thirty years after its inauguration, the oost had risen
to $151,773*47*
TABLE Z
AMOUNT EXPENDED FOB TRANSPORTING CHZLDBBi
TO SCHOOL IN MASSACHUSETTS 1338-190119

Tear

1888-S9
1&39-90
1B90-91
1891-92
1*92-93
1893-94
1894-95
1895-96
1896-97
1897-98
1898-99
1899-1900
1900-1901

Amount

• 22,118.38
24,145*12
30,648.68
38,726.07
50,590.41
63,617.68
76,608.29
91,136.11
105,317.13
123,032*41
127,409*00
141,754*00
151,773*47

Increase

»
2,026.74
6,503*56
8,077*39
11,844*34
13,027*57
12,990*32
14,527.82
14,381.02
17,715,28
4,376.81
14,344*62
10,019.63

19 A. C. Monohan, Consolidation o£ Rural gfffaRg}# £& Transportation
of Pgpilo at public Bacponaee U. S* Bureau of Education* Bulletin No* 3G,
19l4(Sohingtonj Government Printing Offioe* 1914)# p« 12*
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B.

SPREAD OF TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENT FROM MASSACHUSETTS
TO SOW ENGLAND, SOUTH AND MIDWEST PRIOR TO 1900
From Massachusetts , the transportation movement soon spread

over the New England and other eastern states.

In 1876 the legislature

of the state of Vermont gave to the district committee the right to
arrange for the instruction of the pupils in an adjoining district
or districts and to provide their transportation to and from

school

.20

Likewise, in Maine, a committee consisting of the municipal officers
and the school eomittee was given authority by the legislature of
1880 to close the school in any district in which the number of pupils
was considered too few and to expend the money in an adjoining district,
using not more than half of it for the conveyance of pupils to and
from school .21

The general law of New Hampshire in 1885 contained a

clause allowing certain districts to spend not exceeding ten per cent
of the moneys for public school purposes in conveying pupils living
more than a mile and a half from school.

In that year, transportation

without regard to the distance the child lived from the school was

20 Report of the Commissioner of Education for the Year, 1894*93,
Volume 2 (Washingtons Government Printing Office, 1896), p. 1478.
21 Report of the Comsnissioner of Education for the Year, 1902,
Volume 2 (Washingtons Government Printing Office, 1903), P» 2361.
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made permissible in all towns of the state, and tho limit of
eapc&dlture was raised to twenty-five par cent.22
TABLE II
BATE OP ENACTMENT OF SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION LANS
BEFORE 1900^3

Bate

State

Bate

1869
1876
1880
188$
1889
1893
1894
1895

Massachusetts
Vermont
Maine
New Hampshire
Florida
Connecticut
Ohio
New Jersey
New York

1897
1897
1897

1896

1898
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899
1899

State

Iowa
Nebraska
Illinois
Wisconsin
Rhode Island
Kansas
North Dakota
South Dakota
Indiana
Florida

In Tablo II la lndicatod tho states which had enacted
school transportation laws prior to 1900*

By tho turn of tho

century, the transportation movement had spread from the New
Rng

i

area to several of the Southern and Mid—Western states*

Florida, which had enaeted its law in 1899# was the only southern
state to hare done so before 1900*

22 Report of the Commissioner of Education for the tear
1894-95, Volume 2 (Washington* Government Printing Office, 1896),
p. 1476*
23 J. F. Abel, Consolidation g£ School* £«& Trarurortatlon
of Pupils* U. S. Department of Interior, Bureau of Education Bulletin
No* 41 (Washingtonj Government Printing Office, 1923), p* 22*
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la 1693 f*ee transportation of pupils was authorised In
Connect!out*

A provision of the school law of that state authorised

town school boards to unite the school of any district with that of
an adjoining one and provide transportation facilities for the
pupils residing some distance from the school*
It was not long before the transportation movement spread
westward*

Ohio was the first state west of the Alleghany Mountains

to propose transporting pupils.

This proposal was made in 1672*

However, it was not until 1692 that the first pupils were transported
in Ashtabula County (Ohio)*

On April 17, 1694# the legislature of

Ohio enacted a measure which supported the practice which had been
successfully executed for two years*

The law was so limited that

it applied only to the Kingsville School District and not to other
parts of the state*

In 1896, another measure was adopted which

granted to three additional counties the authority to transport
pupils at public expense*

Finally, on April 5, 1898, another law

was enacted which extended to all counties of the state the authority
to transport pupils at public expense. 24
By the turn of the century eleven additional states, including
New Jersey, New York, Iowa, Nebraska, Illinois, Wisconsin, Rhode
Island, Kansas, North Dakota, South Dakota, and Indiana, had enacted
laws which provided for the conveyance^of children to and from school

^ Ward G* Reeder, The Administration
(Columbuat Tb.
W9),
5*

Fanil Transportation
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at public expense*

Thus, the plan inaugurated by Massachusetts

in 1869 had been gradually extended with the passing years*
C.

THE DETAILS OP ARRANGEMENTS FOR PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
The details of transportation were of extreme importance*

The success of the consolidated school to which children were
conveyed in school wagons or in public carriers would not have
been achieved unless the transportation system. Itself, was
satisfactory*

The great objection which had to be met in con

solidating the rural schools was transportation#*^

Many parents

objected to the fact that their children were transported too
great a distance and that they were compelled to leave home too
early in the morning and were returned too late in the evening*
This dSBcnstrated that the unit of consolidation was too large*

A

readjustment of the consolidated area was decidedly necessary in
order that the pupils affected would be transported a more reasonable
distance*

In rural connmnities, where good roads were not maintained

throughout the year, the people had to be content with the district
school*

Thus, where the unit of consolidation was not too large, the

transportation of pupils had resulted in a larger and more regular
attendance*

Too, transportation served as a great aid in improving

the health of pupils*

Children were not compelled to walk through

rain and in the mud causing the wearing of wet shoes all day*

In

25 A* C* Monahan, Consolidation £f Rural Schools and Trans
portation pf Pupils £t Public Expense. U. S* Bureau of Education,
Bulletin No* 30, 1914 (Washington 1 Government Printing Office, 1914)#
P* 44«
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the majority of states which had adopted a transportation system,
school officials wore very careful to got responsible men to serve
as drivers of the school wagons; consequently,-the students were
under the care of sons responsible person all day*
The superintendent of instruction in a mid-western state
emphasised the importance of a system of school transportation
thusi
The success of the consolidated school depends in very
large measure upon transportation* If the transportation is
safe, comfortable, rapid, and in charge of men of high
character, no trouble results from it* When men of low
ideals are in charge of transportation or when transportation
is slow, or when the distance is too great, then certain evils
are at once seen* These evils, however, are all remediable*
If the people demand drivers of high character they can be
secured* If the officials insist upon rapidity of trans
portation that too can be d o n e . 26
An analysis of the reports of the state superintendents of
the various states reveals that each was confronted with certain
difficulties which operated to prevent the development of the
transportation system.

Following is a list of the more common

difficulties involved*

They were:

1*

Bad roads*

Though not unsurmountable, this difficulty

proved to be a great obstacle*

Also involved was all other traffic

as well, particularly rural delivery of mails and market produce*
In a majority of instances everything humanly possible was done in

26 244*.

p*
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order to maintain and improve the transportation system-regardless
of the had conditions of the roads *27
2*

Bad drivers*

For obvious reasons this was a point of

considerable importance*

A thoroughly qualified individual should

be vested with this tremendous responsibility*

Occasionally a

school eeemittee made mistakes and incompetent individuals were
employed*

however, once the school patrons realised that the

lives and health of their children were being endangered, action
was taken to remedy this evil situation*

In some instances, youths

were given the responsibility of driving the team to and from school,
however, this situation met rapid disapproval•23
3*

Prejudice in advance of trial*

This factor was generally

strong, especially where the small district plan was already in
operation*

Matrons protested vigorously in the small districts,

however, opposition diminished when the trial proved successful*
Mo ease has been recorded in which the change was made back again
from transportation and consolidation to the small school *29
4*

Morals*

This issue was brought up at various times and

discussed pro and con*

Some schodl officials claimed that by a

27 Jan** B. Aewell, Tfcj Consolidation
School Dletpicte and
the Trenenartatlan gf Pupjle & Pabllo Bypenpe. State of Louisiana,
Department of Education, 1906, p* 57 •
28 Ibid.. p. 57.
29 Twenty Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction of Illinois for the Years Ending July 31, 1901 and July 31,
1902* A New Organisation in the Country, pp* 155-161*
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greater number of students being brought together there was a
greater opportunity for immorality*

However, this factor waa

swiftly removed with the employment of capable bus drivers*30
5*

Fear of contracting contagious diseases*

This factor

proved negligible.31
Evidence of the importance of proper wagons and drivers
is presented in the Carnegie Foundation's Study of Education in
Vermont as follows i
In places where transportation has not been satisfactory,
the difficulty is often due either to the driver or to the
conveyance* Parents charged that a rough boy driver had
taught their boys to smoke, and tolerated and even encouraged
disorder. Older drivers were sometimes intoxicated* A
second source of difficulty is the type of wagon or sleigh
used* t&gons may be so crowded that the children are
uncomfortable* It is difficult to see how some of the
conveyances could be surpassed for discomfort or unsightliness*
Sometimes other loads also ere carried and the children are
made to walk up hills and over bad roads. Sometimes
sufficient blankets are not provided* The greatest satis*
faction has been experienced with the wschool barges”
purchased by some of the towns. For fall and spring these
are spring wagons with tops and side curtains for protection
from rain and sun. The seats extend along the side and are
cushioned. Per winter use they are sleighs with closed tops*
In none of those observed was their provision for heating,
but the drivers had often procured soapstones or pieces of
hard wood, whioh they heated over the school stove and placed
at the feet of the pupils on their way home* These same

33 Seventh Biennial Report of the State Superintendent of
Public Instruction of North Carolina for the Two Tears Ending June 30,
1902* Consolidation of Rural Schools, pp* 24-28.
31 Forty-Seventh Annual Report of the State Commissioner of
Common Schools of Ohio for the Tear Ending August 31, 1900, pp. IS—19*
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object* were hooted in the homes of the pupils in the morning
and used on the way to school* Parents are much more Inclined
to favor the transportation of older than of younger children,
particularly when children have to walk to some central place
in order to meet the barge* In a few cases children ride as
far as six miles over very hilly roads and must start very
early in the morning, not reaching home again until dusk«32
In the matter of employing drivers, the general practice
followed by a majority of the states was to award routes to the
lowest responsible bidders*

In Ohio,33 the amount paid school bus

drivers in 1898 varied from ninety cents to two dollars and twentyfive cents per day, varying with the number of miles traveled and
the number of children transported*

The distances varied from two

and one-half to eight miles, and the number per conveyance was one
dollar and fifty eentsi average distance, four and one-half miles $
and average number per conveyance, twenty*

Wagons were usually

purchased at a cost that seldom exceeded one hundred dollars*

In

1898 in the State of Florida,34 an average of $23*33 P«r iponth was
paid the drivers in twenty-seven different districts while in 1900

32 Carnegie Foundation For the Advancement of Teaching, £
Study £f Education In Vermont (Bostons Merrymount Frees, 1912),

ppTocCSl.

33 Aswell, loc* clt.* p* 51* Original sources Forty-Seventh
AnTm*l Report of the State Conmissioner of Common Schools for the
State of Ohio for the Tear Ending August 31# 1900*
34 Aswell, loc* clt*. p* 53* Original sources Biennial Report
of the Superintendent of Public Instruction of Florida for the Two
Tears Ending June 30, 1900*
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school bus driver* in Xow&35 were paid #25*00 to #30*00 par month,
according to tho route*

D.

ACCEPTANCE AND SUCCESS OF THE TRANSPORTATION MOVEMENT
Tho toot that tho objections of many paronto and pupils wore

well founded was readily admitted*

However, in spite of all criticisms

and handicaps tho number of states adopting transportation laws
increased steadily as did tho amount expended for this purpose*

In

tho period following 1900, especially from 1901 to 1910, transportation
laws were enacted in states representative of all sections of the
country.

In the South, the General Assemblies of Virginia in 1903,

Maryland in 1904# Oklahoma in 1905, Missouri in 1907, and Mississippi
in 1910 saw fit to onset legislation which provided for state aid in
the transportation of pupils to and from school*

The influences that

were to bring about the transportation movement in the Southern
States were also felt in the western area*

During the period 1900

to 1910, several of the western states among them being California,
Washington, Montana, Oregon, Utah, and Colorado took steps toward
developing a system of school transportation*

Too, in this period,

Minnesota and West Virginia enacted favorable legislature toward the
promotion

of

school transportation*

In the period 1911 to 1919,

35 Aswell, loc* Pit., p. 45* Original sourest Biennial
Report of the Department of Public Instruction of Iowa for the
Period I&ding September 30, 190L* Chapter II, Consolidation of
Schools and Transportation of Children, pp* 29-97•
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the remainder of the states enacted Ians assuring the success of
the school transportation movement*

In the nine years, the

thirteen states that had up to that time provided no legal
authorisation of anor kind for transportation passed specific
lane far it or laws that could be interpreted as permitting it*
Thus, in fifty years the movement which had its origin in 1369
in Massachusetts became universally accepted in 1919 when Wyoming
enacted its school transportation law.36
However, one of the most important factors that assured
the success and broad development of the school transportation
system was the invention of the automobile*

About the same time

that the advocates of public education were awakening to the
necessity of providing effectivemeans of pupil transportation,
inventors In Western Surope were laying the foundation for the
development of a new means of transportation*

Although not designed

specifically and especially for school transportation, this new
motor vehicle, in time to come, was to exert a tremendous Influence
upon the whole school system*37
The schools, like other American enterprises, were quick to
take advantage of the automobile for transportation and shortly after

^

J* ?* Abel, Jj££* cit., p* 22*

^ M. C* 3* Noble, op* oit*. pp* 2-3# Original sourcei
Franklin M* Peek, Automobiles from Start to Finish (New Xorki
Thomas W* Crowell Company, 1935)# PP* 4-5*
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the establishment of factories for the production of automobiles,
the motorised hue began to make its appearance as an important
factor in the school transportation system in the United States*
From the time of the introduction of the motor bus to the school
transportation system, the development of the latter has been
synonymous with the rapid growth of the automobile industry*
Tremendous strides have been made in improving the automobile as
a means of twentieth century transportation*

Each improvement

made In this industry meant added improvements in the development
of the school transportation system in order to insure the
mavimw safety and comfort for the pupils*
Although the motorised school bus did much to improve and
broaden school transportation facilities, it should be remembered
that other forces have combined with the motorised bus to make
possible the transportation systems of today*
ares

Among these factors

(a) improved roads; (b) statutory provisions for school

transportation; (c) the establishment of consolidated schools; (d)
the evergrowing demand for better educational opportunities *3®
II*
A*

LOUISIANA

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE SCHOOL
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM IN LOUISIANA

The idea to provide better educational advantages through
transportation of pupils than were offered by the one-room school
was translated to action in

38

PP» 4-5.

Ians in 1902 in Lafayette Parish
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whan the Lafayette School Board instead of rebuilding a one-room
eohool near the town of Scott which had been destroyed by a cyclone
transferred the children by wagonette to another school«39

The idea

of transportation of pupils was not new since it had been advanced
by State Superintendent of Education, Alexander Dimitry as early as
1849# when he expressed the view that small isolated ungraded schools
with poorly prepared teachers could not meet the prevailing standards
of the time and when he pointed out the advisability of transporting
children to larger schools*40

in 1900, J* V* Calhoun,41 then State

Superintendent of Education, in his annual report to the governor and
members of the legislature pointed out the advantages of consolidating
small ungraded schools and transporting pupils to larger graded centers*
However, he feared the opposition and protest which would recult from
prejudiced and biased groups and individuals who considered it their
right to have a school and a teacher exclusively for their own family
use*

He emphasised the necessity of time and a demonstration of results

in order to compass the needed reforms*

3? A. C* Monahan, op. cit*. p* 15* Original source: Report of
the State Superintendent of Public Education in Louisiana, 1903*
4^ First Report of the Superintendent of Public Education of
Louisiana addressed to Both Branches of the General Assembly of the
State of Louisiana, 1847* (New Orleans: The Louisiana Courier Office,
1848), p. 9*
41 Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Public Education
of Louisiana, (Baton Rouge: State Department of Education, 1901),
pp. 7-8*
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The following is an account of tho beginning of tho school
transportation movement in Lafayette Parish:
In 1902 a cyclone destroyed a one-room schoolhouoe loe&tsd,
about six miles from Scott. This ooeurred during the session,
and as the building of a new schooXhouse would cause the
children to be out of school for a month or so, two public
spirited dtlsens, members of the school beard, Dr* N« P* Moss
and Mr* Aleide Judloe, proposed to furnish a wagonette
temporarily at their own expanse to be used in transferring
the children who had been attending the little school that
was destroyed to the sohool located in the town of Scott*
Their proposition was accepted by the board and the new plan
put into operation* The idea worked out so successfully that
the beard decided net to rebuild the sehoolhowse, but to put
in a peraanent wagonette* Other communities in Lafayette
heard of the new plan and petitioned the school board to place
their children in central graded schools* In a year or so
Lafayette Parish had made practically every consolidation that
was possible and was operating a large number of wagonettes in
which children were transported to central schools *42
It is indicated through a study of the reports made by
Allem an,4 3

Badeaux44 and KitcheU,45 Parish School Superintendents

in Louisiana in the period 1902-04, that consolidation and trans
portation were foremost in the minds of school leaders in the state
as a means of improving the public school system.

&

A* C* Monahan, op. clt.. p. 15*

^ Animal Report of the Louisiana State Department of Education,
1902-1903. (Baton fiouget State Department of Education), pp. 82-83.
** Ibid.. p. 163.

45 H>ld.. p.

171.
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In his report of 1902-03 to tho Governor and Members of tho
Goaor&l Assembly, State Super intondent Calhoun made the following
statements with regard to the experiment started in Lafayette
Parishs
Rader this plan pupils are conveyed from their homes to
the school, shelter from bad weather, kept in order and
discipline on the way to and from school, and made punctual
in their attendance* Contact with a larger number of pupils
has a strengthening and elevating influence upon their minds,
Just as any man's ideas and faculties are improved by his
association with many- persons of different characters rather
than with three or four persons alone and constantly*
The enterprising pariah superintendent of Lafayette Parish
has tried the experiment in his schools* X think that It is
working satisfactorily*46
However , in spite of the leadership displayed by state and
parish school officials, certain difficulties were confronted which
operated to prevent the development of the transportation movement*
In the school session 1904-05* the State Superintendent of Education
made am inquiry in the parishes throughout the state as to the
greatest single difficulty hindering the progress of the consolidation
and transportation movement*
1*

The following summaries were submitted5

Bad roads, whereby during the rainy season children cannot

attend sehool*47
2*

The greatest difficulty in the country is caused by the

nobber of —

schools in the parish and the practical impossibility

46 Ibid.. pp. 24-25.
47 Annual Report of the 3tate Superintendent of Public Education
1904-05* (Baton Rouge 1 State Department of Education, 1905), p« 246*
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of consolidating thorn, duo to topographical conditions and sparse
populations in 0007 portions of the parish*^
3*

The stubborn resistance of the people to a consolidation

of schools and transportation of pupils is a problem, however,
success has been accomplished in breaking resistance in several
places*49
4*

Difficulty pupils have in getting to and from school,

owing to bad roads and many sloughs and bayous, which almost
precludes winter schools #50

5* The lack of edueable children to attend schools#^
6* The peculiar distribution of the population, renders
It impossible to locate school houses as to avoid inconvenience,
if not hardship, to many sohool children*

It is anticipated in

the near future to provide a wey to take the child from his home
to sohool and return him from the school to his home with the least
exposure in the long distance he may have to travel to and from the
school house
However, not withstanding the numerous difficulties which
tended to hinder the progress of the system, the influence of the

48 Ibid., p. 2fc8.
49 Ibid.. p. 251.
50 Ibid.. p. 253.
51 Ibid.. p. 25«.
52 Ibid., pp. 263-264-
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movement in Lafayette Barlsh spread throughout Louisiana*

Consoli

dation and transportation were talked in the institutes and
conventions of pariah superintendents and the state superintendent
stressed its value in his numerous addresses*

The parish super

intendents became interested in this better type of country school,
and gradually the snail country schools with their crude houses
and incompetent teachers were replaced by central schools

with

improved building facilities and instructors•53

There were no improved public highways and auto trucks did
not exist*

Despite the bad roads, many schools were consolidated

and hundreds of children were transported to the central schools
in horse-drawn wagons*

It is difficult to understand how the mud

and roots could have been negotiated, but they were) on the
principle, ae doubt, that people can do almost anything if they
wish it hard enough *54
During the period 1906-08 the first analysis of the progress
made in the transportation of pupils to and from school appeared in
the reports of parish superintendents of education*

In 1906, V* L*

Boy, Superintendent of Education in Avoyelles Parish, reported as
follows on the progress of transportation in his pariahs
On the subject of the transportation of pupils, the sohool
board ordered at its last meeting that two conveyances, each

53 T. H. Harris, j&e Story of £ ^ i s gjfeaMaS i£ Jfi&UT
(Haw Orleanet Tha Printing Department, Delgado Trade School,

p* 93*
54 Ibid*,

p* 93*
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of a capacity of twenty-five, bo purchased, one for tho use
of pupils that have heretofore attended the Joffrlon Sohool
and that will now be tranaported to Koreaovillei the other
for the conveying to the Mansura Sohool of the pupile living
in a needy developed pert of the ward where there has never
been a eehoel eetabllahed but where the demand for a school
has been very urgent*
The movement looking to the transportation of pupils in
this pariah is regarded very favorably by the publio* I may
add that it is the intention of the committee having in charge
this work of transportation, not to pay over $25*00 per month
for the operation of the conveyances•55
Superintendent L* J* Alleman, who wrote a comprehensive
report on the development of a system of transportation £h Lafayette
Parish, sunaarised the progress made by 1906 by stating s
Like all new things, consolidation of schools and trans
portation of children at public expense was ridiculed and
poo-poohed when first mentioned here five years ago* liven
progressive sohool men looked upon the innovation with
suspicion and the school board could not be prevailed upon to
make the first test* Three years ago Dr* Moss and Mr* Alcide
Judies, in order to introduce transportation in the parish,
made this proposition to the Board; 'be will bqy the wagonette
and you will make the test* If after making a fair test
transportation proves a failure in Lafayette Parish the
experiment will cost you nothing* If it is successful you may
refund the price paid for the wagonette*' This proposition
was accepted, the test made, and needless to say Moss and
Judiee were not compelled to take back the first wagonette
which did school service in Louisiana, perhaps the first in
the South* Since that eventful day in the development of
educational matters in Lafayette, five other wagonettes have
been purchased and are now doing service* In addition to
this there are new petitions from communities for three
wagonettes, and a monster petition from an entire ward
offering $400 to the Board in cash, and more if necessary,
if the board will abolish all schools of the ward and build
one central school with transportation* If adopted this
would make the second centralised school in Lafayette Parish* 56

^

J. B* Aswell, 22* eit*. p* 30

56 ibid,. p. 30.
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Similar reports by Pavrot57, Davie»58# Marks59f and Brown^O,
school superintendents from parishes rapraa anting various sectIona
of tho State, further reveal tho efforts of parish school boards to
d m l o p an officiant systsoi of pupil conveyance to and from a largo
centralised sohool.
Tho extent to which tho system of pupil transportation had
developed from Its birth in 1902 to 1909 when tho first comprehensive
report was published Is beat exemplified by the spread of the system
from Imfayette Parish to more than forty administrative unite
representing various sections of Louisiana.
Daring the session 1909*10, forty-one parishes were operating
2 1 0 ^ wagons to transport 4088^2 pupils*

The annual expenditure

57 J, B. Aswell, op* eit», p* 29*
58 i£&* £ £ •
59 S* L. Stephens, Collected Addresses, Papers and Letters,
unpublished, 1894-1910* Louisiana Room, Louisiana State University
Library*
60 Ibid.
61 Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Public
IMqeatifttt of Louisiana* (Baton Rougei Ramiree-Jones Publishing Co.,
1910), p. 26.
62 Ibid.. p. 27.
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par child for transportation varied from parish to parish depending
on tho number of months tho schools were operated*
In 1910-11 tho number of parishes providing transportation
facilities had increased to forty-three*
operated had increased to 249^

The number of wagons

and 5151^ children were transported

to consolidated schools*
According to C* J* Brown^, Rural School Supervisor in the
State Department of Sducation, the most noticeable and perhaps the
beat thing in connection with the accompanying statistical summary
for the year 1910-11 was that while there had been a consistent
and healthy growth along all lines, there had been no abnormal
growth in any direction*
Brown continued his summary by adding:
In general, there is nothing but encouragement to be had
from a study either of these statistics or of the actual
conditions obtaining in rural communities* A considerable
majority of the country children are attending well graded
schools rather than the weak, pne-teacher type so general
a few years ago, they are well housed and pass the school
day Under physical conditions quite as good as are to be
found in their homes; their teachers are men and women of
education ami ability; in the great majority of instances*
Further than that, the steady improvement along these lines
promises a time, not so far away as to be uninteresting,
when children of rural communities will have school facilities

^ Annual Report of the State Superintendent of Public
Sducation of Louisiana* (Baton Rouges Raxnires-Jones Publishing
Co., 1911), p. 76.
6 4 IM A . ,

p . 77.

65 Ibid.. p. 86.
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perhaps better for their particular needs than may be found
in the towns.66
Several indices indieating the status of the transportation
movement in the period 1909-10 to 1920*21 are presented in Table
III*

Statistics prior to 1909 are incomplete*

Data presented in

Table H I are incomplete because of the lack of comparable
statistics reported in the Annual Reports of the State Superintendent
of Bdueation*
During the period 1909-10 through 1916-17, the number of
parishes providing pupil transportation facilities had increased
from forty-one to forty-nine.

Thus, in the short period that

followed the birth of the movement in Lafayette Parish in 1902 to
1909, when the first complete data were reported, a majority of the
parishes in lauisiana had adopted the system*

During this same

period, the number of wagons operated by pariah school boards had
increased to 49$ in 1917 from 210 operated in 1909*

This represents

an increase of 141*1 percent*
During the 1909-10 school year, 4088 pupils were transported
to school as compared to 13,873 in 1917, an increase of 9728 or 240*4
percent*

Cost data are not indicated since expenditures on a per

pupil basis varied from parish to parish*

By 1920-21, fifty parishes

were transporting 19,804 pupils in 786 wagons*
During the period prior to the beginning of World War I,
when the transportation movement was yet in its infancy, the best

66 Ibid*. PP* 88-90

TABUS III
NUMBER OF PARISHES PROVIDING TRANSPORTATION, VEHICLES OPERATED AND
NUMBER OF WHITS CHILDREN TRANSPORTED IN LOUISIANA, 1909-1921*

Parishes providing
transportation

Wagons and/or
vehicles operated

School Session

Number

Number

Increase

Number

1909 - 1910

41

210

—

4,088

—

1910 - 1911

43

2

249

43

5,151

1,106

1911 - 1912

42

1

280

74

6,6a

2,576

1912 - 1913

37

”4

256

50

6,071

2,026

1913 - 1914

42

1

299

93

6,605

2,560

1914 - 1915

47

6

352

146

7,466

3,421

1915 - 1916

48

7

420

214

9,657

5,612

1916 - 1917

49

8

498

292

13,873

9,728

1917 - 1918

—

—

—

—

-----

1918 - 1919

—

—

—

—

-----

1919 - 1920

—

—

—

—

-- !
--

1920 - 1921

50

786

580

Increase
—

9

Pupils
transported

19,804

Increase
~

15,759

* Bata are based on statistics included in the Annual Reports of the State
Department of Education of Louisiana for the years indicated*
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mode of travel used nee a light wagon or wagonette with a seating
capacity of approximately twelve to fifteen children*

Frequently,

ordinary farm wagons and teams of mules or horses were used*

These

wagons were usually equipped with a set of hows and a wagon sheet,
or tarpaulin, for use as a covered wagon to protect the children
in rainy or extremely cold weather.6?

In many instances roads were

not passable for these wagons, and children had to be transported
on horseback or In buggies .68

At best, such vehicles could not

be expected to transport children long distances since this
involved too w ash of the pupil ve time and was too expensive for
school boards to bear the cost*
During this period, many of the pariah boards had adopted
a system which sought to eliminate the school wagon and reduce the
cost of transportation.

The plan usually employed tended to allow

a specific stipend per month for the attendance of each child who
lived beyond a certain distance from each school*

Under the system,

the parents provided transportation for their children, and they
received compensation from the school boards, based on the average
attendance of their children in the schools*

The amount usually

allowed varied from ten to fifteen cents per day for each child
actually transported to the school*69

67 H. S. Hob«rt«©n, Pobllo Education
Lgnl»lm» attar 1898.
(Baton Bouges Franklin Press, Inc., 19521, p* 170*
66 Ibid*. p* 170*
69 Annual Beport of the State Superintendent of Education of
Louisiana for the Session 1913*14, 1914 (Baton Rouge j Moran *s and
Sons, Inc*), pp* 25*26.
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Since the inception of tho transportation movement in
Ia^grette Parish, a factor of extreme importance to bo noted, mas
tho rate of progress achieved in the parishes in spite of the lack
of any specific legal authorisation by the state legislature
granting parish school boards the authority to transport children
to and fTon sohool*

Act Ho* 197?° adopted at the 1914 Session of

the Legislature provided reduced prices of transportation on all
street railsays and suburban railroads for children attending
sohool*

However, it use not until 1916 that the transportation

of school children was made a subject of legislation, and not
until 1922 that parish school boards mere directly authorised and
empowered hr lav to transport children to school*
Section 29 of Act 100 of 1922 provided!
The parish school boards shall have authority to provide
transportation for children living more than two miles from
a school of suitable g rad e .71
This act uas Important because it established pupil
transportation as a responsibility of the parish school board
sad a legitimate part of the parish's tax program*

Therefore, the

year 1921, is frequently mentioned as the period in which pupil

7° lets of the State of Louisiana, Regular Session of the
State Legislature, 1914 (Baton Rouge: Ramires-Jones Printing Co*,
1914), PP. 378-379.
71 Acts of the State of Louisiana, Regular Session of the
State Legislature, 1922 (Baton Rouget Raiaires-Jones Printing Co*,
1922), p* 213.
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transportation la Louisiana bag&n to bo regarded as a major
responsibility of tha pariah sohool board and a necessary service,
if educational opportunities wars to bo mads available to all
pupils in tho stats*
Too, in this period, the motorised sohool bus began to
make its appesraxtse in increased numbers throughout the State*
The use of motor driven vehicles in Louisiana prior to World Whs I
mas limited*

The original cost of equipment, in addition to the

cost of operation and maintenance and the lack of adequate roads
tended to limit the use of motor vehicles for any purpose*
The general use of trucks in World War I in the transportation
of army equipment and personnel at Camp Beauregard near Alexandria
had a salutary effect on motor transportation of children to school*
After 1919, individuals purchased chaoses and placed improvised
and poorly constructed wooden bodies on them*

Vehicles of this

type were used for many years following the end of the

w a r

*72

Improved school bus bodies began to attract attention in
Louisiana about 1925*

An early pioneer in the use of improved bus

bodies was £* S* fiiohardson who, in 1921, was elected superintendent
of Webster Parish Schools*

He realised that in order to hold the

cost of transportation within limits that could be met from available
finances, one motor bus must transport a large number of children

H. 3* Boberteon, £g. cit*, pp. 170-171*
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over relatively distant routes*

In order to asst the need for &

truck body to accomodate a large number of children, Richardson
saployed a local man, W* H. Luck, to construct school bus bodies
for use in Webster Parish*
bodies wore crude*

Like their predecessors, these bus

However, bhpy represented definite progress in

school transportation in Louisiana*^
The use of m o d e m buses in school transportation could not
advance far ahead of the highway system*

When transportation of

children began, many people thought that a system for transporting
school children to and from school was visionary and impractical*
Transportation was feasible during dry seasons when the dirt roads
were hard and passable, but in continued rainy periods, the roads
frequently became impassable*

The occasional graveled highway that

appeared prior to and immediately after 1920, provided great
improvements, making it possible to transport children to school
easily where roads of this type existed*

By 1928, the motor

vehicle had come into such use that in the general election of 1928,
the question of an adequate highway system was a major issue*

The

result was that an extensive network of highways and bridges was
constructed throughout the state and revolutionised transportation
in the state*74

^

Ibid** PP* 170-171

74 Loo* sit*
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According to a recent study,

another factor which hastened

the development of a cafe and adequate school transportation system,
was the introduction of the steel bus body in Louisiana, by the
Habers9 Bus Body Manufacturing establishment in Mansfield, Louisiana*
The report indicated that the use of steel bodies for school buses
s o w became a requirement, and parish school boards declined to
enter into contracts with bus operators who failed to install steel
bodies on their buses*
All of these important factorss

(a) adequate statutory

provisions for school transportation, (b) demands for better
educational opportunities, (e) motorised school buses, (d) improved
roads and highways which served to make even the remotest of rural
areas accessible by motor vehicle, and (e) introduction of steel bus
bodies, combined to make possible the present school transportation
system in Louisiana*
In Table I? the increase in school transportation facilities
for white children from 1921-22 to 1951*52 are indicated*

In the

1921-22 session 914 vehicles were transporting 25,295 children at a
cost of |655,B99#35, or a per pupil expenditure of $25»93«

The

number of pupils transported during this session represented 9*&
percent of the total white public school enrollment*
of 23 pupils was transported per bus*

An average

In the 1951*52 school year

the number of buses in operation had risen to 2,743, the number of

75 Ibid*, p. 173
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children transported had increased to 1$4»063 *uad the annual ©oat
of providing transportation had risen to #6,447,474*96*

The

expenditure per pupil transported inereased to #35*03* The number
of white children transported during the 1951-52 school year
represented 58*2 per cent of the total white publio school
enrollment*

An average of 67 pupils was transported per bus*

In the thirty years following the direct authorisation for school
boards to transport children by the state legislature, the school
transportation system for white children has become a major
educational accomplishment in Louisiana*
Although the problem of this study is limited to an investigation
of the system of transportation of white children to school, data were
included In this phase of the report in order to indicate the development
and scope of the system of transportation of Negro children to school in
Louisiana*

la Table V are indicated the increases in the school trans

portation facilities for Negro children*

Transportation of Negro

children to school was not accepted as a responsibility of the parish
school boards until 1931 when five parishes reported facilities*

In

recent years, a majority of the parishes have attempted to maintain an
adequate system of bus transportation for Negro children*

In the 1931-32

session eleven vehicles were transporting 374 children at a cost of
#4*337*26, or a per pupil expenditure of #11*60*

Only *2 per cent of

the total Negro public school enrollment was transported
1931-32*

to school in

An average of 34 ehildren was transported per vehicle*

TABUS XV

STATUS OF WHITS PUBLIC SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
IN LOUISIANA 1921-22 - 1951*52*

Number Average ae*
Humber
School vehicles
miles railee onesession operated traveled
one-way vehicle
1921-22
1922-23
1923-%
1924-25
1925-26
1926-27
1927-28
1928-29
1929-30
1930-31
1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-40
1940-41
1941-42

914
1,120
1,331
1,487
1,567
1,857
2,009
2,174
2,363
2,355
2,397
2,388
2,380
2,425
2,502
2,555
2,577
2,635
2,631
2,698
2,648

26,895
29,077
30,645
31,939
33,061
34,739
35,532

10*8
11*4
11*9
12a
12.6
12.9
13*4

Umber fm eent of Average no.
pqpHe enrollment transported
trans transported per vehiele
ported
25,295
32,495
38,153
46,173
50,550
61,698
70,551
79,640
87,703
96,031
105,898
U3»377
116,820
121,341
127,333
134,231
139,307
145,500
147,992
155,075
154,937

9.8
12.6
14.9
17%
19.2
23%
2 6%
28.8
31.6
34.0
36.9
38.6
39.7
41.0
43.0
45%
47%
48.8
49.6
52.1
53.1

%
29
29
31
32
33
35
37
37
a
44
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56
58
59

Total
eost

Cost per
popll
trans

ported
S 655,899.35
842,595.35
1,009,146.85
1,126,621.20
1,249,684.31
1,475,347.78
1,621,801.67
1,760,677.50
1,866,463.72
1,960,833.82
1,914,340.96
1,521,604.34
1,681,414.63
1,816,266.15
1,893,210.74
2,027,753.07
2,189,218.23
2,329,175.14
2,395,254-83
2,487,365.56
2,596,083.96

125.93
25.93
26.45
24 %0
24.72
23.92
25.50
22.11
21.28
20.42
19.26
14,07
14.56
17*21
15.57
15.57
16%0
16.94
17.0)
16.73
17.34

TABLB IV

STATUS OF WHITE PUBLIC SCHOOL THAN3P0BTATI0N
IN LOUISIANA 1921-22 - 1951-52
(Concluded)

Humber
Number Average no#
miles miles oneSchool vehicles
session operated traveled
way P«*
one-nay vehicle

1942-43
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52

2,611
2,565
2,575
2,527
2,520
2,532
2,617
2,681
2,716
2,748

36,507
36,269
36,378
35,716
36,843
38,131
38,724
40,519
41,705
42,718

14*0
14a
14#1
14*1
14*6
15.1
14.9
15*1
15*4
15-6

Eftmber Per sent ef Average no*
enrollment transported
pupils
trans transported per vehicle
ported

148,850
143,671
344,590
149,731
154,351
158,650
165,955
177,677
182,823
184,063

52,9
53*3
54*0
55*3
56«8
58*0
59*1
59*3
59*1
58*2

57
56
56
59
61
63
63
66
67
67

Total
cost

Cast per
PCP&1
trassported

12,817,936.51
3,308,987.54
3,383,098.74
3A79.267.34
4,050,724.35
4,392,188.55
5,338,666A O
5,614,774.93
6,280,980.24
6,447,474.96

*19.45
23.91
24.29
23.64
27*25
29.23
32.17
31*60
34.36
35.03

* Data are based on statistics included in the Anneal Beports of the State Department oX
Education of Louisiana for the years indicated#

\n
\Q

TABLE V

STATUS OF NBQBO Pt®LIC SCHOOL TRAHSPOBTATIOS
IN LOUISIANA 1^31-32 - 1951*52*

Number
Ember
Average no.
'vehicles
School
ndles ndles one
session operated traveled
way per
one-way vehicle

1931-32
1932-33
1933-34
1934-35
1935-36
1936-37
1937-3*
193S-39
1939^0
1940-41

1941-42
1942-43
1943-44
1944-45

11
9
13
12
20
22
39
41
55
53
65
75
86
94

Ember Far sent of Average He,
pupils* enrollment transported
trans transported per vehicle
ported

374
305
604

564

1,532
1,602

17**
17*0

90?
m
1**45
2,306
2*996
3,222
4,171
5*321
5*669
5,999

.2
,2
•4
♦3
.5
•5
1*1
1*3
1*7
1.8
2.4
3*1
3.5
3*7

34
3*
47
47
49
40
47
56
55
61

64
71
66
64

Total
•oat

1

4*337*26
2,549.65
3,777.74
4,011,27
6,849,30
8,579.70
18,892.48
22,557.90
30,854.57
28,827.95
39,935.06
54,100.69
75,273.19
78,281*45

Coat par
papll
transporta*

811.60

8*36
6.26
7.11
7.55
9-83
10.24
9.77
10.30
8.95
9.57
10417
33.28
13.05

TABUS 7

STATtS 07 KEGfiD PUBLIC SCHOOL TEARSFORTATIOH
IR LOUISIANA 1931*32 * 1951-52
(Concluded)

Nunber
School vehicles
•e»eion operated

1945-46
1946-47
1947-48
1948-49
1949-50
1950-51
1951-52

118
157
234
368
490
628
722

Average no*
Hwsber
nilaa miles one*
traveled
nay P«r
one-eey vehicle

2,115
2,935
4,583
7,480
10,967
13,606
16,301

17.9
16*7
19*6
16*2
22*4
21.7
22*8

Rusher Per cent ef Average No,
pupils
enrollment transported
transported
trans
per vehicle
ported

7,579
10,550
17,205
29,150
40,507
58,(06
67,875

4*6
6*4
10*2
16*7
22a

30*1
34*2

64
67
73
69
83
92
94

Total
cost

1

95,672.91

157,895.65
273,413*90
576,464*99
898,864.72
1,261,956.89
1,530,723.20

Cost per
pupil
trans
ported

12.62
14.97
15.89
19.78
22.19
21.74
22.55

* Bata are based on statistics included in the Annual Beports of the State Department of
Education of Leujaiana for the years indicated*
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By the 1951*52 school yew, 722 buses vara transporting
67*275 Negro children at a aoat of ♦1,530,723.20, or a par pupil
coq»eaditure of |22«55«

During this school aaaaion, 34*2 par

cent of tha total Negro public aohool anrollmant were transported
to aohool*

An average of 94 pupils was transported par vehicle.

Much has bean accouplished, especially ainaa 1946, to assura an
adequate transportation system far Negro children*

However, tha

transportation of Nwgro children must be expanded greatly in order
Co provide for tha needs of those in rural areas*
HI*

GROWTH OP SCHOOL BUS TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES
ZN THE PERIOD 1924 * 1951 AT THE STATE,
REGIONAL AND NATIONAL LEVELS

A number of indlees may be employed to indicate the growth
and present day scope of aohool bus transportation facilities In
the period 1924 * 1951 at tha state, regional, and national levels.
The indices used by the various state departments of education and
by the Utaited States Office of Education in the Biennial Survey of
Education. Statistics £f State School Systems, seem best adapted for
use in this study as they possess the advantage of having been
collected on a comparable basis over a period of years.
aret

(1) number of

These indices

buses operated} (2) number of children

transported; and (3) expenditures for pupil transportation.

For the

purpose of comparing the facilities in each state, region and the
nation, certain items of measurement have been used which provide
answers to the following questionsi

(1) what is the scope of the
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transportation program in each state, region and in the nation}
(2) hew rapidly era school has transportation facilities being
developed in each state, region, and in the nation} and (3) what
relative position dees each state occupy on the basis of school
bus transportation?
the sectional distribution of states used in this study is
similiar to the distribution used by the United States Office of
Education in the biennial publication Statistics of State School
Systems*
In Table VI are indicated the number of pupils transported,
the number of buses operated and the expenditures for school
transportation in the United States for the period 1924 - 1951*
In 1924, $37,361 children were transported to public schools at
a cost of $29,627,402*

By 1926, 1,111,553 pupils were transported

at a cost of $35,052,600*

During the 1930 school year, the number

of children transported had increased to 1,902,026 while the cost
of operation had risen to $54,023,143*

Over 50,000 school buses

were used in 1930 la providing transportation for public school
children in the United States*,

In the decade that followed, school

bus transportation facilities increased in such proportions that
over four million children were transported to schools in 93,322
bases at a east of $$3,202,761*

Slight decreases were recorded

during the period 1942 * 1945 due to travel restrictions resulting
from the nationf» united effort during World War IIj however, in
spite of these limitations, four and one-half million children were
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TABLE VI

rass& or pupils

t ra nspo rted , n u m b e r buses ope rate d
AND EXPENDITURES FOR TRANSPORTATION
IE THE UNITED STATES, 1924-1951*

School year

Nmbor
pupils
transported

Numbor
bussa
operated
—

Expenditures
for
traneportation

1924

837,361

1926

1,111,553

1928

1,250,574

48,459

39,952,502

1990

1,902,826

58,016

54,823,143

1932

2,419,173

71,194

58,077,779

1934

2,794,724

77,042

53,907,774

1936

3,250,658

82,373

62,652,571

1938

3,769,242

92,152

75,636,956

1940

4,144,161

93,320

83,282,761

1942

4,503,081

92,516

92,921,085

1944

4,410,362

91,927

107,754,467

1946

5,056,966

95,005

129,756,375

1948

5,854,000

104,835

176,266,000

1950

6,947,384

116,197

214,503,541

1951

6,999,912

122,796

235,378,699

—

9 29,627,402
35,052,680

* Biennial Survey of Education, Statlstlce o f .
State School
0. 8, Offlca of Education. Bulletins uaad for years
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transported to school at an annual coot of approximately 1X07,700,000.
Xn tha poat war period, transportation facilities increased at such
a phenomenal rata that daring the 1951 session approximately 7,000,000
children vara transported in 122,796 school buses at a cast of
♦335*373,699.
In tables 711 through X are indicated the status of school
bus transportation in tha different regions in the United States
far tha parted I960 - 1951.

Uata on a regional basis ware not

available prior to I960.
In table 7X1 is reported the ranks of the various regions
in terns of tha percentages of enrolled pupils transported in the
parted I960 * 1951.

In I960, the South Atlantic States transported

25.7 per cent ef the total public sehool enrollment in this region,
to lead the nation.

The lowest percentage transported was in the

Vest Barth Central Section where 9.6 per cent were conveyed to
school.

Five regions reported percentages below the national

figure of 19.0 per cent while three sections had greater percentages
than the average per cent for the nation.
By 1966, each region had registered substantial gains in the
per cent enrolled pupils transported.

The East South Central States

with a reported 32.5 per cent of its enrolled pupils transported
ranked first in tents of this factor.

The lowest percentage reported

was in the Middle Atlantic States where 13.5 per cent were transported.
Two ether regions, the West South Central and South Atlantic, ranked
seeesd and third with percentages of 30.9 and 30.3 respectively.

TABUS 711
BANKS OF RBQIONS IN TERMS OF THE FEB CENT ENROLLED
PUPILS IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS TRANSPORTED, 1940-1951*

Region

1948
]1951
1946
_
19501%0
Rank Per cent Bank Per cent Bank Per cent Bank Per cent Bask Per cent

New &igland

7

12*3

7

16.0

8

18.1

8

20.0

7

22.6

B. Middle AtlanUc

8

10.3

9

13.5

9

15.5

9

18.4

9

18*1

C.

East Berth Central

6

14*0

6

17.3

6

20.4

6

23.9

8

21.2

D*

West North Central

9

9.6

8

15.2

7

19.8

7

20.8

6

23*h

£•

South Atlantic

1

25.7

3

30.3

2

33.8

2

37.5

2

38.4

F*

East South Central

3

21*4

1

32.5

1

35*1

1

38.8

1

41.2

a*

West South Central

2

22.8

2

30.9

3

31.4

3

37.3

3

32*7

H.

Mountain

5

17.0

4

23.9

4

24.2

4

26.0

4

27.0

i.

Pacific

4

18.9

5

18.0

5

22*1

5

24.2

5

23.6

A*

Total United States
NOTEj

19.0

21.7

24.5

27.7

27.3

Region with largest percentage transported ranked 1, etc*

* Biennial Survey of Education, Statistics of State School Systems. U. S. Office of Education*
Bulletins used for years indicated*
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One addition*! section, tha Mountain, with a reported 23*9 par cent,
had a higher percentage than the 21*7 per cent for the nation*
In 1 % 8 , the national percentage had increased to 24*5
with the B u t South Central Section retaining its leading position
bgr transporting 35*1 per cent of its public school enrollment, and
the Middle Atlantic Begion transporting the least number with a
reported 15*5 per oeast of its enrolled pupils*
B&r the 1950 school session, 27*7 per cent of the nation's
public school enrollment was being transported to school*

Since

rankings rcnained unchanged from 194&, the East South Central
Bagien with 3S«S per.:cent and the Middle Atlantic Section with 1B*4
per cent, reported the largest and smallest percentages of enrolled
pupils transported*
The Bast South Central region ranked first again in 1951
with a percentage of 41*2 of its enrolled pupils transported,
while the Middle Atlantic States with 18*1 per cent reported the
lowest percentage*

This marked the first time that any region has

reported ever forty, per cant of its enrolled pupils transported*
In spite of this fast, the national figure decreased slightly to
27*3 per sent*
In terms of the per cent of public school enrollment trans
ported, substantial increases have been achieved since 1940 with each
region reporting consistent increases*

As a result, the national

percentage for this item has risen from 19*0 to 27*3*

This represents

an increase of 8*3 per cent in spite of the limitations and
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restrictions lapsed during the World War IX years which starved
to prolong and Impede a acre rapid rate of progress*
In Table VIII is indicated the ranks of the regions in
terns of the average number of pupils transported per school bus*
In 1940* the South Atlantic Region reported an average of 60*2
pupils transported per bus to rank first in the nation; whereas*
the West Worth Central States with a per bus load of 24*5 reported
the seallest average number of children transported by each school
bee*

The national average was 44*4*
&

1946* the national average had increased to 52*2 pupils

per bus and the South Atlantis States were ranked first with an
average of 70*3 pupils transported per vehicle*

The West North

Central legion with an average of 32*3 students reported the
fewest msdoer of children transported by each school bus*
From 1941 through 1951* the national average for children
transported per school bus increased steadily*
of 55*0 were conveyed per bus*

In 1940* an average

This average increased to 59*0

children in 1950; however* in 1951 the average number reported was
57*0*

This represents a slight decrease from the previous session*

but an increase of 12.6 pupils per bus since 1940*

There were slight

changes in the ranks of the regions in terms of this item from 1940
to 1951*

The South Atlantic* last South Central and Paeific States

ranked first* second* and third* respectively* during 1940* 1950 and
gga*" in 1951*

Two of these regions* the South Atlantic and last

South Central* reported an average of over 70 children transported

TABUS VIII

RANKS 07 REGIONS IN TERMS OF TKS AVERAGE NUMBER
PUPILS TRANSPORTED PER SCHOOL BUS, 1940-1951*

Region

1940
Avenge
Rank per tow

1948
1950
1946
Average
Avenge
Average
Rank; per bus Rank per tow Rank per tow

1951____
Average
Rank per bus

A*

New England

8

34.6

6

45.7

7

44.3

7

47#1

6

53*7

B*

Middle Atlantic

5

43.3

5

49.3

5

53.4

5

59*4

4

58.5

C*

East North Central

6

40*1

7

41.2

6

44.7

6

48*4

9

40.4

D.

Vest North Central

9

24.5

9

32.3

9

38.4

9

4U1

3

42^

S*

South Atlantic

1

63.2

1

70.3

1

75.7

1

79.1

1

78.3

F*

East South Central

2

53.1

2

70.2

2

73*6

2

71.8

2

70.1

G*

West South Central

3

50.1

4

58.7

4

54.9

4

61.5

5

56.0

H.

Mountain

7

34.7

8

37.2

8

41.9

8

44.2

7

43.6

I*

Pacific

4

46.5

3

70.1

3

65.8

3

71.7

3

67.5

Total United States
HOTS:

44*4

53*2

55.8

59.8

57w0

Region with largest average number pupils transported per baa ranked 1, etc*

* Biennial Survey of Education, Statistics of State School Systems* U* S* Office of Education*
Bulletins used for years indicated*
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per but for each year, while tha third ranked ffceific Section
repertad averages of 65*S, 71*7 and 67*5 far the same three-year
period*
Tha most significant change registered In the period 19481951 occurred la tha Seat Berth Central States which in 1948 and
1950 ranked sixth in average siaa of bua loads*

However, in 1951,

an average dtfJ40»5 was reported for these etatea which placed this
region in tha ninth ranking position*
Since 1940, tha average number of ehiXdren transported per
school tea operated has increased in each of the nine sections
embracing the forty-eight states*
The average east per pupil transported for each region
included in the study for the period 1940-1951 is indicated in
Table XZ, as is tha rank of the regions in terms of this factor*
In 1940, the average cost for transporting a pupil to school In
tha Halted States was $20*10*

The Mountain States, with a par

pupil coat of 145*62, reported the highest average cost of any
region*

The Haw England States reported an average cost of $36*93,

while the Bast Barth Central area indicated a per pupil cost of
135*36 for that year*

The three sections with the lowest per pupil

cost in 1940 ware as follows:

(a) Bast South Central, #14*211 (b)

South Atlantic, #14*99; and (s) West South Central, #15*14*

During

the post-war period, the average cost per pupil transported in the
United States has increased from #25*66 in 1946 to #33*63 in 1951*
This represents an increase of #7*97 since 1946 and #13*53 since the

t
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pre-^wur year of 1940*

The rank of the regions has varied slightly

in the P«rlod 19K>-1951| h o w r w , the Sooth Atlantic, East South
Central and West South Central regions have consistently maintained
a loner average east per pupil transported than any of the other
areas and as a result are periodically below the national average*
Xu contrast, the West North Central, East North Central and Middle
Atlantis states have regularly maintained the distinction of having
the largest average eoet per pupil transported*

The Pacific, West

South Central, and New England sections have periodically reported
am average per pupil cost approximate or equal to the national
average*
The ranks of the regions in terms of expenditures for trans
portation are indicated in Table X*

During the period 1940-1951*

the per cent expenditures designated for transportation purposes in
the Doited States has slowly increased*

From a reported 4*3 per

cent in 1940, the national figure has increased to 5*0 per cent in
1951*

This represents an increase of *7 per cent for the eleven

year period*

Since 1940, the East South Central Section has ranked

first in reporting the largest per cent expenditures for transportation
purposes; however, in this region expenditures for transportation have
decreased from 10*1 per cent in 1940 to 3*4 per cent in 1951*
is a reduction of 1*7 per cent.

This

This trend was not only consistent

in this region but also in other sections as well, as slight decreased
were recorded in the New England, South Atlantic, West South Central,
Mountain and Pacific states*

The Middle Atlantic States periodically

TABUS

n

RANKS OF REGIONS IB TERMS OF THE AVERAGE COST
PER FUFIL TRANSPORTED, 1940-1951*

Region

1410
Coat
Rank

1946 r _
Rank
Coat

M
Rank

Cost

1950
Cost
Rank

1951 _
Rank
Cost

A*

New fieigland

2

136.93

5

133*37

5

135.99

4

138.54

5

*36.72

B.

Kiddle Atlantic

5

29.20

3

34*78

4

38*72

2

39.21

3

43*38

C.

East North Central

3

35.36

4

33.91

3

39*07

3

38.72

2

45.97

D.

Vest North Central

4

32.68

1

43.70

1

47.67

1

55*09

1

53.49

B.

South Atlantic

8

14.99

8

16.94

8

21.27

8

19.97

9

19.57

F.

East South Central

9

14.21

9

15.80

9

19.86

9

19.73

8

20.52

G.

West South Central

7

15.14

7

20.57

7

23*22

6

24*61

7

32.94

H.

Moratain

1.

45.62

2

34.90

2

42.01

5

26.00

4

42.38

I.

Pacific

6

26.76

6

26.16

6

32.46

7

24*20

6

36.41

Total United States
BOTEs

20.10

25.66

30.11

30.88

33*63

Region with highest average coat per pupil ranked 1, etc*

* Biennial Sarny of Education, Statistics of State School Systems^ B.S. Office of
Education* Bulletins used for years indicated*

TABU I

BANKS OF HBQXONS IN TERMS OF THE FEB CBNT BXFSNDITQSSS
FOR SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION* 1940-1951*

Region

Ra*dc^p2r cent Rank^Fer cent

#155 m P S r m b A

Bank^^eent

A*

New England

6

4.8

7

3.7

7

3.6

r

3*8

7

4^

B*

Middle Atlantic

9

2*6

9

3.0

9

3.0

9

3.1

9

3.3

C*

Bast North Central

7

4*3

6

4.3

6

4*3

6

k+k

6

4*6

0*

West North Central

8

4.1

5

5.4

4

5.9

2

6*1

3

4*6

E*

South Atlantic

4

7.1

4

6*6

2

6.2

4,

5.5

4

5.7

F*

Bast South Central

1

10*1

1

8.9

1

8.1

1

7.6

1

8*4

a* West South Central

2

8*1

2

7.2

5

5.3

5

5*4

2

6*7

H* Mountain

3

7.4

3

6*8

3

6.0

3

5.8

5

5.5

5

5.1

8

3.4

8

3.3

8

3.3

8

3.9

X.

Pheifi©
Total United States

NOTSi

4.3

4.8

4.7

Region with largest percentage expenditure for transportation ranked

4.6

5*0

etc*

* Biennial Sanrey of Education, Statistics of State Scbool Systems, 9* S. Office of 3&seaiion.
Bulletins used for years indicated*
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reported the smallest percentage expended for school transportation;
however, the a r m had an increase of #7 per eent in the expenditures
for thle purpose*
The magnitude of the existing facilities for school bus
transportation In each of the forty-eight states for 1951 is
Indicated in Table XI*

The data are presented in terms of the four

indices which vers used in Tables VII to X*
varies vlthin the state*

The data on each index

Virginia ranks first on the basis of the

percentage of enrolled pupils transported. North Dakota had the
highest average number of pupils transported per bus» Nebraska
reported the highest average eost per pupil, and Mississippi
expended the largest percentage of its current operation eost for
school transportation purposes*

Conversely, Nebraska reported the

smallest percentage of enrolled pupils transported, Vermont had the
smallest average number of pupils transported per bus, North
Carolina had the lowest cost per pupil transported, and Rhode
Tjflend indicated the lowest percentage of its current operation
expended per school transportation purposes*
Xn Table XII are shown the rankings of the various regions
la 1951 in terms of the following four indices 5 (1 ) per cent
enrolled pupils transported; (2) average number pupils transported
per bus; (3 ) average eost per pupil transported, and (4) per cent
expenditures for transportation*
In the first oolirm, the regions are ranked according to the
per cent enrolled pupils transported*

The region with the largest

percentage transported was ranked first, and each section thereafter

TABLB H

SCHOOL TEARSPOBTATIOR DATA BT STATS FOE THE 1950-51 SCHOOL SESSION
IB t»IS OF CKBXAIH SXLBCT FACTORS*

State, by region

A.

Bow Ehgland
Maine
Bee Hampshire
Fernont
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecticut

Far cent
enrolled pupils
transported

Average rranber
pupils transported
per has

Average cost
per pupil
transported

Per sent transportation
expenditure is of
total expenditure

33.5
33.3

*6.3
32.*

$3602

7.8

*6.23
53.13
3*03

l i

27.6

21.0

17.8

77.8
99.0
6*.7

13.1
25.3

26**6

2.9
1.7

35.87

*.1

51.81

3.0
2.7
*•3

B. Middle Atlantic
15.4
19.7
20.5

52.0
68.6
61.9-

3*.69
39.0*

Olio

320

Indiana
Illinois
Kichig&n
Viaconaln

37.7

60.3
*50

25.72
3*»39

16.6

Kev York
Bee Jersey
Pennsylvania
East North Central

B.

West Berth Central
Minnesota

*0.0

60.00

21.6

62.3

36.76

170

2**2

70*02

27.4
28.3

41.6

35.97

36.5

51.28

4.3
6.3
4.4
3.7
5.8

4.5
6.9

TABLE XI

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION DATA BT STATE FOR THE 1950-51 SCHOOL SESSION
IN TERMS OF CERTAIN SELECT FACTORS
(Continued)

Per cant
enrolled pupils
transported

Average number
pupils transported
per bus

Average eost
per pupil
transported

23,8
16,2
13*0
5*3
17.7

55.2
196.3
49.2
22,6
25.8

$53.00
64.39
62*44
90.00
74*02

South Atlantic
Delaware
Maryland
Virginia
West Virginia
North Carolina
South Carolina
Georgia
Florida

32.1
36*2
49.2
34.2
45.9
28*2
34.4
33.2

52*4
84.9
101*2
98*2
69a
59.2
74.7
84.3

31.96
29.10
18*45
23^3
10.51
24.77
25.17
19.63

East South Central
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

35.6
35.6
44.4
45*0

80*1
89.3
73.9
43.1

22.22
20*17
17.68
23.26

7.5
7*5
7.7
12*6

43.0
47.9
29.7

71.9
72.0
40*5
49.3

18*78
31.32
44.30
37.97

11*8
3,4
8*3
5*1

Stats, by region

Missouri
North Dakota
South Dakota
Nebraska
Kansas
£*

F.

Q.

West South Central
Arkansas
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Texas

Far eant transportation
expenditure is of
total expenditure
10.9
5.3
4.3
2.5
7.4
Jic

23*8

* *

5.2
5.3
7.3
5a

3.6
6.7
9.2
4*4

TABLE XI

SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION DATA BY STATE FOE THE 1950*51 SCHOOL SESSION
IN TEEMS OF CERTAIN SELECT FACTORS
(Concluded)

I.

Per cent transportation

Average number
pupils transported
per bos

Mountain
Montana
Idaho
lemming
Colorado
New Mexico
Ariaona
Utah
Nevada

25.1
43.0
25.5
19.4
25.1
24.9
29.2
15.2

39.6
69.7

22.5

171.63
34.40
67.70

23.9
37.7
71.7
100.1
18.3

44.32
59.46
25.50
24.36
54.00

7.5
9.4
7.6
3.7
3.4
3.1
3.3
4.0

Jboific
Washington
Oregon
California

34.0
44.7
17.6

66.1
76.7
65.1

23.22
32.61
42.00

4.7
6.6
3.3

Total felted States

27.3

57.0

33.63

5.0

State, by region

H,

Average coat
per papil
transported

Per cent
enrolled pupils
transported

expenditure is of
total expenditure

*

* BienniaJ Survey of Education, Statistics of State School System. U. S. Office of Education,.
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was ranked accordingly*

The East South Central States reported

the largest percentage transported; hence, this section ranked
first*

The South Atlantic and West South Central Regions were

ranked seoend and third respectively, while the Middle Atlantic
area was ranked last in terms of this factor*
In the second column, the ranks of the regions are
indicated in terns of the average number pupils transported per
bus*

The section with the largest average number was accorded the

first position and each successive region thereafter, was ranked
with respect to its average*

The South Atlantic States with the

largest average number ranked first while the East North Central
States were ranked last*
In the third column, the ranks of the regions are indicated
according to the average cost per pupil transported*

The region

with the highest average eost per pupil transported was placed
first, and each section was ranked according to the average cost*
The West North Central States with the highest average cost per
pupil ranked first, and the South Atlantic Section, reporting the
lowest par pupil cost, ranked ninth*
In column four, the ranks of the regions are indicated in
terms of the per cent expenditures for transportation purposes as
compared to the total expenditures for current operation*

The

region with the largest percentage expenditure for transportation
was ranked first and the other regions were listed with respeot to
the per cent expended for transportation purposes*

The East South

Central States were ranked first in terms of this index while the
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Middle Atlaatio StAtH indlotttd the malXest per cent for trans
portation parposee*
A further analysis of Table H I indicated that the sections
which conveyed the largest percentages of enrolled pupils to school
had in addition the largest average number of pupils transported
per bus at a lower average per pupil cost*

Conversely, the sections

w h ich reported the smallest per cent of its enrolled pupils

conveyed, had in addition, the smallest average bus load and the
highest cost per pupil transported*
In Table XIII, a comparison of school transportation facilities
in Louisiana and the United States is indicated for the period 19241951*
In 1924, the percentage of enrolled pupils transported In
Louisiana was 9.8 while the national percentage was 3.4*

In 1951*

the percentage transported in Louisiana had increased to 47*9 while
the national percentage was 27*3*

In both instances, the rates of

increase have been consistent*
In the second column, the average number pupils transported
per bus is indicated*

In 1924, the average number pupils conveyed

per bus was 29, while the average for the United States was 25*8
in 192S, the first year statistics on this index were available*
comparable average for Louisiana in 1928 was 35*

By 1951, the

national average had increased to 57, while the state average had
risen to 72*

A steady Increase has been maintained in Louisiana

and in the United States in terms of this factor*

A

TABLE XII

RANK OF RECKONS IN THE UNITED STATES IN TERNS OF CERTAIN
SELECT TRANSPORTATION FACTORS, 1951*

Region

A* New England
B* Middle Atlantic
C* East North Central
D* West North Central
S* South Atlantic
F. East South Central
G* West South Central
H* Mountain
I. Pacific

Per cent
enrolled pupils
transported^7
9
8
6
2
1
3
4
5

Avtflg# number
pupils transports!
psr bus*

Average cost
psr pupil
trsnsportsd3

Per cent expenditure
fer transportation is
of current operation4

6
4
9
3
1
2
5
7
3

5
3
2
1
9
8
7
4
6

7
9
6
3
4
1
2
5
8

* Biennial Surrey of Education, Statistics of State School Systems* D* S* Office of Education.
* Region with largest percentage transported ranked 1, etc*

2

Region with largest average number ranked 1, etc*

3 Region with highest average cost per pupil ranked 1, etc*
^ Region with largest percentage expenditure for transportation ranked 1, etc*

TABLE X 1 U

COMPARISON OF CERTAIN SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION DATA IN LOUISIANA
WITH SIMILAR DATA FOR THE UNITED STATES, 1924-1951*

Tear

Per cant enrolled
pupils transported
La*
U. S.

im
1926
1928
1910
1932
1934
1936
1938
1940
1942
1944
1946
1948
1950
1951
1952

9*8
12,8
17.0
20*2
23.7
25*4
27*4
30.6
31*9
34*2
34.5
36.1
39*8
45.1
47.9
48.9

3.4
4.5
5.0
7*4
9.2
10.6
12,3
14.5
16.3
18.3
19.0
21.7
24.5
27.7
27.3

Average masher pupils
transported per bus
La.
U. S.
29
32
35
37
44
49
51
54
56
59
56
60
6469
72
73

—
— —
25.8
32.8
34.0
36.3
39.5
40.9
44*4
48.7
48.0
53»2
55.8
59.8
57.0
— —

Average eost per
ptqpil transported
In*
U* S*
126.45
24.72
25.50
a .28
18.06
14.35
14.82
15.64
16*07
16.57
22.66
22.72
26.53
29.85
31*32
31.67

135.68
31.53
31.95
28*43
24.00
19.29
19.27
20*07
20*10
20.64
24*42
25.66
30.11
30.88
33.63
—

Par cent expenditures
for transportation of
current expenditure
La*
U* S*
7.9
8.7
10.0
11.3
12.1
13.7
12.2
11.1
11.2
10*7
10.7
9.9
8*7
7.6
a *4
8.2

2.2
2*3
2*3
3.0
3*2
3.6
3.8
4.0
4.3
4.5
4.7
4.8
4.7
4.6
5.0
_

* Data for Louisiana based on statistics in the Annual Reports of the State Department
of Education of Louisiana for the years indicated, and data for the United States based on
statistics in the U* S* Office of Education Reports for the years indicated*
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In column tlurea, the average cost par pupil transported Is
presented at the atata and national level*

In 1924, the average

coat par pupil tranapartad in Louisiana was #26*45, while the
national coat was $35*68*

Thereafter, the average cost declined

to each an extent that in 1934 the cost par pupil transported in
Louisiana was $14*35 and in tha United States $19*29*

However,

the succeeding Tears have brought about increased expanses so
that tha coat par pupil transported in Louisiana has risen to $31*32
in 1951*

These conditions also prevailed throughout tha other

states to such a degree that tha national average cost increased
to $33*&3*

The 1951 cost in Louisiana exceeded the amount expended

per pupil in 1924; however, the national figure was Slightly leas
than the amount expended par pupil in 1924*
Meanwhile, as tha cost per pupil decreased in the period
of the mid-thirties, the total expenditures for transportation
purposes inoreased so that a high of 13*7 per cent was reported
in 1934 in Louisiana*

This represented a considerable increase

over the 7*9 per cant reported for the state in 1924*

However,

sines 1934, the expenditures for transportation purposes have
decreased in the state such that in 1951, 8*4 P*r cent of the
expenditures for currant operations were allocated to school trans
portation*

Meanwhile, the national percentage for this index has

maintained a steady increase since 1924*

Since that year, the

expenditures for transportation have increased to such a degree
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that in 1951# five per cent of the expenditures for current operation
were designated for school transportation purposes.

Generally,

Louisiana in comparison with the national levels for the four items
of measurement, is meeting the need for providing an adequate
transportation program* A larger percentage of enrolled pupils are
transported in Louisiana at a smaller average cost than Is indicated
at the national level*

Too, a need for additional facilities may

be necessary in view of the larger average bus load in Louisiana
as compared with the nation*

Further comparisons of school trans

portation facilities at the state, regional and national levels
are presented in Tables H Y and XV in order to substantiate the
fact that Louisiana compares favorably with the national and
regional levels in terms of certain items of measurement*
IV.

SUMMARY

In sueraery, it may be said that due credit must be given
to the State of Massachusetts for the important role it played in
originating and promoting the development of school transportation
in the United States*

It was in that state that the first children

were transported at public expense in accordance with the provisions
of the act of 1869*

By 1880 Vermont had joined her Mew England

neighbor in approving the transportation of children at public
expense*

This idea permeated slowly throughout the school systems

of the various Korth Atlantic States*

Urban areas seemed to accept

the idea of consolidation and transportation quite readily*

In the

rural areas the progress was impeded by several causes, the most
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TABLE XIV
TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION AT THE
STATE AND NATIONAL LEVELS, 1940-1951*

School
--- Louisiana
White
Negro
sessions
.... .r.r. ...- ............
...

Total
,.

Total
U. 3*
.. ’.

(a)
<b)
(*)
w

49.6
56
*17.30
11.1

1.7
55
*10.30
.1

31.9
56
*16.07
11.2

19.0
44*4
*20.10
4.3

1946
(a)
(b)
(«)
<d)

55.3
59
♦23.64
9.6

4.6
64
*12.62
.3

36.1
60
*22.72
9.9

21.7
53.2
*25.66
4.3

1943
(s)
(b)
(c)
<d)

53.0
63
*29.23
3.2

10.2
73
*15.39
.5

39.3
*26.53
3.7

24.5
55.3
*30.11
4.7

1950
(a)
(b)
Co)
<d)

59.3
66
*31.60
6.5

22.1
33
*22.19
1.0

45.1
63.3
*29.35
7.5

27.7
59.3
*30.38
4*6

1951
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

59.1
67
*34.36
7.0

30.1

47.9
72.0
*31.32
3.4

27.3
57.0
*33.63
5.0

92
*21.74
1*4

63.6

♦ Louisiana data based on Annual Reports of
the Stats Department of Education for the years
indicated, and U. S. data based on reports of the
U. 3# Office of Education for the years indicated*
(a)
(b)
c)
d)

!

Per cent enrolled pupils transported
Arerage number pupils transported per bus
Arerage cost per pupil transported
Per cent expenditures for transportation

TA BU XU

TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION AT THE REGIONAL LSVKL, 1940-1951*

School
sessions
m o
(a)
b

<*)
W
1946
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)
194S
(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)

1«
England

12.3
34.6
136.93
4.8

Middle
Atlantic

East N»
Central

ifest K.
Central

10.3
43*3
$29*20

14.0
40.1
*35.36
4.3

9.6
24.5
$32.68
4-1

2.6

Region
South
Atlantic

25.7

68.2
♦14.99
7.1

East S.
Central

Nfcst S.
Central

21.4
53.1
♦14.21

22.8

17.0

50.1
♦15.14

10.1

8.1

34.7
♦45*62
74-

Mountain

Pacific

18.9
46.5
$26.76
5.1

•

16.0
45*7
133.37
3.7

1B .1
44.3
♦35.99
3.6

13*5
49.3
*34.78
3.0

17.3
41.2
*33.91
4.3

15.2

30.3

32.3
143-70
5*4

70.2

70.1

♦16.94

6.6

ft.5.80
8.9

15.5
53.4
138.72
3.0

20*4
44.7
139.07
4.3

19.8
38.4
♦47.67
5.9

33.8
75.7
♦21.27

35.1
73.6
♦19.86

6.2

8.1

32.5

30.9
58.7
♦JO.57
7.2

31.4
54.9
$23.22
5.8

23.9

37.2
♦34.90

6.8
24.2
41.9
$42.01

6.0

18.0
70a
♦26.16
3.4

22.1
65.8
♦32.46
3.3

TABUS XV

TRENDS IN PUBLIC SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL, 1940-0.951*
(Concluded)

Region
School
sessions

1950
(a)
CbS
(C
(d)
1951
(*)
M
(e)
(d)

" Hl'ddle ” But ft.
New
Central
England Atlantic

Weet ft*
Central

fto&Sk

Atlantic

20.0
47.1
£8.54
3.8

18.4
59.4
♦39.21
3.1

23.9
48.4
♦38.72
4*4

20.8
41.1
♦55.09
6.1

37.5
79.1
♦19.97
5.5

22.6
53.7
136.72
4.1

18.1
58.5
♦43.38
3.3

21.2
40.4
♦45.97

23*4
42.1
♦53-49
6.6

38.4
78.3
H9.57
5.7

4.6

Scat
Central

38.8
71.8
♦19.73
7.6

41.2
70.1
$20.52

8.4

lent ft.
Central

Konntain

Pacific

37.3
61.5
|2A.6l
5.4

26.0
44-2
♦26.00
5.8

24.2
71.7
♦24.2O
3.3

32.7
56.0
132.94
6.7

27.0

23.6
67.5
♦36.41
3.9

43*6
♦42.38
5.5

* Regional date based on reports of the U* S* Offlee of Education for the years indicated*
(a)
(b)
(cj
(d)

Per cent enrolled pupils transported
Average number pupils transported per bus
Average cost per pupil transported
Per eent expenditures for transportation
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important

which were;

(1) bad roads; (2) poor drivers; (3)

prejudice in advance of trial; (4) morals; and (5) fear of
contracting contagious diseases#
The twenty years beginning In 1880 to the turn of the
century were characterised by a slow extension of the ideas of
consolidation and school transportation, although the last six
years of this period witnessed a decided increase, both in tr&na/

portation and consolidation • By 1900 eighteen states had enacted
legislative measures which provided for the conveyance of school
children at public expense*

Among the more important accomplishments

In the field ef transportation werei

(a) the decisions of

Massachusetts and Vermont to report the amounts spent for trans
portation as a separate item of expense; (b) New Hampshire's
declaration that transportation be made available to all with a
limit of expenditure being twenty-five cents, regardless of the
distances; (c) Connecticut's provision for transportation to other
schools for children of discontinued schools; (d) the inauguration
in Indiana ef the practice of furnishing transportation without
specific legal authorisation; -(e) the first comprehensive survey
of pupil transportation conducted by the State Department of Education
of Massachusetts; and (f) the invention of the automobile by European
designers*

However, the movement spread to the United States shortly

after and from then on to the present time the growth and development
of both, the automotive industry and school transportation, have been
synonymously rapid*

In Louisiana, the movement to transport children to school
had Its origin in Lafayette Pariah in 1902*

The idea spread

slowly throughout the parish school systems of the state as
progress was impeded by several causes, the most significant of
uhloh were i (1) bad roads; (2) topographical condition® and
sparse population; (3 ) stubborn resistance of the people; and
(4 ) the peculiar distribution of the population.
In 1921, school transportation became a recognised function
and responsibility of the parish school board, and became accepted
as a necessary service if educational opportunities were to be made
available to all pupils in the state.

The appearance of the

motorised school bus, in addition to the construction of an adequate
highway system, served to speed the development of the school trans
portation system in the state.

The introduction of steel bus bodies

became standard equipment as parish school boards recognised the
necessity of safety and efficiency in transporting children to and
from school.
All of these factors combined to make possible the present
school transportation system in Louisiana.

CHAPTER III
THE LEGAL DEFINITIONS AND STATUS OF THE SYSTEM OF PUPIL
TRANSPORTATION IN LOUISIANA
Policies and practices vary in each state with respect to
nearly every phase of pupil transportation*

This is to be

expected, perhaps, for any service which has grown rapidly and
which has developed in response to a wide variety of conditions
and needs.

Moreover, school bus transportation is one of the

most varied segments of the sohool program*

Since pupil trans

portation is an integral part of the public school program in
both state and local units, the establishment and maintenance
t

of transportation service on a level comparable with other
educational services is the responsibility of both state and local
school administrators and boards of education*

As a result, the

service must be carefully planned to meet certain basic require
ments*

Some of these requirements are prescribed by state law,

some by state boards of education and still others by regulations
of local boards*

Such regulations are recognised as necessary to

provide safeguards to pupil transportation*
In general, state laws relating to transportation of pupils
deal with general principles rather than details*

The statutes

specifically authorise transportation within prescribed but broad
limits and for the purposes set forth, and charge the state board
of education with the responsibility for prescribing any rules and
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regulations which ere necessary to insure satisfactory transportation*
The state superintendent of education is recognised in law as the
executive officer responsible for providing guidance and leadership
in the field of transportation and enforcement of regulations of
the state board*of education*
In view of the fact that state lavs deal largely with basic
policies and principles relating to pupil transportation, and that
many practices in the field should not be regulated in detail by
law, It is necessary for each state to have a number of rules and
regulations to supplement the law as it relates to pupil trans
portation*

In many instances, states have practically no rules

and regulations for pupil transportation*

The regulation of

transportation in those states is left entirely to the local school
units*

This means that there is considerable variation in the state

and that certain communities recognise practices which are ruled
out in others*
On the other hand there are several states which have
adopted rather comprehensive regulations covering almost every phase
of transportation*
The general plan followed is for desirable rules and
regulations to be adopted by the state board of education and
after adoption to have the force and effect of law*

Such regulations

should prescribe minimum standards of procedure but should not in
any sense restrict or handicap local school administrative units
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in providing a better transportation program than that which is
required in all units*
Even though a state board of education may adopt reasonably
comprehensive rules and regulations covering the field of trans
portation, each local school board will in all probability find
it necessary and desirable to supplement state rules and
regulations*

The extent and scope of these regulations will

depend to a great extent upon the scope of the state regulations*
In general, the more phases of the field covered adequately by
state regulations, the less need there will be for local regulations,
in those phases*

This, however, does not release local authorities

from responsibility to set higher standards than those prescribed
by the state, or to prescribe additional features not inconsistent
with state regulations and statutory provisions relating to safety,
economy, efficiency or other phases of pupil transportation*
This phase of the study sets forth the legal status of the
program of pupil transportation in Louisiana as indicated by
statutory provisions, court decisions and opinions of the attorney*
general*

Through this review basis principles and policies will

be identified*
In order to present an adequate description of the legal
status of the transportation of white children to school, a review
of the statutory provisions which outline the organisational
structure of the system of public education In Louisiana follows*
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I.

GENSRAL POWERS

The public school system of Louisiana consists of all
public elementary and secondary schools and all other institutions
of learning supported in whole or in part by the appropriation of
public f u n d s T h e public schools of the State are under the
supervision and control of a state board of education, which
consists of eleven members elected by popular vote*

The state

board of education may sue and defend suits in all matters
relating to the public schools.^

A state superintendent of

education elected by the people of the state for a four year term,
serves as the executive officer of the

board.3

in addition, the

state superintendent of education has the authority to establish
a state department of education and select, employ, and define
the duties of personnel in the department .4
A perish school board for each of the parishes, consisting
of members elected by the qualified voters of each police jury

1

Constitution of the State of Louisiana, as amended
November 2, 1946# Article XII, Section 1 (Baton Rougej Moran's
Publishing Co., 1948), p. 167.
2
Act No# >07 of the 1946 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature.
2 Act No. 323 of the 1948 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature.
^ Act No. 241 of the 1948 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature.
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ward in the perish, la empowered to elect a parish superintendent
of schools and is authorised to perform certain general powers .^

II*

SPECIFIC POWERS

In addition to executing certain general powers, parish
school boards in Louisiana are authorised to perform many varied
duties relating to subjects prescribed in statutory provisions*
Among these duties is the power to make available whenever possible,
equal educational opportunities for all children of the area*

In

striving to achieve this goal, parish school boards immediately
recognised the necessity of providing a system of pupil trans
portation in keeping with the legal authorisation granted by the
Legislature of the State*

Since the development of the system of

pupil transportation, many issues concerning the limits of power
of parish school boards in providing and maintaining the system,
have arisen*

In the following analysis, the legal status of the

system of pupil transportation and school transportation personnel
is defined in terms of constitutional and statutory provisions,
court decisions and opinions of the Attorney-General of the State*
Authority to transport children*

Parish school boards may

provide transportation for children attending any school of suitable
grade approved by the state board of education and living more than

^ Acts Wo* 376 and 507 of the 194& Regular Session of the
Louisiana Legislature*
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one mile !*©« such school*

In order t© accomplish this purpose

parish sehoel boards may employ school bus operator*

giggrji&Qhary with school boards to provide transportation
Idr children liriajg more than one mile from approved school*

In

the matter of whether a parish school board is required to provide
transportation for school children living more than one mile from
an approved school, it has been ruled that school boards are merely
authorised to furnish transportation for children attending approved
sehools and living more than one mile from such school and that the
matter is solely within the discretion of the school boards*?
Parish school boards are without authority to transport pupils
living one mile or less from school they attend*

Parish school

boards have only such authority as is given them under the
Constitution and as is expressly conferred on them by statute*
The Attorney-General of Louisiana has ruled that while Act No* 135
of 1944 does not prohibit the transportation of pupils residing
within one mile or less from their respective schools, at public
expense, it only confers on parish school boards authority for
transporting pupils living more than one mile from the school they
attend*

A parish school board, therefore, has no authority to use

^ Act No* 135 of the 1944 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
^ Report and Opinions of the Attorney General of Louisiana,
1942-44, P* 1346.
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public school fund* for the purpoee of paying for transportation
ef pupils living one mile or less from the school they attend#®

ft^lBor_tatlen of school children to private school at
expense

school hoard permitted under the lav* When the

question as to vhether or not under Acts 100 and 143 ef 1928,
school books could be furnished free to school children of this
State attending private and parochial schools, the Supreme Court
of the State in the case of Borden V. Louisiana State Board of
Education, used the following languages
One may scan the acts In vain to ascertain where "any money
Is appropriated for the purchase of school books for the use
of any church, private, sectarian, or even public school* The
appropriations were made for the specific purpose of purchasing
school books for the use of the school children of the state,
free of cost to them. It was for their benefit and the
resulting benefit to the state that the appropriations were
made. True, these children attend some school, public or
private, the latter sectarian or non-ssetarian, and that the
books are to be furnished them for their use, free of cost,
whichever they attend. The schools, however, are not the
beneficiaries of these appropriations. They obtain nothing
from them, nor are they relieved of a single obligation,
because of them* The school children and the state alone are
the beneficiaries. It is also true that the sectarian schools,
which some of the children attend, instruct their pupils In
religion, and books are used for that purpose, but one may
search diligently in the acts, though, without result, in an
effort to find anything to the effect that it is the purpose
of the state to furnish religious books for the use of such
children* In fact, in view of the prohibitions in the
Constitution against the state* s doing anything of that

g
Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944*4^, p* 819*
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description* it would be legally impossible to interpret the
statute as calling for any such action on the part of the
state* far where a statute is susceptible of two constructlone *
one which makes it unconstitutional and the other constitutional*
the interpretation making it constitutional must be adopted*
hhat the statutes contemplate is that the same books that are
furnished children attending public schools shall be furnished
children attending private schools« This is the only practical
way of interpreting and executing the statutes* and that is
what the state board of education is doing* Among these books*
naturally* none is to be excepted* adapted to religious
Instruction*?
As the same legal principle applies in the interpretation of
the Act providing transportation for children attending any school
as applies to the interpretation of the Act which provided school
books for school children free of cost to such children* parish
school boards have the authority to provide transportation for any
and

children who may desire to attend other schools than the

puhlie schools*

In either case* whether it be the giving of free

books or the giving of free transportation to the child going to a
private school* the private school is not the benefit of the
appropriation} the child is the beneficiary*^
Act 202 ef 192S amended Section 29 of Act 100 of 1922* and
that section was again amended by Acts 192 of 1936* 254 of 1940*

41 ef 1942 and 185 of 1944* but these amendatory acts retained the

and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana*
1934-1936* pp. 241-439 Reports

10 Ibid.. pp. 241-42.
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prevision authorising parish school boards to provide transportation
for school children attending private and parochial schools.*^

s g & g i bu»

gjBBgjagajk si ii& ssfcaal

board, transport teachers fpr compensation# With reference to
the right of school transfer drivers, with the approval of the
school board, to transport school teachers to and from institutions
ef learning for a small compensation, lot 285 of 1938 as amended
by let 320 of 1942 indicates that it is the policy of the state
to permit school transfers to offer their facilities to school
teachers as well as pupils, provided the vehicle is operated
under contract or other arrangement made with authorised school
authorities#

School bus drivers, therefore, may with the approval

of the school board, transport school teachers to and from
institutions of learning for compensation#

It is essential, however,

that whatever arrangements are made between school bus drivers and
teachers have the express sanction and approval of the school board#1®
Transportation for college students and trade school students.
The school boards of the parishes may furnish free transportation to
students attending any college or junior college under the supervision
or administration of the state board of education, or under the

11 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-48, p# 836.
^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1942-44, P. 1354.

9a
supervision or adnlnl,etration of Louisiana State University and pay
for such expense the maimer provided for defraying other expenses*^
With reference to the matter of whether a pariah school board

may legally spend funds to transport students to a trade school, action
taken by perish school board is permissive, and in exercising its
discretion in such a matter, the finances of the school board and
the benefits to accrue from the proposed transportation should be
considered*^
A reaffirmation of this opinion resulted in 1946 when a parish
school board requested to be Informed in the matter of whether the
board could legally purchase a school bus to be used for the transportation
of students to John McNeese College at lake Charles, under an agreement
whereby the college would pay all expenses in connection with the
operation of the bus and return to the board any profits derived from
the operation until the bits had been paid for in full*

It was held that

parish school boards may themselves provide transportation for students to
trade schools and to other schools of higher education, even though such
institutions are beyond the limits of any particular pariah*

However,

the ptrish school board could not purchase the bus in question to be
loaned to John McNeese College without violating the provisions of

*3 Act Ho* 489 of the 1950 Session of the Louisiana Legislature*
^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946—43, p* 832*
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Article XII, Section 4 of the Constitution of 1921*

However, there

was no reason why the sthool board could not purchase the bus and then
in return eellthe bus to the college on whatever terms or conditions
it d e w e d advantageous or desirable to the ooard.1^

I&3£ jftUggft to school children on ferries ^

toll feridgfg.stc.

the free right of passage of all public ferries, bridges, and roads
which are leased out by the state, parish or wawiicipality, or over
which the state, parish or municipality exercises any control, or
for which license is paid or toll exacted is granted to all children
attending schools.

So tolls or fees are demanded from the school

children between the hours ef seven o'clock a.m. and nine-thirty a.m.;
and two-thirty o'clock p.m. and six o'clock p.m., however, on Sundays
and holidays no children have the r i y t to cross such ferries, bridges
or roads on terms different from those of any ordinary passenger
School board not liable for injuries tg passengers and the
public on school basses owned and operated by it.

In the case of

Horton V. Bienville Parish School Board, the Court held:
School boards are merely agencies of the state for the
administration of the system of public education, and are not
liable in dararyes for uhe injuries caused by the negligence of
their officers, agents and employees• It is held that the

^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-4% p. 832#
Act No. 100 of the 1922 Session of the Louisiana Legislature.
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provision which authorises school boards, in certain instances,
to provide for transporting school children to and from school,
indicates that it was not the intention of the Legislature to
make such boards liable for the negligence of persons employed
by them to drive the conveyances in which the children may be
transported*™

It is obvious from this decision that a parish school board
is not liable for injuries to passengers and the public from school
buses owned and operated by it*

feaBfcgfifl S&gjJigt Lniury to pupils transported to school*
Parish school boards have the authority to enter into contracts
for insurance covering lose of life or personal injury of the
children while being transported to and from school*3-®
School boards may not purchase public liability Insurance.
bat may contract for accident insurance covering children being
to and from school* The courts of this State liave held
that school boards are agencies of the State, and are not liable
in tort for injuries caused by the negligenoe of their employees*
Since an action for damages cannot be successfully maintained against
a school board, and since the only effect of public liability and
property damage insurance is to protect the insured against legal
liability, it was ruled that a school board has the authority to

17

Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,

1940-42 , pp. 3620-3621.
Act Ho. 185 of the 1944 Hogular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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purchase this type of insurance in the absence of appropriate
legislation*

The opinion held:

It is manifest that the intention of the Legislature was
to authorise the various school boards to secure insurance
which would actually protect the children while being trans
ported to and from school* Public liability insurance would
only protect the children in eases where the loss or damage
was caused by the negligence of a third person* On the other
hand, accident insurance would afford complete protection*
Since the Legislature intended to authorise the various school
boards to purchase insurance which would protect the children,
boards are authorised to acquire accident insurance but not
public liability insurance since the former type of insurance
would effectually accomplish the result intended by the
Legislature* Since accident insurance is carried on the
children themselves, and not on any particular vehicle, it
would make no difference whether or not the children were
being transported in privately or publicly owned school buses
when the loss or damage occurred* Further, it is believed
that no lawful judgment can be rendered against a school
board in a tort action, under the jurisprudence of this State,
as it presently exists* Therefore, the school board would not
be liable for any loss or damage in excess of the face amount
of the policy of insurance.^9
A more recent opinion of the Attorney-General discussed this
problem more completely when it was held that:
Since the insurance companies declined to write the type
insurance suggested above and because school boards were not
permitted to use public funds in payment of premiums on public
liability insurance, but are authorised to pay premiums on
accident insurance, the problem was discussed with the chairman
of the Louisiana Casualty and Surety Rating Commission* It was
deemed advisable that an equal division of the premium between
the bus driver and the school board would be fair to the board
as the proportion of the premium which school boards should pay
on such a policy* This insurance will give all of the insurance
protection presently available to school children being trans
ported by bus and may be legally purchased Jointly by bus drivers

^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944-46, PP* 356-857*
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and school boards. Further, a pariah school board, under Its
rule-m aking power, may adopt a regulation requiring bus drivers
to obtain public liability insurance to protect school children
against the negligence of the drivers while being transported
to and from school, irrespective of the fact that the driver
may or may not have tenu re. 20

Parish school board not liable for damages caused by
of school bus operator. There is no liability on the
part of a parish school board for damages caused by the negligence
of a parish bus operator where the school bus is privately owned
and operated under contract with the school board*

In addition,

there is no liability on the part of a parish school board for
damages caused by the negligence of a school bus operator where
the school bus is owned by the parish school board and operated
by an employee of the board employed on a salary basis*

In either

of the foregoing cases, the school bus operator could be held
personally liable in the event It was his negligence which caused
damage to another person.^
School boards are not liable for injuries tg, school children
incurred %»hiie traveling to agd from extra curricula activities
participated in by representatives of the school* Act 165 of 1944
does not authorise purchase of insurance by school boards covering
anch injuries* By the decision of the state court rendered in the

20 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
p p . 282-283•

1944-46,

^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944-4-6, P* S55*
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ease of Horton V* Bienville Pariah School Board, it was hold that
a pariah school board is not liable in tort for Injuries received
by students or other parsons in any event, and this rule is
equally applicable where persons are traveling to athletic or
other events participated in by the school.

Furthermore, Act 184

of 1 % 4 authorising the school board to purchase insurance
protecting the children being transported to and from school has
no application in the ease of traveling to or from extra curricula
activities.

It obviously was the intention of the Legislature to

authorise insurance protecting children only where they are going
to or from their regular class work, as distinguished from these
other activities•^2
A perish school board is liable for injuries £0 a bus driver
employed by it injured in the course of his employment under the
provisions of the Workmens Compensation Act. While a parish
school board is not liable in tort for a damage caused by the
negligence of its employees it is liable under the Workmen1s
Compensation Aet to an injured employee*

Of course, under the

provisions of the workmen's Compensation Act an employer is not
liable for injuries to an independent contractor.

In Ridgdell v.

Tangipahoa Parish School Board, the contention was made that the
school bus driver was an independent contractor because he owned
and operated his own bus.

00

The Court held otherwise, citing Nesmith

Beport and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-48, p. 881.

10k
v* Eel eh Brothers*

In view of the existing jurisprudence, it

would seem that a pariah school board is subject to the provisions
of the Workmen's Compensation Statute regardless of whether or
not the school bus drivers owned and maintained their own buses—
and is consequently liable to bus drivers injured in the course
of their csqsloymsnt•23

ft fg lawful for & parish school board
workman's compensation insurance*

obtain and pay

In view of the fact that a

sehool board is legally liable for the payment of compensation,
it necessarily follows that it would be lawful for the board to
secure and pay for workmen vs compensation insurance protecting it
from liability for injuries suffered by its bus drivers•

Too,

parish school boards may set aside an amount of money as a
compensation fund for its employees and to be used for that purpost
however, in view of the risk involved, it would seem to be safer
for the board to obtain the necessary workmen*s compensation
Insurance from some solvent insurance company authorised to do
business in this s t a t e .

23 fieports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
194^4^, pp. 909-910*
24 Ibid.. pp. 909-910.
25 Beports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
194ir46| pp. d6$-d66«
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III.

THS SCHOOL BUS DRIVER

Age of school bus driver, No person is authorised to hire
or allow any one under eighteen years of age to drive a aohool bus
carrying children en route to and from school or a school function .26
Consequently, a pariah school board may not directly or indirectly,
hire a person under eighteen years of age to transport children to
and from school or school functions
Definition of eefeool bj& dx£ver as Sgmggog tfi Rghool bgs
operator. The t e n "school bus driver" refers to the actual
individual who drives a vehicle and who is at least eighteen years
of age.38

The t e n "school bus operator" means any employee of any

parish school board whose duty it is to transport students to and
from any public school, and who has attained the age of twenty-one
yeare

Probation and tenure of bus operator. Bach school bus
operator is required to serve a probationary term of three years
reckoned from the date of his first employment in the parish in
which the operator is serving his probation.

During the probationary

26 Act Mo. 65 of the 1946 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature.
27 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-48, Pf 894.
28 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-48, pp. 952-953*
29
Act Mo. 185 of the 1944 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature.
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term the parish school board has the authority to dismiss or
discharge any operator upon the written recommendation of the
P * n « h superintendent of schools accompanied by valid reasons*
If a school bus operator la found unsatisfactory by the parish
school board at the expiration of the probationary term, the
board must notify the operator in writing that he has been
discharged or dismissed*

In the absence of such notification, the

probationary school bus operator automatically becomes a regular
and permanent operator in the employ of the parish school board in
which he has successfully served his probationary term*

In order

to acquire tenure status, each school bus operator is required to
personally operate and drive the school bus he is employed to
operate*

116 one is allowed to acquire tenure in the operation of

more than one school bus*3®
Procedure for removal of bus operators* A permanent school
bus operator cannot be removed from his position except upon written
and signed charges of wilful neglect of duty, or incompetence, or
immorality, or drunkenness while on duty, or physical disability to
perform his duties, or failure to keep his transfer equipment in
safe, comfortable and practical operating condition, and if found
guilty after a hearing by the school board of that pariah in which
the school bus operator is employed*

An additional ground for the

3° Act He* 185 of the 1944 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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rwovml £ « ■ office of any permanent school bus operator is the
abolition, discontinuance or consolidation of the route he serves,
tot then only If is found as a fact, after a hearing by the school
board of the parish, that it is for the best interests of the
school system to abolish, discontinue, or consolidate the route
served by the operator sought to be discharged*

All hearings by

the parish school board are held in publie or private, at the
optima of the operator*

The parish school board is required to

famish the operator sought to be discharged with a copy of the
written grounds on which removal or discharge is sought*

Such

written charges must be presented to the bus operator fifteen days
in advance of the date of the hearing*

In addition, the bus

operator baa the right to appear in his own behalf and with
counsel of his c m selection, and be heard by the board at the
hearing *31

Mot mandatory that & school board hold a formal hearing and
take testimony when written charges of immorality and miscon^uqt
are ehef^ed in £ petition by patrons of the school seeking the
removal of £ school bus driver* The School Bus Operators Tenure
lew is an express limitation of the power and authority of school
boards to discharge bus operators*

The Supreme Court has held that

its purpose is to prevent their being discharged for grounds other

31 Act Ho* 185 of the 1944 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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this* those set forth in the act, and then only in accordance with
the procedures provided*

The aet does net make it mandatory that

the school board hold a hearing when charges are made by individuals;
it only aakes such hearing mandatory where the school board itself
seeks to remove a tenured bus operator ,32

Bga ifigg&tftgg -tsgjga lay applies to ppsratore uping either

tiate s m iawaa SSL

I&

ashed boards*

The matter of

ownership of buses is not mentioned in the Bue Operators Tenure
lam and the only requirement is that the effeet that the bus
operator in order to acquire tenure must personally operate the
bee which he uses to transport school children *33

Parish school board may discontinue service of tenure bus

gjBaafeg ft£ jg kaarfes s a m ssal*
in interest of school system*

i* ssss/aUMUA 2£ Sessati£Bsa

Parish school boards have the

authority to discontinue the services of tenure school bus operators
where routes are consolidated or reorganised*

This point is covered

in a portion of the sixth unnumber paragraph of Section 29 of Article
100 of 1922 as last amended by Act 185 of 1944*

Xu view of the

provisions of the Act, the Attorney-General ruled that the services
of a tenure school bue operator may be discontinued after the hearing

32 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
194^48| p* 951*

33 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney—General of Louisiana,
\9khrkf>t PP« 898-899*
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provided for, where ouch action is based upon the abolition,
discontinuance or consolidation of his route and a finding is
had that same is for the best interest of toe school system
of the parish *34

school as& sjMEfttar

im isz

amu

sbm#

*9£. oe^eiQhf^ £ t i M &3J&SR & SS3&& fi£
ag»ijgg& fflasafrar tfo&g*

In the ease of a school bus operator

who has served as a bus driver for three years, except for
occasional relief driving in which the driver’s wife drove part
of the time, the Attorney-General has ruled that such driver
acquires tenure*

The courts, when called upon to construe the

provisions of that act, ruled in favor of those It was intended
to protect*

With this thought in mind and under the facts outlined

in this case, the school bus operator has served three years
probationary period*

The only doubts raised against this service

Is that his wife, a member of his family, drove the bus part of
the time*

The facts do not show the period of time she operated

the bus, but evidently such period of time was probably in the
nature of relief driving and not as a substitute driver#33

Procedure fg£ di^ffiipjg^ of

& & fiJBffi&iSE*

According to Section 29 as amended by Act 185 of 1944# the procedure

34 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944*”4&» P* 899*
35 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944-46, pp. 900-901.

no
for dismissal of a probationary bus operater is as follows*

(1 )

tho rocoanmdatlon must bo In writing; (2) valid reasons (which
wo interpret to moan "just cause” ) must accompany tho recommendation,
and (3) tho reoomandation must bo given and tho valid reasons must
bo stated by the superintendent of the parish involved* &

I t ean*w>t ba assumed that fa ilu re to operate bus personally
constitutes valid reason ftwr cULsahargc s£ probationary bup operator*
P M T a,>*1 operation &£ school bus ig necessary prerequisite for
attainment of tenure*

In this question tho Attorney-General of the

State has ruled s
A school bus operator is defined in Act 185 of 1944 as any
employee of any perish school board whoso duty it is to trans
port students to and from any public school and who has attained
tho ago of twenty-one years* To transport does not necessarily
mean the driving or personal operation of the bus* The
individual would be obliged to drive or operate the bus himself
only in ease tenure is his objective* In other words, the right
of probation does not appear to be dependent upon the personal
operation of a school bus, bat the right to acquire tenure is
specifically made so dependent* If at the end of three, years,
the operator has not personally driven the bus, tenure must be
deemed him* If the Legislature had intended that no one serve
as probationary school bus operator unless he personally operates
the bus, it would seem meaningless that tenure should have been
made dependent upon personal operation of the bus* The tenure
clause implies rather dearly that there may be some probationary
school bus operators who do not intend to operate their buses
personally* If every school bus driver had to operate and drive
hi* own bus aecording to the mandatory terms of a legislative
act, there would have been no need of making tenure specifically
dependent upon the personal operation of the vehicle* If a

^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944*4^) pp* 901“902#
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probationary school bus operator were required to drive and
operate the bus himself, anyone failing to heed and execute
that requirement would simply not he able to acquire probationary
rights at all, and it would not be a matter of dismissing or
discharging an operator for that reason but his inability to
qualify as a probationary school bus operator under the Act.
"Valid reasons" for discharging a probationary school bus operator
are not specifically enumerated in the Act. Therefore, it cannot
be assumed that the failure on the part of a probationary school
bus operator to operate and drive his own bus personally is a
contributing factor to just cause for dismissal or a valid
reason in itself for discharge .37
Retirement for school bus operators. A retirement system was
established and placed under the management of a board of trustees
for the purpose of providing retirement allowances and other benefits
for school bus operators, school janitors, school custodians and
school maintenance employees employed in the state public school
system.

The retirement system was created July 1, 1946, but began

full operation on July 1, 1947.3*
Conditions of membership. Membership in the retirement
system is a matter left to the discretion of each school bus operator.
However, the board of trustees has the authority to deny the right to
become members of any employee who is only partly paid by a parish
or city school board or who is paid by an agency of any local govern
ment or who is occupying a position on a part-time or intermittent
basis and any member who is absent from service more than five

3? Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944-46, pp. 902-903.
38 Agt
Legislature.

236 of the 1940 Regular Session of the Louisiana
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eo&seewblve years, or withdraw* his accumulated contributions, or
v i t M m

from active service with 4 retirement allowance, or dies.39

& & £ & & & requirements for retiremont benefits* Any
member may ratire upon written application to tho board of trustees
setting forth at what time, not lose than thirty day* nor more
than ninety days subsequent to the execution and filing, he desires
to be retired, provided that the member at the time so specified
for hie retirement will have attained the age of sixty years*
Since December 31, 1950, a bus operator needs at least fifteen
years service in addition to being sixty years of age*

Any member

in service who has reached the age ef sixty-five years must be
retired*

However, if the parish school board requests the

continuance in service of a member, the board of trustees Is
empowered to authorise the continuance in service of this individual
for one year, subject to renewal annually, until the age of seventy
years is attained*^
x n S h i n t y gy^M^Mignts for disability retirement* Any
member who has had ten or more years of creditable service may be
retired by the board of trustees, provided that the medical board,
after a medical examination of the member, certifies that the

39 Act Ho* 236 of the 1946 Regular Session of the Louisiana
legislature*
^ Act Ho* 236 of the 1948 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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operator is mentally or physically incapacitated for the further
perfbrmanee of duty, and that each incapacity is likely to be
permanent *43-

Sohool bggrd hfea sudatory duty of retiring a schopl togs

Hfest l£ & aggfear a£
the age of seyenty years*

ate

msfosa

In the matter of whether it is the duty

of a parish school board to retire a school bue operator who has
reached the age of seventy, the Attorney-General of Louisiana has
ruled:
After a member reaches the age of sixty-five years, he shall
be retired, provided that yearly extmelons may be given until
the member attains the age of seventy} thereafter, no extensions
can be made. The provisions quoted provide that a member "shall
be retired11, not that the member may retire# This means that
the school beard has the mandatory duty of retiring the member
when he reaches the age of seventy y e a r s #42
In regard to this particular problem the Attorney-General of
the State has held further:
According to our interpretation, retirement means retirement
from service. In the sense that the member receive benefit
upon reaching the age of seventy years complete, he does not
retire from the fund or system# His retirement at seventy
years means separation from service, and it is the school
board9s responsibility to bring about the separation at that
time* We find nothing in the Act to indicate that a member of
the fund may continue working for a school board after attaining
the age of seventy year s.43

41 Act No* 236 of the 194S Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature#
42 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1948-50, p* 660*
43 R e p o r t s and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1948-50, p . 661*
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djgftfel*! b w opwator*
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qualify

Under the

general power* conferred upon pariah aehool boards, the AttorneyGeneral of Louisiana is of the opinion that aehool boards have
authority to grant leave of absence to aehool bus operators for
reasonable periods of time where the application is based upon
some sound substantial reason*

The gist of the opinion is as

followst
We realise, of course, that there are bus operators who
have rendered long and faithful service and are entitled to
every consideration* However, this department cannot write
into law something the Legislature did not see fit to include,
and until such time as that body makes the Retirement Act
applicable to those bus operators becoming disabled in service
before the Act becomes effective, this office cannot extend
Its benefits to such disabled employees by holding that school
boards are authorised to grant leaves of absence expiring when
its provisions do become effective*^

School board has no authority tg release g Jagg driver with
tenure who is not a member of the retirement system* The provisions
of the lev with regard to retirement ages applies only to members
in service, or members of the retirement system*

Consequently, if

a school bus operator was not or is not a member of the retirement
system, the school board would have no authority to release the bus
operator without complying with the requirements of the law*

It may

Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-4S, P* 943.
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wall ba that a aohaol baa operator who has raachsd an advanced
«*pon pfopw hearing, woald be eonaldored
te

perfora the duties, or would be found

SaaiMasa s tia s i Sffli sssslaa
S&i&jS* Jfi fi^SS

JSS&SES& M

physically

disabled

incompetent.^?
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office bolding statute*
1*

Police juror and school bus operator*

A member of the

poliee jury may at the same time serve as a school bus driver
without violating Article 137 of the Louisiana Criminal Code In
view of State v* Coulon.46
2*

School board member and school bus operator*

In view

of the decision of the Supreme Court in the oase of State v*
Coulon, it is held that a person may legally serve as a member
of a parish school board and, at the same time, be employed by
the Board as a school bus operator*47
3*

deputy sheriff and school bus operator*

Under the

decision of the Coulon ease, it is not a violation of the law to
hold the positions of school bus operator and deputy sheriff at
the same time, sines both are local positions*^

1952*

**5 seports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
Unpublished*

^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1948-50, p. 415*
^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1946-43, P* ®37.
4B

Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1944*46, p* 556*
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4*

Public school teacher and school baa operator*

there

ie no law that would prohibit a teaeher from driving a aehool bus*
Of course, it would be against public policy for the teaeher to
have oontraote with the aehool board— one aa a teaeher and the
other aa a oontraetor for tranaferring children to and from
aehool#

However, if the aehool board has a contract with the

brother of aweh person, the question of hie employment of someone
to drive tho bus w>uld bo no matter with whieh the aehool board
would bo concerned, except to see and know that a competent and
careful driver la in charge of the bus*

Sometimes contracts

between the aehool board and two or more members of the same
family create criticism and create conditions which are subject to
criticism*^?
5#

Justice of the peace and school bus operator*

It has

been ruled by the Attorney-General of Louisiana that an individual
may be employed aa a aehool bus driver and may at the same time
serve as a justice of the p e a c e *5^
6*

Sural mail carrier and school bus operator*

An

individual who receives compensation from the United States as a
substitute rural mall carrier cannot at the same time be employed
as a school bus driver*

51

^9 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1940-42, P* 3436*
50 Beposrts and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1940-42, p. 2657*
51

Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1940-42, p* 2666*

1X7
7*

Deputy sheriff

op

constable and aehool bue operator*

In view of the feet that the position of school bue driver
constitutes a position or employment in a loeal political sub
division of the state and the office of constable does not fall
within one of the three departments of government of the state
aa defined by tho Supremo Court, it is held that an individual
nay serve at ana and tho same tine as a school bus driver and

eenstahle without violating tho provisions of the Dual Office
Bolding lew.

Tho sane ruling applies to the position of school

has driver and deputy sheriff *52
0*
operator*

Barter of Democratic tesoutlve Committee and school bus
Tho Attorney-General of Louisiana, when called upon to

determine whether or not employees of public boards or agencies
are within the Dual Office Holding Lew, hold that they are not
officers, but eepleyeee within tho moaning of the law prohibiting
dual office holding*

Furthermore, it was held that a member of

the Democratic Sxeeutive Committee is not an officer within the
1ntST¥lnient of tho Dual Office Holding Law, as ho is merely a
member of coo of tho political parties*^
Current practices of parish school teigfle to m

properly

trained and qualified school bus operators* The school bue operator

52 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1940-42, p. 25^a.
53 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1930-32, p. 351*
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is charged with many important responsibilities* He is net only
the guardian of the safety of the children whose lives are entrusted
to him, hot alee the custodian of valuable equipment which should
be kept at the peak of operating efficiency at all times*

It is

important that school bus operators be carefully selected and
properly Instructed in their duties, obligations and responsibilities*
I* aa effort to maintain properly trained and qualified school
bue operators throughout the parishes of the state the state super
visor of school transportation in the State Department of Education
has in cooperation with the Department of Public Safety inaugurated
a program of testing of bus operators, inspection of buses, and
instructions covering all phases of safety in transportation*

The

testing program consists of five sections involving (a) steadiness,
(b) reaction time, (o) visual
(e) field of vision*

acuity,

(d) depth perception, and

The state police cooperate with the State

Department of Public Safety and the state supervisor of transportation
in

a complete inspection of the school bus in order to

assure maximum operating efficiency and guarantee safe transportation
of children to sod from school*

All equipment used in the testing

of bus operators and the Inspection of school buses Is provided and
operated by the State Department of Publlo Safety*

In addition,

frequent meetings of bus drivers in each parish are held in which
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the safety phase is emphasised.

Too. bus drivers are constantly

reminded to abide by all traffic regulations in traveling state
highways and urban streets.54

IV.

SCHOOL BOS-OPERATION AND PURCHASE

Definition of bus.

A "bus” is defined as any motor propelled

vehiele with a aapaelty of more than seven persons, constructed and
designed for transporting persons to and from

s c h o o l . 55

School buses to be painted national school bus chrome.

In

order to promote the public safety of children being transported
fay school bus. all school buses are required to be painted national
school bus chrome.

The Louisiana State Department of Education was

granted the authority to designate the shade of national school bus
chrome to be used.

No other buses can be painted the same shade of

national school bus chrome as that designated by the State Board of
Education of Louisiana as the shade of national school bus chrome
used fay school buses.56
School buses purchased for private use. A school bus
purchased for private use must be painted a color other than

54 Interview with Cameron Coney. State Supervisor of School
Transportation. State Department of Education of Louisiana. May. 1953*
55 Act No. 304 of the 1946 Regular Session of the Louisiana

Legislature.
^

Act No. 505 of the 1950 Session of the Louisiana Legislature.
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national aehool tan ohrose and tho Hording of aehool baa meat ba
eliminated* 57

Speed limiti school buses.

No person can operate a school

bus on the highways of Louisiana at a speed in excess of thirtyfire miles per hour, 58

Ofertaking and passing vehicles,
A*

The driver of a vehicle overtaking another vehicle

proceeding in the same direction most pass at a safe distance to
the left and most not again drive to the right side of the highway
untilsafely clear of the vehicle
B,

passed,

59

The driver of an overtaking vehicle must give audible

and sufficient warning of his intention before overtaking, passing
or attempting to pass a vehicle proceeding in the same direction*^
C*

The driver of a vehicle should not drive to the left side

of the center line of the highway in overtaking and passing another
vehicle traveling in the same direction, unless the left side is
elearly visible and free from oncoming traffic for a sufficient
distance ahead to permit such overtaking and passing to be made in
perfect safety*

Whenever an accident occurs under such circumstances,

57 Act No*
Act No*
Legislature*

505 of the 1950 Session of the Louisiana Legislature,
286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana

59 Act No* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
60

Act No* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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the responsibility rests upon the driver of the vehials doing the
overtaking or passing*^1
D*

The driver of a vehicle Blast not overtake and pass

another vehicle proceeding in the same direction, approaching
the crest of a hill or substantial grade, or upon a curve In the
highway, or elsewhere when the view of the driver doing the
overtaking or passing is obstructed for a distance of five hundred
ftrt.62
£•

The driver of a vehicle should not, under any circumstances,

overtake or pass another vehicle proceeding in the same direction at
any railroad grade crossing or any intersection of the highway,
unless permitted or instructed to do so by a duly authorised traffic
or police officer*^
F*

The driver of a vehicle who has given adequate warnings

fay an overtaking and passing vehicle, must promptly give way to his
right in favor of the overtaking and passing vehicle and must not
increase the speed of his vehicle until it has been completely
overtaken and passed *^4

61 Act Ho* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
Act No* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
^ Act No* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
^ Act No* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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G*

The driver of a vehicle must not overtake and pass

upon the left of any later urban, street car or train proceeding
la the same direction, whether actually in motion or temporarily
at rest, when a travelable portion of the highway exists to the
right
H*

The driver of a vehicle meeting or overtaking any

school bus, stepped or about to step for the purpose of receiving
or discharging school children, must bring his vehicle to a
complete step at least tea feet in the rear or front of the bus,
and must remain there, stationary until any ohild has boarded the
oar or bus or has alighted from and reached the adjacent sidewalk
or road side, except that where safety sones have been established
or where the traffic is controlled by a traffic officer or automatic
traffic signals, this vehicle need not be brought to a full stop
wheii properly instructed to proceeds but even under such circumstances,
he meat pro coed at his peril and at a speed that is reasonable and
proper and with due regard for the safety of pedestrains*
buses,

All schobl

stopping for the purpose of receiving or discharging

school children, must display a standard red flag both at the front
of and rear of the vehicle, while children are entering or being
discharged from the

vehicle

*66

^ Act Ho* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
66 Act No* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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law.
A*

Every person operating or permitting to be operated, a

▼•hide, neat bring bis vehicle to a complete stop when approaching
a grade crossing of a pablic highway with any railroad or tramway
in order to observe the approach of trains or cars by looking up
and down the track in both directions and by listening before
proceeding*

In the event it is impossible to do this, then persons

are proceeding with the greatest caution and at their peril
B*

The driver of any vehicle carrying passengers for

compensation or any vehicle transporting school teachers or
children to or from any school in addition to the requirements of
paragraph (a), must under no circumstances traverse a crossing
when warned by automatic signals, crossing gates, flagmen or other
traffic officers, of the immediate approach of a train or car, nor
must a driver, in any event traverse a crossing where his view is
obstructed or his hearing seriously impaired, without making
certain, by personal inspection, if necessary, that no train or
ear is approaching *68
Driving

m

i h and curves*

The driver of a motor vehicle

traversing hilly highways must hold it under control and as near

67 Act Bo* 286 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
Act lfo* 236 of the 1938 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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the right hand aide of the highway ee possible, and upon approaching
any curve where the view ie obstructed within a distance of two
hundred feet along the highway, must give audible warning with a
horn or other warning device*^

gByjtSfefi SSiteft fHtefclfl &
education* The following rules adopted by the
Education are observed by the bus operators

gfcate board o£
State Board of
in

Louisiana t

1*
Buses shall be brought to a full stop and
the gear
disengaged before taking or unloading pupils*
2* Buses shall load and unload at the extreme right of
the road*
3* Buses shall remain stationary until pupils have crossed
the road safely* After lighting from the bus, the pupils
shall pass to the front of the bus and be personally conducted
across the road by the operator or parent, who shall make sure
that all approaching traffic is stopped*
4* The operator shall stop the motor and set the brakes
upon leaving the vehicles when pupils are in it*
5* There shall be no pupils in the bus while the gas tank
is being filled*
6* At railroad crossings, school transportation vehicles,
when carrying pupils, shall be flagged across the tracks by a
pupil designated by the superintendent or principal*
7* The operator shall at no time travel at a speed greater
than 35 miles an hour, nor shall he exceed the speed limit on
any street or highway as may be indicated by a sign or signs
posted at the entrance or the side of such street or highway
or exceed such speed limit as may be established by the local
school board*
8* The operator is required to observe all rules and
regulations of the Highway Regulatory Law and all the rules
enumerated in his contract*

69 Act Ho* 286 of the 193& Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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9* The local school boards shall adopt such rules and
regulations as they may deem necessary to insure comfort and
safety in the transportation of pupils in their respective
porlahM.70

further authority of the State Board of Education. At the
1952 Session of the legislature Act No# 399 was enacted which
authorised, directed and empowered the Louisiana State Board of
Education to establish and adopt rules and regulations governing
the operation of school buses used in the transportation of
students to and from school#

As a result of this Act, the State

Board of Education has the authority to prohibit the operation of
any school bus which does not comply with the rules and regulations
adopted, and this order is enforced by the Louisiana State Depart
ment of Public Safety#
Parish school boards have no authority tp lend public funds
to school bus drivers for the purchase of new school buses# The
question of whether or not it would be lawful for the school board
to pay the difference in old and new buses purchased by school bus
drivers and allow them to repay the obligation over a period of ten
months without interest was settled by the following opinion:
The action contemplated constitutes loans of public money
to operators of the school buses# This being true, the loans
would be violative of Section 12 of Article 4 of the Constitution

Louisiana State Department of Education, Handbook for
School Bus Operators and School Officials. Bulletin No# 684 (Baton
Bongo1 Moran*. Publishing Co., 1949), PP. 11-12.

of 1921* which prohibit* tho loon of funds of tho State or
any political corporation to any person, aooociation or
corporation, public or private* In view of this constitutional
provision, it has boon hold that it would not be lawful for a
perish school board to lend surplus funds to tho owners and
operators of school buses for the purpose of purchasing new
equipaont.71
School board mar not lend money

£g£ contractor jg bjjy

bgg chassis, but. jL£ funds available. £$> s§y purchase chassis and
soil m a s to bus contractor <sg credit teres* By the reason of the
prohibitions contained in Article IV, Section 12 of the Constitution
of 1921, as amended by Act 3&7 of 193d, the school board nay not
lend money to school bus contractors*

However, if the school beard

can obtain the necessary funds in an authorised manner to purchase
the school bus bodies or chassis, It may sell the same to the bus
contractors for part cash and part crsdit, or for all credit, the
school board retaining a vendor9* lien and privilege as security
for the payment of the credit portion*72
School districts may not issue bonds for the purpose of
. tarn t. to.nm.gt .tarient. from th. **«*■. of « m h
districts to institutes of higher learning in ether perishes*

Since

the Constitution prohibits the issuance of bonds for the purpose of

71 Report a and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
19A6—48, P* $69*
72 Beports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
l%6*B4d, p* 900-901*
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Purchasing a has to transport student* in an area constituting the
school district to an institution of higher learning in another
parish* it was held that the prospect mentioned may not be legally
coaswmated*73

jfegss a s i S B & J & m m&S&i, sstsol board is not required
to advertise for bids on school bus chassis* Aside from the fact
that Act Ho* 127 of 1940 contains an emergency clause* there is a
rule of Jurisprudence to the effect that a change in conditions
may suspend a statute*

Consequently* a pariah school board is not

required under emergency circumstances to advertise for bids .74
V*

£oll22 iSSSL >£»

MISCELLANEOUS

SSL

& 2 B EBS^}?

fiS&fe

of one car of gravel for each high school of the parish, to be used
on school driveways for bus to load and unload children safely*

The

authority of policy Juries to make regulations as they may deem
expedient as to the making and repairing of roads and other highways
within their respective parishes* includes such incidental measures
as are required for the safety of children in connection with their
being loaded or unloaded from a public place* such as the grounds of
a public school*

This is a different situation from the one that

would be presented if* for example* the police jury were asked to

73 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana*
1946-4$* pp* 914-915 •
74 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana*
1944-46* p* 664•
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contribute the cost of one ear of gravel for similar loading and
unloading of patients and visitors of a private sanitarium*1^

Saaife asiSsai Sagga ngt aatj^igaa & m asteft &*s &&£3£
J2S£ transporting people £f cogsasMtty t$ Folk Softool*

It is clear

from certain constitutional provisions that parish school funds
are dedicated to and should be used exclusively to pay the cost of
the current operation of public elementary and secondary schools of
the parish under the control of the parish school board*

Therefore,

it uas held by the Attomey^Oeneral of Louisiana that if a Folk
School Is not connected irith and does not oonstitute any part of
the publie school program and is not under the control of the parish
school board, that the parish school board would not be authorised
to pay a school bus driver any amount Involved in the transportation
of the people of the eoEsnunity to such Folk School.^

Share a gohool bus operator gffig Mfi 2XSL

S M §&ki8r

factorily carries out his duties, parish school board i& absence gf
a provision in the contrast cannot prevent him from otherwise using
his equipment. Act No* 135 of 1944, amending Section 29 of Act No*

100 of 1922 authorises parish school boards to provide transportation
for children living mere than one mile from school*

This act contains

75 Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1942-44, p* 1249*
7^ Reports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1940-42, pp. 3523-3525 •
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various provisions dealing with the relationship between tho
aehool board and tho operator, but nowhere prohibits aehool bus
operators from using their equipment otherwise than in the
transportation of the children*

Accordingly, it was held by the

Attorney-General of the State that this matter is one governed
entirely by the oontraot of employment entered into between the

school board and operator*

If the contract between the parties

does not prohibit the operator from otherwise using his equipment,
and if he satisfactorily earrise out his contract, then the board
may not prevent such use by the driver*

On the contrary, it was

held that it would be lawful for the aehool board, at the time
the contract of employment is entered into, to include a provision

In the contract prohibiting the use of the school bus for any
purpose other than the transportation of school children#??
Age for compulsory attendance* Every parent, guardian, or
other person residing within the State of Louisiana, having control
or charge of any child between the ages of seven and fifteen years,
both inclusive (from the seventh to the sixteenth birthday) must
send such child to & public or private day school*?#

t m m M a m & S £ m W & m Z &$&22teS£*

parish school

boards of the State have the authority to exempt children from

7? Imports and Opinions of the Attorney-General of Louisiana,
1 9 M H ^ , P* 79#*
7# Act Mo* 239 of the 1944 Regular Session of the Louisiana
Legislature*
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compulsory attendance who are mentally or physically incapacitated*
Too, children residing outside the boundaries of a town or city
and e w e than two and one-h&lf miles from school are exempted as
are rural-area children residing one and one-half miles from a
bus route*79
On January 8, 1945 additional causes for temporary
exemption from school were adopted by State Board of Education#^

v* swmsx
In urnnmry, the authority to transport children living more
than one mile to school is Tested to the parish school boards of
Louisiana*

Such authority is permissive and not mandatory and no

school board can be forced to transport children.

School boards

may transport private children to school, however, the authority to
do so is again permissive and not mandatory.

Many students are

transported to state institutions of higher learning at public
expense, such authority having been granted to the local school
board throughout the state*
In order to protect children being transported to school, the
board has the power to purchase accident insurance, however, the
school board is not liable for injuries received by pupils being
transported to and from school or to and from extra curricula

79 Act Mo. 239 of the 1944 Regular Session of the Louisiana

Legislature*
Minutes of the State Board of Education of Louisiana.
Bulletin So. 548 (Baton Rouge: Moran's Publishing Co., 1945), PP«
51-52.
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activities In which they h a m represented the school*

In addition,

perish school hoards are authorised to purehase workman* s compensation
in order to aid sehool hue operators injured in the performance of
their duties*
A eehool bus operator oust by statutory provisions, be at
least eighteen years of age, however, he cannot secure tenure or

become a member of the retirement system until he has attained the
age of twenty-one.
school bus operator.

There are no other legal qu&lifieatlons for
In addition, sehool bus operators of Louisiana

■ay serve in various other eapaeitles without violating the Dual
Office Holding Act— some of these positions being deputy sheriff,
constable, police juror, sehool board member, justice of the peace
and iweOher of the Democratic Executive Committee for the state.
All school buses in Louisiana are required to be painted a
uniform color— national chrome, and no bus used for purposes other
than transporting children to and from school is authorised to be
painted national chrome.

All drivers are required to follow all

operating rules outlined by the Highway Regulatory Act and other
rules and regulations, not inconsistent with the provisions of the
regulatory act, promulgated by the state board of education*
The responsibility of maintaining a safe, efficient and
adequate sehool transportation program in Louisiana does not rest
entirely within the realm of the parish school board and parish
superintendent• The state board of education, state superintendent
of education and the state department of education through the
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supervisor of sehool transportation are furnishing the necessary
leadership in order to meet the need for a clear understanding of
the service by local school administrators, teachers, bus operators,
parents and children*

The State Department of Education in cooperation

with the Department of Public Safety has conducted work conferences,
group meetings, and cooperative schools for parish officials and
has encouraged local administrative units to conduct workshops and
conferences of a similar type*

Through news articles, bulletins,

oral discussions and other means as were available, the state
department of education and the state supervisor of school
transportation have continued to Inform the lay public as to the
scope and essential features of the school transportation program*
It is through these means that every effort is being directed by
state and local school officials in order to improve the program
such that safe, reliable and efficient transportation will be
provided the children of Louisiana*

CHAPTER 17
THE ABfXKESTRATICN AMD COST OP THE SYSTEM OF SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
OF WHITE CHILDREN IN LOUISIANA

That transportation of white children to sehool In Louisiana
is a service of major signifleaneo is well recognised by state and
parish school administrators throughout Louisiana*

This is true in

any stats, largely rural, which attempts to provide adequate edu
cational facilities for its rural children*

Without sehool

transportation only a very meager education would be available to
many rural children*

Therefore, the establishment and maintenance

of a sehool transportation serviee on a level comparable with other
educational services has become a much sought after achievement by
school administrators in the several states*

As a result, school

transportation has become so intimate a part of instructional policy,
administrative structural reorganisation, and the school plant that
it cannot be isolated as an independent activity*
Scope of the school transportation urogram*

In Table X7I,

the scope of the system of transporting white children in Louisiana
to public schools is Indicated for each parish in terms of the
number of schools served and the percentage of white public school
enrollment transported*

The variations in the parishes in terms of

the per cent enrollment transported ranged from a high of 94*& per
cent in St* Helena Parish to a low of 17*2 per cent in Orleans Parish*
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TABLE Vfl

NUMBER OF LOUISIANA UNITE PUBLIC SCHOOLS SERVED AND PER CENT OF ENROLLMENT
TRANSPORTED IN THE SCHOOL SESSION, 1951-1952

Parish

Number
public schools
aerred

Public
sehool
enrollment

Acadia
Allen
Ascension
Aseussption
Avoyelles
Beauregard
Bienville
Bossier
Caddo
Calcasieu
Caldwell
Cameron
Catahoula
Claiborne
Concordia
DeSeto
E. Baton Rouge
E. Carroll
Em Feliciana
Evangeline
Franklin
Grant
Iberia

18
6
5
6
15
8
9
10
32
20
7
8
6
9
8
11
29
3
4
9
10
8
17

6939
3400
2924
1735
5930
4172
2196
5484
18448
12877
1736
1263
2131
2431
1527
2364
15248
1579
893
5231
4976
2631
5128

Number pupils
transported
Public schools
Private schools

4608
1842
2241
1516
4166
3517
1549
3770
5415
4340
1236
1166
1875
1560
888
1386
5730
1204
544
3247
4498
2203
1737

710
0
284
314
370
0
0
0
21
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
892
0
0
218
0
0
335

Total
P«r cent
pupils
public school
transported
enrollment
transported

5318
1842
2525
1830
4536
3517
1549
3770
5436
4373
1236
1166
1875
1560
888
1386
6622
1204
544
3465
4498
2833
2072

66*4
54*1
76*6
87 *4
71*5
84*3
70.5
68.7
29.4
33*7
71*2
92.3
88.0
64*2
58.2
58.6
37.6
76.3
60.9
62.1
90.4
83*7
33*9

TABIX XVI

BOMBER OP LOUISIANA WHITS PUBLIC SCHOOLS SERVED AMD FSB CSHT OP ENROLLMENT
TRANSPORTED IN THE SCHOOL SESSION, 1951-1952
(Continued)

Parish

Humber
public schools
served

Public
school
enrollment

Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
Lafayette
Lafourche
LaSalle
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaqiwndnes
Points Coupee
Bapidea
Bad River
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St* Helena

9
7
30
11
13
21
10
9
14
4
11
24
63
ZL
7
6
22
4
8
15
7
9
1

2176
2634
11978
4821
62$1
7125
2761
2743
4487
1423
4274
4457
36052
7173
1877
1923
10867
1379
4192
3977
2003
1625
967

Number pupils
fffipwftsA
Public schools
nrivste schools

1420
1851
3865
2093
3072
6634
2091
2072
3677
933
2357
3560
6199
4389
1489

6484
12M
3292
3098
1173
1293
914

240
0
1645
0
457
784
0
0
0
0
0
244
258
43
0
95
580
0
0
241
0
408
0

Total
pupils
transported

Per seat
public sehool
enrollment
transported

1660
1851
5510
2093
3529
7418
2091
2072
3677
933
2357
3804
6457
4432
1422
1584
7064
i» 7
3292
3339
1173
1701
914

65.3
70.3
32.3
43.3
49*1
93*1
75*7
75.5
81.9

65.6
55.2
79.9
17.2
61.2
75.8
77.4
59.7

88.5
78.5
77.9

58.6
79.6
94.5

TABLE XVI

NUMBER OP LOUISIANA WHITE PUBLIC SCHOOLS SERVED AND PEN CENT OP ENBOLUfEN?
TRANSPORTED IN THE SCHOOL SESSION, 1951-1952
(Concludsd)

Parish

Nimtbsr
public sohools
served

St* Jamas
St* John
St* Landry
St* Martin
St* Mary
St* Tammany
Tangipahoa
Tenses
Terrebonne
Union
Vermilion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
W* Baton Rouge
West Carroll
West Feliciana
Winn
City Lake Charles
City Monroe
City Bogalusa
Louisiana

Public
sehool
enrollment

7
6
19
11
9
13
16
3
21
15
18
11
8
13
4
7
2
7
6
8
7

1489
1226
8622
3091
4230
7588
3597
1150
7033
2909

800

Number pupils
transport**
Publio schools
FWLvate schools

989
951
5206
2162
1089
5285
2398
871
5011
2372

6449

mi

4998
5534
1016
4004
375
2629
2200
3280
3171

3897
2788
3180
658
3279
344
1883
0
346
867

316122

172550

3221

* Transported to City of Bogalusa

283
457
621
213
246
515
0
0
264
0
0
0
619*
0
67
0
0
0
0
0
56
H513

Total
ja^ils
transported

H r wnt
publio school
oarollawBt
tmuayertsd

1272
1408
5827
2375
1335
5800
2398
871
5275
2372
4137
3897
3407
3180
725
3279
34
1883
0
346
923

57.5
64.8
81.9
91.7
70.6
SOU)
10.5
27.3

184063

54.5

L

66*4
77.6
69.4
6f.9
25.7
69.6
66.7
73.7
71.3
81.5
64.1
77.9

86.5
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Four other parishes in the State reported the transportation of
more than ninety per cent of their white public sehool enrollment *
Lafourche reported 93*1 per cent transported j Cameron Parish, 92*3
per cent; West Feliciana, 91*7 per cent; and Franklin Parish, 90*4
per cent transported*

In addition, nine ether parishes reported

between eighty to ninety per cent of their white public school
enrollment as being transported to school*

Furthermore, nineteen

perishes transported seventy to seventy-nine per cent of their
enrollment*

During the 1951-52 school session, 316,122 -students

were enrolled in the white public schools of Louisiana*

A total

of 172,550 or 54*5 per cent were transported to school*

In addition,

U,513 students were transported to private schools at public expense
during the 1951-52 session*
In view of the large percentage of whit® school children
transported in Louisiana, a study of the administration and cost
of the transportation of white public school children in the parish
and city school systems in Louisiana would be incomplete without an
analysis of the factors which effect the establishment of an extensive
system of school transportation*
Three factors, namely, per cent rural residense, population
per square mile and land area in square miles which effect the scope
of the school transportation system in the state are indicated in
Table I T U *

Louisiana is primarily a rural state*

Seventeen of the

State’s sixty-four parishes have a one-hundred per cent of rural
population*

Fifty-five parishes or S5*S per cent of the State*s
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TABU m i
FACTOHS AFFECTING TOE SCOPE OF THE SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAM IN LOUISIANA*

Parish

Acadia
Allan
Ascension
Assumption
Avoyelles
Beauregard
Bienville
Bossier
Calcasieu
Caldwell
Cameron
Catahoula
Claiborne
Coneordia
DeSoto
S. Baton Bouge
B. Carroll
S. Feliciana
Evangeline
Franklin
Grant
Iberia
Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davie
Lafayette
Iafourche
LaSalle
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines

Land area
in square
miles

Population
per square
mile

662
775
300
357
826
1184
826
841
891
1104
550
1444
732
766
709
893
462
432
454
672
643
670
588
628
583
409
658
283
1157
638
469
665
662
804
1297
199
642
984

71.1
24*3
74*6
48 *4
46.0
15.0
23.1
47.7
198.1
81.2
18.7
4.3
16.2
32.7
20.3
27.3
342.5
37.7
42.1
47.1
45.3
21.3
68*1
42.6
26.5
254.0
40.0
204*0
36.5
19.9
55.0
30.2
26.4
39.8
29.4
2866.6
116.4
14.5

Per cent
Urban
Rural
47.1
29.7
18.5
00.0
21.8
32.6
00.0
41.3
75.6
72.2
00.0
00.0
00.0
31.1
26.7
18.2
85*3
25.3
35.4
21.0
12*4
00.0

52.8
21.5
20.1
83.8
47.6
58.1
25.0
00.0
40*2
00.0

44.5
39.9
26.0
100.0

65.4
co.o

52.9
70.3
81.5
100.0
*73.2
67.4
100.0
53.2
24.4
27.8
100.0
100.0
100.0

68.9
73.3
31.3
14.2
74.7
64.6
79.0
87.6
100.0
47.2
78.5
79.9
11,2
52*4
42.0
75.0
100.0
59.8
100.0
55*5
60.1
74.0
00.0
34*6
100.0
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TABLE X7II
FACTORS AFFECTING THE SCOPE OF THE SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION
PROGRAM IN LOUISIANA*
(Concluded)

Parish

Points Coupee
Rapides
Red Rirsr
Sabine
St* Bernard
St* Charles
St* Helena
St* Janes
St* John
St* Landry
St* Martin
St* Mary
St* Tanaany
Tangipahoa
Tenses
Terrebonne
Rdon
Vermilion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
V* Baton Rouge
West Carroll
West Feliciana
WLnn
Louisiana

Land area
in square
miles
564
1329
413
576
1029
510
304

Population
per square
miles

1360
665
626
201
356
410
950

14.0
57.7
57.0
58.4
48.4
24.8
17.0

12.9
45.6
00.0
11.8
00.0
23*8
25.2
00.0
00.0
30.1
25.3
17.5
51.7
31.8
28 .0
00.0
37.7
00.0
37.6
24.6
46*4
36.9
26.4
00.0
00.0
34.9

45162

59.4

54.8

249
225
930
721
605
908
803
623
1391
906

38.7
68.2
29.3
46.3
20.3
21.7
44.0
21.5
61.6
66.0
84.4
36.6
59.3
29.7
66.3
21.2
31.1
21.1

Per cent
Urban
Rural

30.2

87.1
54.4
100.0
88.2
100.0
76.2
74.8
100.0
100.0
69.9
74.7
82.5
48.3
68.2
72.0
100.0
62.3
100.0
62*4
75.4
53.6
63.1
73.6
100.0
100.0

45.2

65.1

* Data based on Population Reports for Louisiana published
by the United States Bureau of the Census.
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total number of parishes indicated fifty per cent or store of their
population as being rural*

Nine parishes including Orleans,

Jefferson, Bast Baton Rouge, Caddo, Calcasieu, Ouachita, Lafayette,
Xbaria and St* M w y are the highly urbanised parishes in the State*
Analysed in terns of the population per square mile several parishes
reported f e w than twenty individuals per square mile.

The

variations within the parishes in terms of density of population
ranged from 4*3 individuals per square mile in Cameron Parish to
2866*6 per square mile in Orleans Parish*
fewer than fifty people per square mile*

Forty-four parishes had
Density of population as

a basis for determining the scope of a transportation program is
clearly necessary in rural areas if adequate educational facilities
are to be made available*

Authorities In the field of school

transportation have confirmed the general conclusion that the factor
of density of population provides an adequate measure of determining
transportation need in a given area*
In Table XVIII, the rank of the parishes in Louisiana is
presented in tense of certain factors affecting the scope of the
sehool transportation program*

The relationship of these factors

to the number of pupils transported is Indicated in Cameron Parish*
This particular parish ranks third in terms of transporting the
largest percentage of its public school enrollment, ranks first
with respect to having one-hundred per cent of its population in
rural residence and ranks first in having the lowest density of
population per square mile and first in terms of land area in square
miles*

In contrast, Orleans - Parish transports the smallest

TABUS IFIII

BANK OF FABI3HES IR LOUISIANA IK XHBMS OF CBRTAIH FACTORS AFFBCTIKO SCOPE
OF TBAHSPOETATIQH OF CHILBJUW TO SCHOOL

Parish

Acadia
Allan
Asoenaion
Assumption
Avoyelles
Beauregard
Bienville
Bossier
Caddo
Calcasieu
Caldwell
Cameron
Catahoula
Claiborne
Concordia
BeSoto
3* Baton Braga
Sast Carroll
Bast Feliciana
Bvangelins
Franklin
draat
Iberia

Bank of parishes in terns of certain factors
p«r cent
Par sent
Population per
Land area in
transported
rural rssidsncs
square alia
square miles
<•>

(b)

(•)

(d)

38
55
22
e
29
10
32
36
62
60
31
3
7
43
52
50
58
23
47
45
5
11
59

54
38
23
9
27
42
9
50
61
60
9
9
9
40
36
22
62
32
44
25
19
9
57

55
17
56
44
39
4
16
42
60
57
7
1
5
28
9
21
63
31
35
a
33
13
53

32
23
59
56
20
7
19
Id
17
9
46
1
25
24
27
16
49
51
50
23
35
29
42

TABLE XVZXI

RANK OF PARISHES IN LOUISIANA IN TERMS OP CERTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING SCOPE
OF TRANSPORTATION OF CHILDREN TO SCHOOL
(Continued)

Perish

Iberville
Jackson
Jefferson
Jefferson Davis
Lafayette
Lafourche
LaSalle
Lincoln
Livingston
Madison
Morehouse
Natchitoches
Orleans
Ouachita
Plaquemines
Points Coepee
Rapides
Red River
Richland
Sabine
St. Bernard
St. Charles
St. Helena

Rank of parishes in terms of certain factors
Population par
Lend area in
Per cent
Per pent
transported
rural residence
square mile
square miles
(e)
(b)
(a)
<*)

a
33
61
57
56
2
26
27
12
40
54
15
64
46
24
21
49
6
17

26
24
63
55
56
30
9
49
9
51
40
34
64
59
9
20
52
9

IS

is
9

51
16
1

26
31
9

36
20
62
34
61
29
6
45
25
19
33
23
64
59
3
32
5k
22
40
10
15
37
14

36
43
55
34
60
6
37
46
31
33
21
5
64
36

n
45
4
53

44
10
47
56
52

TAILS IVIII

RANK 07 PARISHES IN LOUISIANA IN TERMS OF CERTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING SCOTS
OF TRANSPORTATION Of CHILDREN TO SCHOOL
(Gonoludcd)

Parish

St* Janes
St* John
St* Iandry
St* Martin
St* Mary
St* Tafflmany
Tangipahoa
Tensas
Terrebonne
Union
Terailion
Vernon
Washington
Webster
V* Baton Rouge
Neat Carroll
West Feliciana
Winn

NOTE:

(a)
(b)
(e)
(d)

Rank of parishes in tarns of certain factors
Par cent
^ Per ceni
Populatienper
land area "2b
tranaportad
rural residence
square adlc
square nils*
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

39
20
43
34
63
35
37
25
30
14
44
19
9
53
42
13
4
23

9
39
33
21
56
a
37
9
47
9
46
29
53
45
35
9
9
43

50
51
53
30
49
24
52
12
27
11
26
2
47
46
43
43
13
6

Parishes with largest percentage transported ranked first*
Parishes with largest percentage rural residence ranked first*
Parishes with smallest population per square mile ranked first,
Parishes with largest land area in square miles ranked first*

61
62
13
26
41
14
22
40
2
15
6
3
30
39
63
57
54
12
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percentage of its white public school enrollment• Too, this parish
ranks first in terms of the greatest population density per square
■ H e , though being the smallest parish with respect to land area in
square miles*

Katurally, there are variations within the ranks of

the parishes in terms of these seleet factors, but in view of the
large umber of parishes with low population density per square
mile, it becomes mandatory that an adequate system of sehool trans
portation be maintained in order to assure educational opportunities
for all pupils in Louisiana*
Methods of operation* There are three methods of operating
sehool buses in the United States*

These methods of operation are

based on the factor of the ownership of the school bus and are
classified as follows:

(a) the private or contract plan, (b) the

public or board plan, and (c) the joint plan*

In Louisiana, all

methods are used*
Sehool transportation by contract with private individuals
dates back to the beginning of school consolidation in Louisiana*
The first school buses were horse-drawn vehicles which traveled
over dirt roads*

The pay was small and requirements not exacting*

These efforts by
schools*

cltisens expressed their desire for better

To accomplish these aims, transportation of pupils became

a necessary part of the school program and has grown in importance
and support ever since*

Private ownership of school buses presented

decided advantage at that time and, under that system, the school
transportation program has grown to the apparent satisfaction of the
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service and of those responsible for its operation*

Lack of

sufficient operating sehool funds and economy of service have
been powerful factors in keeping sehool transportation under
private contract*
In Table XIX are indicated the number and per cent of
vehicles used to transport white children to school according
to the three methods of operation from 1945-46 to 1951-52*

In

the 1945-46 sehool year, 1941 buses were operated under the private
method of ownership.

This represented 77*0 per cent of the total

number of vehicles operated*

In the following year, 1946-47* 75*9

per cent of the total number of vehicles were operated under the
contract plan*

However, in 1947-43, the per cent buses operated

under the private plan had increased to 77*3 per cent*

In 1943-49*

the per cent of vehicles operated under the contract plan dropped
to 70*3 per cent, the lowest percentage recorded since 1945-46*
Since that session per cents of 74*2 and 75*4 have been indicated
as operating under the contract plan*

from the 1945-46 session to
*

the 1951-52 school year, the per cent of buses operated under the
contract p1?™ of ownership had decreased 3*6 per cent despite the
fact that the number of buses operating under this method has been
increased by twenty buses*
School transportation in Louisiana under the public plan of
operation is a venture of recent date*

Under this plan of operation,

the parish sehool board owns and operates the complete bus unit*
This method of operation has been adopted primarily by parishes

which are highly urbanised or parishes which are small in terms of
land araa in square miles*
la Table H Z are also indicated the number and per cent, of
twees used to transport white children to schools under the public
or beard plan of ownership since 1945-46*

In the first year following

the close ©f Iferld War II, 252 buses were operated under this method*
This figure represented 10*0 per cent of the total number of vehicles
operated that year*

After increasing to 34# vehicles or 13*8 per

cent in 1946-47 decreases were registered the following year for
both categories, msnber of buses operated and the per cent of the
total rasher of buses-operated under this plan#

However, since

1947-48, steady increases have been recorded in the number of buses
operated under the public or board plan of operation*

By 1951-52,

the nuwhsr of buses had increased to 484 as compared to 352 in
1947-48 and 252 in 1945-46*

In like manner, the percentage of

vehicles operated under this plan had increased to 18*1 per cent
as coopered to 12*6 per cent in 1947-48 and 10*0 per cent in 1945-46*
This represents increases of 232 in the number of buses operated by
parish school boards and 6*1 per cent in the total number of vehicles
operated under this plan#
Joint ownership of school bus equipment, of which there are
a few units of this type in Louisiana, is a compromise between
private and public ownership of transportation equipment*

Under

this plan the individual owns the chassis while the school board
owns the body of the bus#

The high cost of standardised steel

bodies, and the necessity for safer and more comfortable school
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tame, brought about Joint ownership of school transportation
vehieles in Xauiaiana, especially in perishes with limited sohool
funds*

the salaries paid to private transfer operators were too

lew to require them to furnish the standard steel bodies, and
the sehool beards accomplished the desired aims for safer and
better buses by cooperating with private operators in seefurlng
better standard equipment flrom approved manufacturers •
In fable XIX, the number and per sent of buses operated
under the Joint plan of operation sines the 1945-46 session are
Indicated*

In 1945*46» 335 sohool buses were operated in Louisiana

under this method of operation*

This represented 13*0 per o e n i o f

the total nasber of buses operated during that year*

By 1946-47,

the number of buses operating under this plan had decreased to
261, as did the percentage to 10*3*

In the following year,

decreases in both categories were recorded such that 238 buses
were operated under the Joint plan which represented 9*4 per cent*
However, in the 1948-49 session substantial increases were recorded
in the number of buses operated by the joint plan of operation,

In

that year 14*7 per eent of the total number of buses in operation
were under the Joint plan of ownership*

However, since 1948-49

sisable decreases have been registered*

By 1951-52, the number of

buses had decreased to 227 as compared to 238 in 1947-48 end 335
in 1945-46*

In like manner, the percentage of vehicles operated

under this plan had decreased to 8*5 per eent as compared to 9*4
p«r eent in 1947-48 and 13*0 per cent in 1945-46*

This represents

a decrease of 106 in the number of buses operated under the joint
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plan and a decrease of 4*5 par cent in the per eent of vehicles
operated under this plan in Louisiana*

TABUS XIX
RtKBER AND PER CENT OF VEHICLES IS3RD TO TRANSPORT
NHXTS CHILDREN TO SCHOOL IN LOUISIANA ACCORDING
TO METHOD OF OPERATION, 1945*46 TO 1951-52

Sehool
WMl«M

Mothod of e»*r»tion
Privet*
. Public
, Joint
No*
i
m.
i
i

1945-46

1941 77*0

252

10.0

335

13*0

2528

1946-47

1913 75*9

348

13*8

261

10.3

2522

1947-48

1972 77*8

325

12*8

238

9*4

2535

1948-49

1840 70.3

393

15*0

384

H*7

2617

1949-50

1988 74*2

432

16.1

260

9*7

2680

1951-52

1961 73*4

484

18*1

227

8*5

2672*

Total

* Doee not inelude 33 feeder-buses*
^ A further analysis of the data presented in Table XXX
revealed that in 1945-46, 1941 buses were operated under the
private

of operation as compared to 252 under the board

plan and 335 under the jointmethod for the same year*
Accordingly, 77*0 per cent of the total number of buses in
operation were under the private or contract plan of ownership
as compared to 10*0 per cent under the board plan and 13*0 per
eent under the contract plan*

By 1951-52, 1961 buses were
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operated under the print* plan u
board w

year#

compared to 4$4 under the

public plan and 237 wader the Joint plea for the same
This represented o percentage of 73 »4 for tho contract

plan, 18*1 for tho board plan and 8*5 for tho Joint plan*

Ao

compared with tho number of buses operated in 1945-46 a alight
inoroaso of 20 buses vnro voglotorod in tho nuwber of buses under
tho private plan, as compared to a substantial inoroaso of 232
boooo m d o r tho public plan and a decrease of 108 in tho number
of YohlGlOQ oporatod under tho Joint plan of ownership.

In

epita of the slight Inoroaso in tho number of buses oporatod
/

under tho priTato plan since 1945-46, the1per cent of tho total
mamfeor operated under this method decreased 3*6 per cent.
Meanwhile, the par osat buses operated under tho pdblle plan
iacreased 8,1 par seat since 1945*46, while the par eent buses
operated under the Joint plan decreased 4*5 per cent for the
seme period*
2a 1945-46, the total number of buses used to transport
white children to school was 2528*
had risen to 2672*

By 1951-52, the total number

This represents an increase of 144 buses or

5*6 par eent over the number operated in 1945*46*
Indications are that in view of the Increased enrollments
in the white public schools of Louisiana in 1952-53 and for the
aunilng sessions, an ever increasing number of vehicles will be
needed in order to transport children to sehool#
The three methods of operating a school transportation
program are used in Louisiana# ;However, there are instances in
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which parish sehool boards resort to combinations of two and oven
throe of tho methods of ownership in order to transport white
children to school#
In Table XX is indicated the distribution of the parishes
in Louisiana in terms of the type of bus ownership for the period
1945*46 to 1951-52*

In 1945*46, 32 parish sehool boards were

transporting white sehool children to school under the contract
plan of ownership, while 4 parishes employed the joint plan*
Oaring that year there were no parish sehool boards using the
public plan of transporting white children to school*

Twenty-one

parishes wore employing a public-private combination and four
parishes were resorting to the private-joint combination*

Four

parishes were transporting white Children tinder the publicprivate-joint combination, that is, within the parish, buses were
operated under the board or public plan, other vehicles were
operated under the contract or private plan, while other buses
were operated wader the joint plan*

In 1945*46, two city sehool

sjist emn were not transporting white pupils to school#

By the

1951-52 session slight changes had been made in the number of
parishes In terms of the method used to transport children*
Thirty-two parishes were still using the contract plan, however,
the number of parishes operating under the board plan had increased
to five*

Only one parish was employing the joint plan of operation

in 1951-52*

Twenty-one parishes operated public and private buses,

five parishes operated private and joint buses, while one parish

TA3UE ZX
NUMBER OF PASISH AND CITY SCHOOL SYSTEMS XN LCKKS&UU ACCOfiDIBG
50 TYPE OP BUS OWNERSHIP. 1945-46 to 1951^52

Sohool
wwlflHi

PubliePnhlic- Pttblio- fTlvate- privatejoint
joint None Total
Private Public Joint private joint

1945-46

32

0

4

21

0

4

4

2

67

1946-47

31

0

2

25

0

4

3

2

67

1947-46

33

1

1

22

0

6

2

2

67

1948-49

30

4

3

18

0

9

1

2

67

1949-50

30

6

1

20

0

8

1

1

67

1951-52

32

5

1

21

1

5

1

1

67
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opvatid public w d Joint vehicle**

In the came year, one pariah

operated public, private and Joint buses*

The school system of the

City of Bogalusa was the sole administrative unit in Louisiana
which did not transport white children to sehool*

In 1945-46, 36

parishes employed one method of transporting white children to
school, 25 parishes employed two methods and four parishes operated
buses under the three methods of ownership*

by 1951- 52, 38 parishes

were using one type of ownership, 27 parishes were employing buses
under two types of ownership while one parish was operating vehicles
under the three plans of operation*
F»oIHttos aped to ^qngpprt 3&i£e pupils to school*

In the

last two decades the motor bus has been the principal facility used
to transport white children to and from sohool in Louisiana*

ftrior

to the appearance of the motor bus, the horse-drawn wagon was the
nnifin node of travel, and parish sehool boards readily used these
facilities to provide better educational opportunities for the
children*

However, with the development of an excellent system of

highways and of the motor bus and steel bus bodies, the horse-drawn
wagon quickly lost prominence as a sehool transportation facility*
Parish school boards of Louisiana use not only motor buses but
also trains, ears, trucks, station wagons, wagons and motor boats to
transport children to school*

In certain rural areas, it is still

necessary to use horse-drawn wagons in some instances, while in other
areas, especially in the coastal perishes, transportation may be by
boat*

Mazy parishes use small trucks, oars or station wagons while
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one parish ass* railroad facilities to transport pupilc*

The type

vehicle used lay a perish is detcrsdncd primarily by the nature of
the area to be served*
In Table XXX is indicated the type and per eent of facilities
used to transport white children to sehool in Louisiana*

In 1945*46,

2529 noter vehicles, beats and wagons were used to transport white
children to school*

Of this total, 2419 or 95*7 per sent were

aster bases, 40 or 1*6 per seat were wagons, 51 or 2*0 per eent
were either trucks, ears or station wagons and 19 o r *7 per eent
vers aster boats*

Since the 1945-46 seseion, the nuaber of actor

h e ms operated has increased sash that in 1951*52# 2619 were used
to transport pupils to school*

In contrast, the number of horse**

drawn wagons sapleyed had decreased to such an extent that only two
were opiated in 1951*52*

The nuaber of ears, trucks, and station

wagons has risen to 62, an increase of 11 since 1945-46, while the
w h s r of aster boars operated has increased to 23*

In 1951*52, 96*7

TABLE X U
KQMBEB, AID FEE 6HBT Of FACILITIES USED TO TfiAHSPGHT WHITE CHILDREN
TO SCHOOL IE LOUZSIAHA, 1945-46 TO 1951*52

Sehool
sessions

Tf d c vehicle used
Truck, ear,
station wagons
Wagons
hots? bBS_
HO*
Ho*
S r T

1945-46
1946-47
1947-49
1949-49
1949*50
1951-52

2419
2436
2463
2535
2535
2616

it

i

95.7 40
96*6 32
97*2
96*9
96.5
96*7

14
11
12
2

1*6
1.3
♦5
*4
•4
•2

No*

51
36
a

2*0 1*
1.5 16
1*6 17

43
56
62

1*6
2*1
2*3

23
27
23

i
.7
,6
.7
*9
1*0
•3

Total

2526
2522
2535
2617
2681
2705
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par seat of the 2705 facilities used were sohool buses, #2 per sent
were wagons, 2«3 per cent sore either track, oars, or station wagon*
sad .6 par eent wore motor boots*
In Table XXIX is revealed

the type of facility used in terms

of the amber of parishes employing eertaln means of transporting
children for the period 1945-46 to 1951-52. Xn the first post war
year, 65 perishes used meter buses, 9 parishes employed other meter
▼chicles as trades, ears and station wagons, U
drama wagons and 9 perishes used motor boats.

parishes used horse*
In 1951*52, 66

parishes were using motor buses, an increase of one parish sines
1945*46*

The number of parishes using oars, trunks, or station

wagons increased slightly in the period 1947-42 to 1949*50, however
deereased to nine parishes in 1951*52, a number equal to the number
of parishes which employed similar facilities in 1945*46.

In 1951*

52, 66 parishes were using motor buses, an increase of one parish
since 1945*46.

The amber of parishes using ears, trucks, or

station wagons increased slightly in the period of 1947*42 to
1949*50, however decreased to nine parishes in 1951*52, a number
equal to the umber of parishes which employed similar facilities
in 1945-46.

Sines 1945*46, a large decrease was registered in the

number of parishes using horse-drawn wagons to transport children.
In 1951-52, one parish was using wagons to transport children as
compared to U

parishes in 1945*46.

In the period 1945*46 to

1951*52, 9 parishes used motor boats to transport children to school.
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* majority of the y w i i h H providing Mtawl transportation by boot
are losatad to tkt (blf Ooaat region of Louisiana.
TABUS H I T
H s n x r a n m o f pasish an d c m s c h o o l systems m louisiasa
XR TBBK3 OP THE TTFBS OF FA6IUTZBS C U D IN TEASSFOBTIBG
CHZLOHSH TO SCHOOL, 1945 TO 1952

.

Jtefc.tf. wnttoB..w
MotorTrnaks, e a r
buses
station wagons

,

Sofaool
oo■«to—

s , M o t o r
Wagons
boat*

1945-44

65

9

11

9

1946-47

65

8

8

«

1947-4B

65

10

6

7

1948-49

65

11

6

9

1949-50

66

11

4

9

1954-52

66

9

1

9

Ib table m i l to indicated the number of facilities used
la transporting pupils to school under ths throe methods of
operation.

Of ths total nuaber of 2618 motor buses operated in

1951-52, 1908 were under eontraot ownership, 483 under public
and 227 under Joint ownership.

Thus, more than twiee —

many buses were operated under private ownership as were operated
wider the combined public and Joint plans.

Of the total number of

62 oars, trucks and station wagons operated in 1951-52, 61 were
operated by contract owners and the remainder were operated under
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the pahllo plan*

9tt two herse-dra** wagons \ts«d In 1951~52 were

operated wader the contract plan u were the 23 boats serving
school transportation pwpctts in several of the parishes*

It

was only enter eeatraet ownership that ell types of facilities
ease in transporting white ohildren to sshool In Louisiana were
Identified*

h e types of fao1lit.1 ss, motor buses and ether motor

vehicles* were associated with the public of ownership and under
i
the Joint pleas only motor buses were operated* All feeder«llne
faoilitles meed in 1951*52 were operated under the contrast plan*
TABU
FACILITIES

Vtm XH TBASSIOBTXHGr PUPILS TO SCHOOL IN LOUISIANA

mam

the

Method
Of
travel

rma

plans o p ope ration i n

Contrast

Motor has
Cars, trucks.
station wagons
Hagens
Meter boats
Total

mix

1951*52

Method of 0 aeration
Joint
Public

.

festal

1908

483

227

2618

61
2
23

1
0
0

0
0
0

62
2
23

1994

see

227

2705

ftmber of tripe traveled ^

school bugeg*

A very Important

phase of planning bus rentes is arranging for multiple trips*
Pupil costs are much lower if the bus can serve more than one route*
In each parish administrative unit, the number of tripe traveled by
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aehaol bvaas h M b i n an iapartant faetar in datarmining tha goat
•f papil transport*tlan.

Tha mHbar of Paatas traralad by ashoal busaa in Louisiana
nadar tha thraa mathods of oparation in 1951-52 la indloatad in
2U9-

Of tha 1961 transportation faoilitioa uaad throughout

tha stats hr aaatraat ounsra 1631 ar 63 <2 par oant tr&vslad ana
rants. In a n p r i w n , 314 ar 6 4 *9 par aant of tha 4 6 4 motor
rahialas apwntsd undar jathlio awnarahlp and 171 or 75*3 par aant
TABLE X H V

M H U R OP TRIPS TRAVELED HI SCHOOL BUSES IN LOUISIANA
ODOS THE THREE METHODS OF OPERATION IN 1951-52
IftlHtosr
of
trips

Mesfrsr and ptr w n t of buata by method of operation_____
Contrast P«r sent Public Per cent Joint' Per eont^otal

Ob*

1631

83*2

314

64.9

171

75*3

Two

287

14*6

136

20.1

47

20.7

470

Throe

43

2.2

34

7.0

9

4*0

86

Feeder

33

0.0

0

0*0

0

0*0

33

1961

100.0

484

100*0

227

100.0

2672

trips

2334

0.0

608

0*0

292

0*0

3314

Average
nmnber
trips
per bos

1*2

0.0

1.4

0*0

lt3

0*0

1*2

Total
buooo

Total
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of th« 2*7 school b oM i under joint ownership tnvalol on* route*
There were 18*3 per n o t more buses operating under tki contrast
plan t king ono trip os compared to tho publlo buses asking one
trip*

Likewise, there aero 7*9 per sent aero hoses operating

under the eentrost plan asking one trip as compared to the pep
seat joint caned buses traveling one route*
Is 1951-52, 470 hoses sad other school transportation
facilities in Louisiana traveled two routes*

Of this total 287

were operated by contract drivers, 136 were operated by public
operators sad 47 wears operated wader joint ownership*

Xn terms

of percentages, 14*6 of the oentraetcd hoses traveled two rests*,
as coopered to 28*1 for the pubHe-owned vehicles sad 20*7 for the
joint-operated hoses*

Hare too, as in the oase of hoses traveling

one roots, a larger percentage of public-owned vehicles traveled
two routes*

Percentage wide, 13*5 par cant more public buses

traveled two routes as ooaparsd to the par sent of contract buses
—

two tripe, and 7*4 par cent more public buses traveled two

rectos in solarise® to the per cent joint-operated buses which
traveled two routes*
Bering the 1951-52 school session, 86 buses and other motor
vehicles traveled as many os three routes*

Of this total, 43 were

operated by contrast drivers, 34 by public owners and 9 by joint
operators*

These figures represented percentages of 2*2 for contract

buses, 7*0 for public owned vehicles and 4*0 for joint operated
transportation facilities*

The per cent public owned buses
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traveling three routes again exceeded tha par aant contract and
Joint optfttid buses making thraa trips*

In comparison, 4*3 par

east more public oparaUd buses traveled three routes than did
private owned vehicles and 3*0 par aant more publlo buses traveled
three tripe than did Joint operated buses*
In 1951-5*# the 1961 oentraet operated buses traveled *334
rentes for an average of 1*2 trips or routes per bus*

In the same

year, 4*4 public owned vehicles traveled 6*2 routes for an average
of 1*4 routes per bus*

In comparison* the 227 Joint operated

vehicles traveled 292 trips or 1*3 trips per bus*
tha state use 1*2 routes per vehicle*

The average for

In each instance* public owned

sad operated buses averaged sure trips per vehicle than did either
the contract or Joint owned vehicles*

These differences seem

Insignificant* however* when vehicles are operated for ISO day
periods* the variations of *1 and *2 per cents which exists between
the three systems become important items to consider*

ai*»

Of jjat load* l£ Iwdjlaoa AS i£ wthpfl S L o w t i o n .

In Tables XZ9 to XXVXII are presented the distribution of the else
of bus

in Louisiana trader the three plans of operation for

the session 1951-52*

The intervale used in determining the

distribution of the else of bus loads for the first* second* and
third trips traveled under each plan were based on the average
daily attendance of pupils transported*
The mean and node have been calculated In order to permit
comparisons not only for each trip but also for each method of

operation*
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la Table 230T is indicated th« distribution of ths else of
bus loads under ths contract plan of operation for all routes
traversed*

Tha soon bus load for tha first trip undar tha

contract plan m s 46*8 as compared to 46*5 for tha second trip
and 62*8 for tha third trip*

Tha stats average for all trips

traveled sudor ths contrast plan m s 47*1 students*

In comparison,

tha node m s 44*5 for tha first trip, 54*5 for tha second trip and
54«5 for tha third trip*

Tha soda for tha stats m s 44*5*

The

variations in tha naan bus load la the first and second trips m s
negligible, 46*0 as compared to 46*5, however, in comparison, tha
sise of bus leads in tha third trip m s larger, being 62*8*

Tha

■son bus lead under tha contrast plan of operation for 1951~52 m s
47*1*

lb comparison, tha variations in tha modal bus leads in tha

first and second trip were of significant difference, 44*5 as
coopered to 54*5*

The nodal bus load for tha third trip m s 54*5,

being comparable to tha nodal bus load on the second trip made by
ached buses under tha contract plan*
Tha variations In tha naan and nodal bus loads far tha first,
second, and third trips under tha contract plan of operation ware
slight*
of 44*5*

In the first trip, tha mean m s 46*8 as compared to a node
However, tha difference in tha second trip m s nore

significant, tha naan being 46*5 as compered to 54*5 for the node*
In tha third trip tha naan bus load m s larger than the nodal bus
load, 62*8 pupils as compared to 54*5*

The naan bus load for all

trips under tha contract plan mis slightly larger than tha nodal
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l*ad, 47*1 M aaa#a»ud to 44.5. A total of 3334 trips uara
■ado by trirats aparatad busas and othar vahlelsa during 1951-52
aooaion,
TABLE XXV

sat or a m i/mbs, a uwisiama m m the
COfTHACT PLAK Of OESHATIOJf
Mai
“ S J 2 *
100 or more

99-99
99-00
79-70
69-60
59-50
49-40
39-30
29-20
19-10
9-0
Total
Mean
IMe

a »

^

jg.

49
36
56
152
253
319
349
266
293
149
130

5
6
13
19
42
65
51
53
33
29
14

4
4
3
4
6
7
3
4
6
1
1

59
46
72
175
301
390
404
323
242
179
145

1961
46*9
44*5

330
46.5
54*5

43
62*2
54*5

2334
47*1
44*5

• ihrarage Dally Attendance
Tint distribution of the else of boo load* in the first,
Moondf and third trip under tho public plan of operation In
indicated in Table XXVI#

Tho moan for tho firat route mas 56*4

ae ceapsred to & mode of 54*5*

In the second trip tho moon mao

47#7 while tho mode mao 54*5, and for the third trip the mean
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m s 43*5 and tha mode m s 34*5*

Tha o w n for all trips under tha

public plan m s 53,6 as compared to a mods of 54*5#

Bhder ths

public plan of operation* it m s noted that ths mean decreased
according to tha increased number of routes traversed*

From a

meexref 56*4 Tor the first trip* a decrease to 47*7 pupils m s
Indiested for the second trip while a decrease to 43*5 m s registered
for tha third trip*

In comparison* tha mode fluctuated slightly

according to the mashers of routes traveled*

As indicated in

Table U V i tha modal bus load for the first and second trips ware
identical* being 54*5* as compared to 34*5 for the third trip*
made for the state m s 54*5*

A total of 688 routes ware traveled

by public owned buses in Louisiana in 1951*52*
TABLB XXTC
SIZE OF BOB LOADS IN LOUISIANA UNDER THE
PUBLIC P U N OF OPERATION

H u of load
(A.8.A.}*
100 or mare
99-90
89-00
79-70
69-60
59-50
49-40
39-50
29-20
19-10
9-0
Total
Mean
IMa

* * » of trips
first
Ssoond
Third
17
18
33
36
85
110
78
56
33
12
6
484
56*4
54*5

The

2
4
3
10
20
48
30
21
21
3
8

0
1
1
3
2
6
5
8
3.
5
0

170
47.7
54*5

34
43*5
34*5

Total
all
trips
19
23
37
49
107
164
113
85
57
20
14
688
53*6
54*5
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The distribution of bus loads in the first, second, and
third trips under ths joint plan of operation is indicated in
liable XXVII.

The mean

for the first route was 46*0 as compared

to a mode of 54.5*

In the second trip the mean was 34*2 while

the mode was 34*5,

and for the third trip the mean was 36.3 and

the mode was 34*5*The mean bus load for all trips

under the

joint plan was 43*4 while the modal bus load was 44*5*

Under the

joint plan of ownership, the mean bus load was larger for the first
trip than the means indicated for the second and third trips#
Too, under this plan the mean bus load was larger for the third
trip than the mean for the second trip#

In comparison, the modal

bus load ranged from 44*5 for the first trip to 34*5 for the second
and third tripe, with the mode for the state being 44#5*

A total

of 292 routes were traveled by joint owned and operated school buses
in 1951-52*
In Table XX7III is presented a summary of the distribution
of

bus

session#

as to the method of operation during the 1951—52

Of the total 3314 routes traveled by school buses in

Louisiana for the 1951-52 school year, 2334 were traveled by
privately owned buses, 688 by publicly operated vehicles and 292
by jointly owned and operated buses#

The mean bus load for the

contract buses was 47*1 as compared to 53*6 for public buses and

43#4 far joint buses#

An analysis of the data presented in Table

XSVXII indicated that the average daily attendance of pupils trans
ported per bus was 6#5 larger for publicly operated buses as compared
to privately owned vehicles and 10# 2 more pupils for publicly operated
vehicles as compared to the mean bus load for joint buses#

The mean
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bus load in Louisiana for all nstheda of operation was 43*1*
According to these data, only publicly owned and operated vehicles
were above the state nean in terns ot else of bus loads*
Additional data presented in Table m i l l revealed that the
nodal bos load ranged from a high of 54*5 pupils for the public
to 44*5 students for both the private and joint plans of
operation*

The nodal bus lead for the state was 54*5 students*

TABUS m u
s m s or Bos loads in Louisiana x m m m s
JOINT PLAN or OPERATION

Sine of load
(AJDJU )*
100 or nere
99-90
89-80
70-70
69-60
59-50
49-40
39-30
29-20
19-10
9-0
Total
Mean
Mode

_______________________ First
Second
Third
1
0
*
21
25
33
53
35
34
12
5
227
46*0
44*5

* Average Daily Attendance

0
1
0
1
5
4
3
13
12
6
6
56
34*2
34*5

Total
*U
trips

0
0
0
0
X
1
0
4
2
1
0

1
1
3
22
31
33
61
52
43
19
11

9
36.3
34*5

292
43*4
44*5
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tabu

rmn

SIZE or BOS LOADS IB LOUISIANA OKBER THE
t h u s ru m or ofbbation
(a u . Trip*)

S l w of load
(AdMU)»

,nr _ Plan *fr«foration
Contrast
MliiS
dbin^

100 or more
99-90
89-00
79-70
69-60
59-5®
49-40
99-3®
29-20
19-10
9-0

5®
46
72
175
301
390
404
323
242
178
145

Total
Mean
Bade

2334
47.1
44*5

1
1
8
22
31
38
61
52
48
19
U

19
23
37
49
10?
164
113
85
57
20
14
688
53*6
54*5

292
43*4
44.5

Total
all
plans
78
70
117
246
439
592
578
460
347
21?
170
3314
48*1
54*5

* Awrage Daily Attendance
3t«a

bga l*ad* Jn

^

^

S i SSS&i JS tm M *

Xn Tables n y r to XXXIX, the distribution of the sites of school bus
leadr in Louisiana for eaeh trip per method of operation is presented*
The average dally attendance uas used as a basis in determining the
Load transported*

The mean and mode are the measures of central

tendency used in comparing the site bus loads for eaeh trip as to
method of operation*

In Table XXIX is indicated ths distribution of ths site of
bus loads la ths first trip traveled in terms of ths method of
operation*

Ths

s m s

bus load for contract busss was 46*S while

ths mean for petbUe owned busss was 56*4 sad for joint owned
buses* 44«0#

A larger load was transported per bus by publicly

owned vehicles than was transported by either privately or jointly
owned vehicles*

Approximately ten sere pupils in average daily

attendaBse were transported per bus by publicly owned vehicles
than were transported by privately or jointly owned buses*

The

naan bus lead transported in the first trip per bus for all methods
of operation was 4&*5*
Ths modal bus load ranged from a high of 54*5 under the
piddle plan to a law of 44*5 under the private and joint plans*
Ths modal bus load for all methods was 44*5*
In Table XXX is presented ths distribution of the slues of
bus loads in
operation*

in ths second trip under the three plans of

The mean bus load for contract buses was 46*5# while

the mean for public buses was 47*7, end for joint buses, 34*2*

A

greater number of pupils were transported per bus for publicly owned
rehieles as compared to the average number transported by either
private or joint means*

The variations between the various systems

ranged from 1*2 pupils between public and private buses and 13*5 pupils
between public and joint buses*

The mean bus load transported In the

second trip for all methods was 45*6.
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TABU **Tr
or BOS LOADS IN LOUISIANA IN THS FXB3T TRIP
TSAltUD BHHEK THS THRU PLANS OF OPSBATXCN

SUB

Total
**#!
(A*D«A* )*
100 or mere
99-90
89-80
79-70
69-40
59-50
49*40
39-30
29-20
19-10
9-0
Total
Kean
Hods

«
Contract
49
36
56
152
253
318
349
266
203
149
130
1961
46*8
44*5

■
m
PublicJoint
17
18
33
36
85
110
78
56
33
12
6
484
56*4
54*5

1
0
8
21
29
33
53
35
34
12
5
227
46*0
44*5

«“ •
plans
67
54
97
209
363
A6l
480
357
270
173
141
2672
48.5
44*5

♦ Average Daily Attendance

lbs a»dal bos load transported In ths sssond trip ranged
from a high of 54*5 pupils for ths public and private plans of
operation to a lor of 34*5 for ths joint method of ownership,

The

misi baa load transported in ths second trip for all methods was
54*5*
In

Table XXZX is presented the distribution of the class of

bus loads in Louisiana for ths third trip under the three plana of
ownership*

The mean bus lead for contract buses was 62#6 while ths

for public busss was 43*5 end for joint buses, 36*3*

A larger
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number of pupil* wore transported per bos in privately owned
vehicles as oompared to tho average number transported by either
publicly or Jointly owned buses*

The variations between the

various methods ranged from 19*3 pupils between private and public
buses and 26*5 between private and joint buses*

The mean bus load

transported in the third trip for all methods was 52.4 *
TABLE XXX
SXXS OF BIB LOADS IN LOOXSIANA IN TUB SECOND TRIP
TBAVSLSD NNBBR THS THREE F U N S OF OPERATION

Sloe of load
(A*B*A* )e

Plan of operation
Contrast
Public
Joint

100 or mere

5

2

99-90
39-00
79-70

6

4
3

13
19
42
65
52
53
33
23
14

69-60
59-50
49-40
3 « 0
29-20
19-10
9-0
Total
Naan
Mode

330
46.5
54*5

10
20
43
30

21
21
3
3

170
47.7
54.5

0
1
0
1

Total
all
plans
7

11

13

16
30
67
117
90
87

12
6
6

37
23

5
4

8

56
34.2
34.5

66

556
45.6
54.5

♦ Average Daily Attendance
The smdal bus load transported in the third trip ranged
from a high of 54*5 pupils for the private method of operation to
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a low of 34.5 for the public and Joint methods of operation*

Tho

nodal baa load transported in tho third trip for all methods of
ownership was 34.5.
TABLB XXXI
3 I » OF BOB LOADS IN LOUISIANA IN THS THIRD TRIP
TRAVELS) BNDSR THS TH8SS FLAKS OF OFSRATXOI

Slee of loads
(A.D.A* )o

Plan of operation
Contrast
Public
Joint

100 or acre
99-90
$9-30
TV-70
69-60
59-50
49-40
39-30
29-20
19-10
9-0
Total
Kean
Mode

4
4
3
4
6
7
3
4
6
1
1

0
1
1
3
2
6
5
6
3
5
0

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
4
2
1
0

43
62*3
54*5

34
43.5
34.5

9
36.3
34.5

Total
all
plans

4
5
4
7
9
14
0
16
11
7
1

52 .4
34.5

* Average Daily Attondaneo
A suorasry of tho distribution of tho sisee of bus loads in
Louisiana for all trips under tho three typos of ownership la recorded
in Table XXXII*

The mean bus lead for the first trip for all plans

of operation was 43*5 *a oompared to 45*6 for the second trip and
52*4 for the third trip*

A larger number of pupils were transported

per bus on the third trip than were transported in either the first
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or sooond trip#*

Tho variations betavm tho various msthods

ramgod foam 3*9 pupils botwoon tho third and first trips and 6*3
pupils hotooan tho third and aaoend trips * Tha moan bus load
transported for all trips mas 43*1
Tho nodal bus load transportod rangod from a high of 54»5
pupils in tho soocmd trip as oampared to a low of 34.5 for tho
third trip.

Tho nodal bus load transports* in tho first trip

nan 44*5. and for all routos travolod tho nods mas 54*5*
TABLE XXXII
3 X 8 8 BUS LOADS IN LOUISIANA IN TUB THREE TRIPS
TRAVELED m m S L THS THREE FLANS 07 OPERATION

Siae of load
(A.D.A.)*

100 or noro
99-90
39-30
79-70

69-60
59-50
49-40
39-30
29-20

19-10
9-0
Total
Mean
Mods

j m mjtiLWBL
Socond
First
Third
67
54
97
209
363
4*1
430
357

7

11
16
30
67
117
90
37

270

66

173
141

37
28

2672
43.5
44*5

* Avsrago Daily Attondanoo

556
45.6
54.5

Total
all
trips

4
5
4
7
9
14
3
16
U
7

73
70
117
246
439
592
573

1

170

36
52.4
34.5

3314
43*1
54*5

460
347
217
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In Table* XXXIII to XXXVI, a distribution of tho parishes
of Louisiana in t o u of moan baa loads for oaoh trip undar tho
three methods of operation is indicated*

Tho data ere presented

la tabular form and include information pertinent to an adequate
analysis of the bos load faetor in a system of school transportation*
la Table XXXXIX is shewn the distribution of the parishes in
terns of the mean bos load for the contrast plan of operation*
Fifty-nine parishes operating under the private or contract plan
transported paplls in the first trip while 37 operated buses on
tee*trips and 12 parishes operated buses in three trips*

The mean

bus load for pupils transported in the first trip was 46*3 as
compared to 46*5 in the second trip and 62*7 in the third route*
Tho naan for the state was 47*1*
Sight parishes reported mean bus loads between 60 and 69
pupils while 18 parishes reported mean bus loads of 50 to 5? pupils
In the first trip*
group interval 0-9*

Three parishes reported mean bus loads in the
In the second trip, one parish reported a mean

of 100 or more pupils transported*

The largest number of parishes

(12) were grouped in the 40-49 interval while the smallest number
were recorded in the 10-19 interval*

In the third trip, two parishes

were grouped in the 90-99, 70-79, and 40-49 intervals, respectively*
This accounted for fifty per cent of ths parishes reporting buses
traveling three routes*

The remaining six parishes were distributed

in singular number throughout the distribution*

In the total column,

the distribution of the parishes indicated nine administrative units
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la the gro\Q> i n t i m l 60*49*

Fifteen parishes were grouped la

the 50-59 interval while three parishes vara reported in tha
0*-9 interval*

TABLE XXXIII
DZSTMBOTIOB OF PARISHES OF LOUISIANA IN TERMS OF MEAN
BBS LOAD— TRANSPORTED UNDER THE CONTRACT
PLAN OF OPERATION

Sine of load
(A.D.A. )*

Number of parishes par trip
First
Saoond
Third

Total

100 or rare
99-90
89-BO
79-70
69-40
99-50
49-40
39-30
29-20
19-10
9-0

0
0
0
0
8
18
12
9
3
6
3

1
0
0
1
5
5
12
5
3
5
0

0
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
9
15
12
10
4
6
3

Nunber parishes
operating

59

37

12

59

Masker parishes
not operating

7

29

54

7

Total Parishes

66

66

66

66

Mean

46,3

46.5

62.7

47*1

a Average Daily Attendance
In Tabla XXXIV la indicated tha distribution of tha perishes
in Louisiana in terms of tha naan bus loads under tha public plan
of operation*

Twenty-seven parishes reported operating buses in
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the first trip under this type of ownership*

Seventeen parishes

reported vehicles traveling two routes while seven parishes
Indicated bases traveling three routes*

In the first trip, one

parish Indicated a seen bus load of over 100 students while
another parish reported a mean In the 90-99 interval*

The largest

r a d M r of perishes were reported in the 60-69 interval and In the
40-49 interval as seven parishes were grouped in these respective
categories*

The lowest mean bus load reported bp a parish in the

first trip was in the 10-19 interval*
In the second trip* one parish recorded a mean in the 80-89
group*

Five parishes were reported in the 50-59 and the 40-49

intervals*

One perish indicated a mean of less than ten to

aeeowt for the smallest average indieated in the second trip*
In the third trip one parish showed a mean in the 80-89
group*

The perishes were grouped In the 50-59 and 40-49 Intervals

while the smallest average was indieated by a parish in the 30-39
interval* ‘
In the total column* one perish reported a mean bus lead
of over 100 students for the highest average under the public plan*
The lowest mean was reported by esse parish in the 10-19 interval*
The largest number of parishes* nine* reported mean bus leads in
the 40-49 interval*
The distribution of the parishes in terms of the mean bus
under the Joint plan of ownership is presented in Table X3QE9*
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TABUS x m v
DISTRIBUTION GT PARISHES OF LOUISIANA IK TERMS OF MEAN
BOB LOAD— T R A N S P O R m UNDER THE PUBLIC
PLAN OF OPERATION

S i n of load
(A.D.A.)*
100 or more
99-90
89-6©
7*70
69-«
59-50
49-40
39-30
29-20
19-10
9-0

First

Second

Third

Total

1
1
0
2
7
4
7
4
0
1
0

0
0
1
0
3
5
5
1
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
1
2
2
1
0
0
0

1
1
0
1
6
5
9
3
0
1
0

Bobber parishes
epmratiag

27

17

7

27

lumber parishes
net operating

39

49

59

39

Total parishes

66

66

66

66

Kean

56*4

47*7

43*5

53*6

* Anragt Dailx Attendance
Bight parishes operated bases In the first trip under the
Joint plan while six parishes operated vehicles traveling two routes
and too parishes reported buses traveling three routes*

The range

of the naan in the first trip varied from a high interval of 60-69
td a low interval of 30-39*

The largest number of parishes was

reported in the 40-49 interval when five administrative units
indieated means distributed in this interval*

The range of the
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aaaas iii the second trip varied fro■ the high interval ©f 50*59
to a lev interval of 20*29*

Tee parishes were reported in the

50-59 end 30*39 intervals for the largest number reported per
group.

In the third trip only two parishes were reported and

both indieated scans grouped in the 30*39 interval.
far ell parishes operating under the joint plan two
reported naans in the 50*59 category, four indieated means in
the 40*49 interval while two parishes were recorded in the 30-39
interval*
tn table XXXVI is shown a raanary of the distribution of
sixty-five parishes in terns of the mean bus load per trip under
the three plans of operation.

Sixty-five parishes operated bases

■airing one trip in transporting white children to public schools
While 49 parishes indicated buses traveling two routes and
eighteen perishes reported vehicles traveling as many as three
routes.

The mean bus load per parish varied in the first trip

£pob a high interval of 70-79 to a low grouping of 20-29*

One

parish was reported in the 70-79 level while four parishes were
reported in the 20-29 grouping*

Twenty parishes reported

averages between 40 and 49 for the largest number of parishes
distributed in any one interval*

In the second trip the range

varied from a high interval of 100 or more in which two parishes
were reported to a low Interval of 10-19 in which two parishes
were indicated.

Seventeen parishes were grouped in the 40*49

interval and this represented the largest number of parishes
distributed in an interval,

far the third trip the range varied
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presented in Table XXXVII« The average daily attendance of white
children transported to schools was 159*434*6 of which approximately
110,000 or 68*9 per cent were transported in contract buses, 36,896
or 23*1 per cent were reported for public buses and 12,679 or 8.0
per cent were registered in joint buses.

Thus, approximately

seventy per cent of all children transported were conveyed to and
from school in contract operated buses.

The remaining thirty per

cent were transported in public and joint owned and operated buses.
Of the 109,858 children (average daily attendance) transported by
contract drivers, 91*813.1 or 83.6 per cent were transported in
the first trip, 15,346.1 or 14*1 per cent were conveyed in the
second trip and 2,699*4 or 2.3 per cent were transported in the
third trip.

In comparison, of the 36,896.4 children (average daily

attendance) transported under the public plan of transportation,
27,305 or 74*0 per cent were transported in the first trip, 8,111.3
or 21.9 per cent were transported in the second trip and 1,480.1
or 4.1 per cent were transported in the third trip.

Likewise, of

the 12,679.6 children (average daily attendance) transported under
the Joint plan of transportation, 10,435*6 or 82*3 per cent were
transported in the first trip, 1,917*1 or 15*1 per cent were trans
ported in the second trip and 326.9 or 2.6 per cent were transported
in the third trip.

Accordingly, the per cent of pupils transported

(average daily attendance) under the public plan of operation was
lower in the first trip and larger in the second and third trips
in comparison to the per cent indicated for private and joint owners.
This factor is significant in determining the cost of pupil

T A B U XOTII

m u m mss

a

Nuiaber
of
trips

em

attbnbancb abb m
of pupils tbasspostkd
IB LOUISIAHA U K S B TRS TNB2B PLUS OF 0FE8ATI08

Contract
A.D.A.*
%

E U a ®t oastttifflft
,PuMifl .
.... _ Joint....
A.B.A.*
A.BJU*
f
’*

First

91,813.1

83.6

27*305.0

74.0

10,435.6

82.3

129,533.7

81.2

Second

15,346.1

14.1

8,111.3

21.9

1,917.1

15.1

25,374.5

15.9

Third

2,699-4

2.3

1,480.1

4.1

326.9

2.6

4,506.4

2.9

Total

109,858.6

100.0

36,896.4 100.0

12,679*6

100.0

Par cent
of total

68.9

* Average Dally Attendance

■

23.1

8.0

. Total J
A.D.A.*

%

159,434.6 100.0

100.0

transportation, as tha larger percentage of papils transported on
multiple routes tand to lever tha aacpenditure par pupil transported
par day*
Far tha state, 81 #2 par seat of tha children reported in
average daily attendance vara transported In tha first trip, 15*9
par sent

wh o

transported in the seaond trip and 2*9 par sent vara

transported in tha third trip*

Those totals represent data based

an sixty-five of the sixty-six administrative units providing pupil
transportation facilities for vhite children*
Type road traversed pa to method of operation* An important
faster to consider In determining pupil cost for transportation is
tha type of road vttieh school bases are required to travel over in
completing their daily routes.

In Louisiana, this factor is of such

significance that the number of miles traveled by buses over paved,
graveled or dirt routes is included in the formula used to designate the
amount of revenue each parish will receive for school traneporatlen
purposes under the equalisation aid program*
In Table ZZZfXXI, the type road traversed and miles traveled
one way daily in the first trip traveled by school buses under the
three plans of operation are reported*

A total of 27*945*2 miles

vcre traveled one may daily in the first trip by school buses wider
the contract plan of operation*

Of this total $*Q8Q*6 miles or 21*7

per cent were traveled on paved roads, 14*304*3 or 51*2 per cent were
traveled on graveled roads, 7,417*1 miles were traveled over dirt
roads, and boats transporting children to school over waiter routes
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traveled 143*8 miles or *6 per cent*

Accordingly, over fifty

per cent of the miles accounted for by eontrset buses in completing
the first routs were traveled on graveled roads and approximately
eighty per cent were on either graveled or dirt roads.
In comparison* 6,488*0 miles were traveled one way eaeh
day in the first trip by eohool buses under the public plan of
operation.

Severer* under the public plan of operation 3,615*8

miles or 55*8 per osnt were traveled on paved reads* 2,332*0
miles were traveled over graveled roads and 540*2 miles or 8*3
per east were traveled over dirt roads*

Uhder the public plan

of operation ever fifty-five per sent of the miles traveled in the
first trip were over paved reads and over ninety per sent were
ever pared or graveled highways*
Under the joint plan of operation* a total of 3*033*1 miles
were traveled one way daily in the first trip*

Of this total* 714*9

miles or 23*6 per cent were traveled over paved reads* 1*258*6 miles
or 41*5 per sent were traveled on graveled roads in 1*059*6 miles
or 34.9 per sent were traveled on dirt roads.

Under the joint plan

of ownership over forty per oent of the miles traveled in the first
trip were over graveled reads and more than three-fourths of the
total miles traveled were either graveled or dirt roads.
In the first trip traveled by all buses under the three plans
of operation* a total of 37*466.9 miles were traveled eaeh day.

Of

this total mileage* 10*411*3 miles or 27*8 per sent were paved*
17*894*9 miles or 47*8 per oent were graveled and 9*016*9 miles or
24.1 per sent were dirt.

Included in the total miles traveled in

TABLE X U m i

TYPE Of EGAS TEAYS89XD AMD FEE QUIT OP KZLES TEAVKLBD ONE-HAT DAILY
ON FZBST TEX? BY SCHOOL BOSES IN iONXSXAKA DNSBB THE
THEBE PUNS Of OPERATION

Graveled
Dirt
tfeter
Total
For oent
of total

%

Public
MUM

i

1
j
j

Paved

Contract
h u m

%4
0

1

of
«*d

int__

Mum

,

%

i ’I®**1
MiiM

%

6,030*6

21.7

3,615.8

55.8

714*9

23.6

10,411*3

27.8

304.3

51.2

2,332.0

35.9

1,258.6

41.5

17,894.9

47*8

7,417.1

26.5

540.2

8.3

1,059*6

34.9

9,006.9

24.1

143.8

.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

143.8

.3

27,945.8

:LOO.O

6,488.0

389UI

3,033.1

100.0

37,466.9

100.0

•74^

17.3

8.1

100.0
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the first trip w i m 143*3 miles traveled by boats transporting
white Children to school*

This represented *3 par cent of tha

total adlae traveled*
further analysis of tha data presented In Table XXXVIII
indiaatod that approximately fifty par cent of tha total miles
travalod one toy by aohool buses in Louisiana in tha first trip
vara ovar graveled roads and ovar seventy par oont of tha total
nilaa travalod vara ovar aithar gravalad or dirt typo roads*

Tha

27,945*3 nilaa travalod by contract bass* in the first trip
raproaantad 74,4 par cant of tha total nilaa travalod by all
aohool buss* In Louisiana traveling ona routs*
6,433*0 nilaa or 17*3

P«r aant

In comparison,

wars travalod by pUhlle buses and

3,033*1 m i s s sr 3*1 par aant wars travalod by jointly otmad and
operated vehicles#
Tha typa road travsrsad and miles traveled one-way in the
ssaoad trip by school buses under the contract9 public and Joint
pi*w# of ownarship ara indicated in Tabla XXXXX*

A total of

2,637*7 nllsa wars travalod one-way each day in tha second trip
by contract buses*

Of this total, 1,099*3 alias or 41*7 par cent

ware paved, 1,250*9

miles

©*■ 47,4 par cant ware graveled and 237

alias or 10*9 par cant ware dirt*

Approximately the same number

of miles were traveled ever paved roads as ware traveled ever
graveled highways and this represented approximately ninety par
aant of the total m U e o traveled by contract bases in the second
trip*

TABU
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THE Of BOAB TtlVSBSHD ADD FB CAT (V KXXJS TBAVEUB 0B-M1T BUILT
OR 3BG0HD TUP BT SCHOOL BIBBS IK LOUISIANA BBSS
THK TKBXB FXANS OF OHBATKW
TJrpa
ox

road

(J o n tra a t^ ,

%

Milos

....... . RUm
Pdblie
Hilos
i

tt oiwsUon
MxA
,

J

Milos

%

— Total .
Hilse
i

Paved

1,099.S

41.7

987.7

62.9

236.9

36.6

2,324.4

47.9

Graveled

1,250*9

47.4

564.1

35.9

367.7

56.8

2,182.7

44«9

287*0

10.9

18.8

1*2

42.8

6.6

348.6

7*2

0*0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

2,637.7

100.0

1,570.0

100.0

647.4

300.0

4,855.7

100.0

Birt
Water
Total
Par cant
ef total

54.3

32.3

100.0
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Ih comparison, 1*570*6 miles were traveled one-way eaeh day
in the second trip by publicly operated buses*

Accordingly, 987.7

miles or 62*9 per M a t were paved* 564*1 miles or 35*9 per cent
graveled* and 18*8 nilee or 1*2 per cent were dirt*

Over

sixty per cent ef the total miles traveled by public buses in the
second trip ware ever paved roads and approximately 100*0 per cent
of the total miles mere traveled on either paved or graveled roads
since the 1*2 pear sent representing dirt routes mas negligible*
Approximately 647 miles were traveled one way each day in
the eeeond trip by Jointly owned vehicles*

In comparison* 236.9

miles or 36*6 per oent were paved* 367*7 miles or 56*8 per oent
were graveled and 42*8 miles or 6*6 per sent were dirt*

t&ider the

Joint plan* ovar fifty per seat of the miles traveled one-way were
ever graveled rentes and over ninety per cent of the total miles
were traveled on either paved or graveled roads*

These data for

the Joint p 1*** compare favorably with the per cent paved and
graveled rentes traveled by contract and public owned vehicles,
however, the per cent was slightly smaller for contract operators
than for either Joint or public operators*
Approximately 4,856 miles were traveled one-way in the second
trip by f^

school bases under the three methods of operation*

Of

this total, 2,324*4 miles or 47*9 per oent were paved, 2,182*7 miles
or 44*9 per sent were graveled and 348*6 miles or 7*2 per cent were
over dirt routes*

Over ninety per cent of the total miles traveled

in the second trip by all buses were either paved or graveled*
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The 2*637*7 riles traversed by contract o j m l m represented
54*3 per coat of tho total miles traveled in the second trip fey all
buses as compared to 1*570*6 miles or |2*3 pa* dent for public
opcrtton and 647*4 miles or 33*4 per aant for joint owned buses*
In Table XL are presented the type road traversed and miles
traveled one

m y daily in the third trip by aehool buses for the

three plana of operation*

A total of 325*8 miles here traveled

one-way in the third trip by eentraot baa owners*

Of this total

195*3 B i l e e «ere paved* 124*2 miles were graveled and 6*3 miles
eere dirt rentes*

These data represented percentages of $9*9# 36*1

and 2*0 respectively for each type rente traversed*

Consequently,

ever ninety per cant of the total miles traveled fey contract
operators in the third trip were over paved or graveled routes*
Public owned buses traveled 246*4 miles in traveling the
third route of their schedule.

Type of road traversed fey public

vehicles varied from 110*1 paved miles to 136*3 miles of graveled
routes*

There were no miles of dirt route or water traveled in

the third trip wader this type of ownership*
Only 61*8 miles were traveled in the third trip by joint
operated buses*

Twenty-seven wiles were over paved routes* 47*6

wiles were graveled and 7*2 miles were over dirt roads*

This

mileage represented percentages of 33*0* 58*2 and 8*8 respectively
for each of the type routes traveled*

Approximately sixty per cent

of the total sdles traveled were over graveled roads*

TABLE XL

TIPS OP BQAO TRAfXBSED AND HSR GENT OP MILES TRAVELED CME-HAT BAIL! GK THIRD
TUP BT SCHOOL BUSES IE LOUISIANA UNDER THE THREE PLANS OP OPERATION

Tyj*
of
rood

_

Omtmat
m u

i

P0*n Of opsrstion
Joint
jmis
Kilos
%
xum
i

Total
moo

'

%

Paved

195*3

59*9

010*1

44*7

27.0

33*0

332*4

50*8

Graveled

124*2

38*1

136*3

55*3

47*6

58*2

308*1

47*1

Dirt

6*3

2*0

0*0

0*0

7*2

8*8

13*5

2*1

Hater

0*0

0*0

0*0

0*0

0*0

0*0

0*0

0*0

325*S

100*0

246*4

000*0

81*8

000*0

654*0

100*0

Total
Par «aat
of total

49*8

37*7

12*5

10G*p

lea
All buses scheduling three routes traveled a total of 654*0
miles, with 332*4 miles or 50*0 per cent being paved, 308.1 miles
or 47*1 per cent over graveled routes and 13*5 miles or 2*1 per
cent were dirt miles.

Over fifty per cent ofr the total milest

traveled in the third trip were over paved routes and approximately
ninety-seven per cent were over paved or graveled roads.
The 325*3 miles traveled by contract buses represented
49*3 per cent of the total miles traveled by all buses, while the
246*4 miles traveled by public owned buses represented 37*7 per
cent fef the total miles and the 31.8 miles traveled by Joint
operated buses was 12.5 per cent of the total miles traveled by
all buses.
The type of road traversed and miles traveled one-way daily
for

trips by school buses in Louisiana under the three plans

of operation

are shown in Table XLI.

Under the contract plan of ownership, a total of 30,909*3
miles were traveled by private bus operators, of which 7,375*7 miles
or 23.9 per cent were paved, 15^679*4 miles or 50.7 per cent were
graveled and 7,710.4 miles or 24*9 per cent were over dirt routes.
ft*ivately owned boats accounted for 143*3 miles or .5 per cent of
the total mileage accumulated by contract operators.

Over fifty

per cent of all miles traveled by private owners were graveled
and when combined with the per cent of dirt miles accounted for
approximately seventy-five per cent of the total miles traveled
by contract buses.

TABU XU
TIPS OF BQAD HAVBBSSD AMD Rft OXMT OF XXUB TIATXUD CHMAT BAILI OM ALL TOM
BT SCHOOL BOSKS IH LOOTSIAMA OOHB THX TU B FLAMS OF OFSIATICB

Typa
01

road
hand
Gravalod
Dirt
Watar
Total

Contrac ' Jl
Mllaa

i

Flan of oparattoa
Plihlic
Joint
Mllaa
Milaa

i

i

'Total
Mllaa

*

7,375.7

23*9

4,713.6

56.7

978.8

26.0

13*068.1

30.4

15*679.4

50.7

3*032.4

36.5

1,673.9

44.5

20,385.7

47.4

7,710.4

24.9

559-0

6.8

1,109.6

29.5

9,379.0

21-8

143.8

.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

143.8

30,909.3

100.0

8,305.0

100.0

3,762.3

1X30.0

42*976.6

100.0

Par cant
•f total

71.9

19*3

8.8

100.0

Jxl comparison, public owned vehicles traveled 8*3©f miles
^

*» transporting white children to aohool.

tinder this

plan of operation, 49723*6 miles or 56*7 p*r oont ware paved,

39032*4 milse or 36*5 por sent w i n graveled and 559*0 miles or
6*8 par oont war* over dirt roads* In direct contrast to the
typo rood traversed by eontnaet buses, over fifty par oont of the
miles traveled by public owned buses wore over paved route*, and
over ninety per oont of the miles were either .paved or graveled*
Joint earned bone* traveled 3,762*3 miles daily in the
par r o w n< o of their transportation duties*

Of this total,

978*8 niles or 26*0 per sent were paved, 1,673*9 miles or 44*5
per oont ware graveled and 1,109*6 miles or 29*5 per cent were
over dirt routes*

Approximately forty-five per cent of all the

miles traveled by joint owned vehicles were over graveled roads
and over seventy per cent were either graveled or dirt routes*
These percentages compared favorably with the miles traveled
over eflwdiev type roads by contract owned buses*
The total miles traveled one-way daily by all school buses
in Louisiana were 42,976*6 * Of this total, 13,068*1 miles or 30*4
were paved, 20,385*7 miles or 47*4 P«r cent were graveled and

9,379*0 miles or 21*d per cent were dirt routes*

Included in this

total were 143*6 miles of water traversed by boats transporting
white children to school in several of the coastal parishes of the
state*

According to these data, approximately fifty per cent of all

miles traveled daily by school buses in Louislszia were graveled and
approximately seventy per sent were either graveled or dirt routes*
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The 30,909#3 miles traveled by contract buses represented
71*9 per oent of all the miles traveled dally by buses in
Louisiana*

In comparison, public owned vehicles trawled 8^305*0

■lies eaeh day or 19*3 per cent of the total and Joint owned buses
traveled 3*762*3 o U e s or 8*8 per sent of all the miles traveled

eaeh day by all school bases in the state*
Swenerics of the type of road traversed and miles traveled
oae-oay daily per trip for eaeh plan of operation are indicated in
Tables X L U and XLXIX*

An analyses of these data were* presented in

previous table* concerning the type of route and miles traveled
on e-way#

£a&gfflifeagmasm a&aa
a program of pepil transportation is being organised in an adndnistrative unit, the parish school board has certain major problems
to solve aside from regarding the amount of money that can be
expended for this purpose*

One significant problem concerns the

development of an effective organisation of routes*
Before routes can be planned intelligently, it is necessary
that certain data be made available and that standards regarding
the service be adhered*

This Involves the preparation of a spot

imp showing roads and their condition, hills, curves, railway
crossings, intersections, location of homes with children of school
age, the geographical distribution of children with respect of the
division of the school in which they are enrolled, and the natural
waiting points*

Data of this nature are usually secured in surveys
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TABU r u n
SOOttKT OF TXPK OF BOAS TBAVEESKD AMD FEE QZMT OF KXU8 TRAVEUB ONB-WAT
OA£LT IS FUST, SECOSD AND TRIED TUPS BX SCHOOL BOSES IS I0BI9ZAMA

T^pe
of
road

HaBfearof tCtPS
Second .
Third
Milos
%
miss
i

Total
Mllaa

Miles

%

Fared

10,411*3

27.8

2,324.4

47.9

3 32^

50.8

13,068.1

3Q.4

Cferareled

17,894.9

67.8

2,182.7

44.9

308.1

47.1

20,385.7

47.4

9,0W.9

24.1

348.6

7.2

13.5

2.1

9,379.0

21.8

143.8

.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

143.8

.4

37,466.9

100.0

4,855.7

100.0

656.0

100.0

42,976.6

1QQ.Q

Birt
Hater
Total
Par eest
of total

8?.2

11.3

1.5

100.0

f
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conducted by school tranajxjrtatlon personnel in the state department
of education and school administrators of tho parish requesting the
survey.

m t h l n rooont years, a majority of tho adminlstratlyo units

have boon surveyed with the view of Improving school transportation
facilities for shite children*

Aooordingly^ data relative to the

length of ban routes and mean miles traveled one-way by school buses
In Louisiana under the three plans of operation are indicated in
Table X U ? *
The distribution of the length of bus routes traveled by
all private buses is indicated in eelumn one*

A total of 2,334

trips ware traveled by contrast aimed vehicles, and the mean miles
traveled for all trips was 13*3 *
traveled was 9*5*

In comparison, the modal miles

Public owned buses traveled 680 trips and average

12.1 miles per trip while Joint owned buses traveled 292 trips and
averaged 12*9 miles*

The modal miles traveled per trip by public

buses m s 5*5 while the mode for Joint owned buses m s 9*5*
A total of 3314 trips were traveled by all school buses in
Louisiana transporting white children to school for an average of
13*0 miles per bus*

The mode for the state m s 9*5 miles per bus*

According to the data presented in Table XLIV, contract buses
traveled an average of 1*2 miles farther than public buses and an
average of *4 miles greater than was traveled by Joint owned vehicles*
Contract buses averaged distances of 14*3 miles in the first
trip, 8*0 miles in the second trip and 7*6 miles in the third trip.
In comparison, public owned vehicles averaged distances of 13*4 miles
in the first route, 9*2 miles in the second route and 7*3 miles in
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TABUS X U T

USWITH OF BBS BOOTES AND MEAN MILES TBAVBLKD CNE-WAY BY SCHOOL
BOBS IN IOHI8IAKA fflCHSB THS THRBB PLANS OP OBRATXM

Length of route

,

Plan of, oDoraUoa

Gontract

Ftmw LI®

llol&t

Total

32 er mare

19

11

1

31

20 — 31

42

15

5

62

24-27

117

24

12

153

20-23

206

48

24

276

16-19

394

9*

43

529

12-15

455

1*3

65

643

0-11

404

h i

74

699

4 - 7

438

185

59

682

0-3

179

51

9

239

*.334

688

292

3,314

Total tripe
Keen idles traveled
per busi
First trip
Second trip
Third trip

14.3
8.0
7.8

13.4
9.2
7.3

13.4
11.6
9.1

14.0
8.7
7.6

Keen— all tripe

13.3

12.1

12.9

13.0

Mode— ell tripe

9.5

5.5

9.5

9.5

third trip while joint mmtd facilities averaged route lengths of
13*4 miles in tho first trip, 11*6 miles in tho oooond trip and
9*1 i U m in tho third trip*

Farther analysis of thooo data

indicated that contract buses traveled tho longest first routs

distance while joint buses traveled longer second and third route
distances*

Averages for all buses woro 14*0 miles in tho first

trip, t*7 alXoa in tho aooend trip and ?*d miles in tho third
trip* Data pertaining to tho distributions of tho length of bus
routes for tho first, oooond and third trips traveled by bases
voder tho throe plans of operation sore not available*

ggifc 2 1 J B B & to m m te tA w
operation*

ib & m

J&&

s ti

The improvement in odnoational opportunities for rural

children sad youth through tho establishment of oonsolidated
eehoole and through other means of providing adequate facilities
has naturally brought an increase in expenditures for pupil trans
portation.
As three systems of transportation are used to transport
white children to school in Louisiana, the relative cost of the
transportation service for each type of ownership has been one of
the controversial points in the administration of school bus
transportation.

If there is a difference in cost due to the factor

of ownership, it is a matter of great importance to school adminis
trators, parish boards of education, and to the people of the state
as a whole to know which system is the more economical and to know
which system provides the more effective service*
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A number of transportation-eost studies have Compared the
costs of transportation under the three plane of ownership*

In

nearly every instance, these studies indicated that transjwtatlon
seder the public plan of operation is more economical than trans
portation by either the contract or joint plans*
©us of the major jnrposes of this investigation was to
present an analysis of the cost of shite public school trans
portation i n

Louisiana under the public, private and joint plans

of operation#
The techniques need far meeting certain limitations which
sere encountered are indicated in order to offer a complete and
asemrate interpretation of the data presented in this phase of
the study#
It is obvious that the items of cost included in the total
transportation cost mast be the same for the three systems of
operation if the results are to be comparable*

Comparable Cost

data were secured for this study from Part IX of the Annual
Statistical Reports of Parish Superintendents as submitted to the
State Deportment of Education#

This form of the annual statistical

reports of parish superintendents enumerates the following cost
itemst

(l) salaries of bus drivers; (2) salaries of other trans

portation employees! (3 ) cost of buses; (4 ) eest of repairs; (5)
cost of insurance; (6 ) cost of gasoline, oil, tires, etc#; and (7 )
other miscellaneous costs#

The formula used by parish officials to

detendme the annuel depreciation of transportation equipment was
the original cost less estimated scrap value divided by ten#

This

19B
formal* is iadicated in Table xfr (Transportation of Pupils) of
Bart II of the Animal Statistical Asporb#
In the natter of indicating the type of transportation
service the cost data represents, an analysis of school trans
portation contracts by the State Supervisor of School Transportation
indicated that such eontraeta are made for ccmveylng pupils from
their hones to school and their return at the end of eaeh school
day#

Consequently, this study compares transportation costs for

service only from home to school and. return#
Bar comparative purposes, the basis unit cost selected for
this study *as the eest-per-day-psr-pupil in average daily attendance
per bus#

Average daily attendance was included as the attendance

faster because this unit measure is moat frequently used to espress
other ached seats, as instructional, operation of plant and other
cost far current operations and because the unit also represents
a more accurate count of the actual sise of bus loads in Louisiana*
The number of vehicles operated does not include thirty-three feeder
facilities operating under the contract plan of operation#
In table XVf the item cost for transporting white children
to school in Louisiana during the 1951-52 session under eaeh method
of operation is indicated#
Under the contract plan of ownership, the total cost for
transportation was *4,707,972.93.

Of this total, *4,688,135*65 «

99.5 per cent were spsnt for salarlss of boa drivers, 44,023.10 or
.2 par aant wore expended for salaries of other transportation
empleyoos and 35,606.18 or ,3 par cent were spent for insurance.

1

TABLE XLV

0

ITBJ COSTS FOR TRANSPORTING W I T S CHILDREN TO SCHOOL IN LOUISIANA

Item

Salaries of bos drivers
Salaries of other trans
portation employees

Contrast
Amount
1

ftihli*
Amount

i

i

Joint
Amount

1

Total
expenditure
Amount

538,089.98

47.3

#527,645.57

92.3

#5,753,921.20

89*7

.2

47,397.79

4.2

569*00

.1

51,994.89

*8

It,688,185*65

99.5

4,028,10

$

Cost of buses

0,0

0,0

156,714.11

13.8

35,093.70

6.1

191,807.81

3.0

Cost of repairs

0*0

0,0

178,483.12

15.7

6,691*24

L.2

185,174*36

2.9

.3

36,789.39

3.2

1,753.05

.3

54,148.62

.8

0*0

0.0

180,544.94

15.8

OJ)

0.0

180,544.94

2.8

153*00

0.0

0.0

33.00

0.0

186.00

0.0

14,707,972.93

100.0

#571,785.56 100.0

#6,417,777.82

100*0

Cost of insurance
Cost of gas, oil, tires,
etc*
Other
Total cost
Per cent

15,606.18

73*4

0.0
#1,138,019.33

100.0

17.7

8,9

100.0
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There » w

no expenses indicated for tho purchase of no* buses,

repairs, fuel, and other equipment under the contract plan of
operation*
the ceet for transporting white public school pupils to
end teem eehoel under the public plan during 1951-52 was
$1,138,019*33 • The largest oeat item for this plan of operation
m e salaries of bus drivers, for which a total of $538,089*98 was
expanded*

This accounted for 47*3 per oent of the total eost of

providing school transportation under the public plan*

In

comparison, $47,397*79 or 4*2 per cent were spent for salaries
of other transportation employees, $156,714*11 or 13.8 per cent
represented the eost of buses, $178,483*12 or 15*7 per cent were
sup ended for repairs, $38,789*39 or 3*2 per cent were spent for
insurance and $180,544*94 or 15*8 per eent were expended for fuel,
tires, and ether equipment.
(fader the Joint type ownership, $571,785*58 were expended
for school transportation purposes*

The largest eost item for this

method of operation was salaries of bus drivers, for which a total
of $527,645,57 were expended.

This represented an expenditure of

92,3 per cent of the total cost of providing pupil transportation
under the Joint plan.

The salaries of other transportation employees

represented .1 per eent or $569.00 of the total cost.

For the other

items included, $35,093*70 or 6.1 per cent were expended for buses,
$6,691.24 or 1.2 per eent were reported for repairs and $1,753*05
or .3 per eent were spent for gasoline, oil, tires, and other
necessary equipment*

m
la 1951-52, * total of #6,417*777*82 wee expanded for white
pupil transportation in Louisiana*

Salaries of ell bus drivers

constituted the major eost for providing transportation, as &
total of #5,753,921*20 were expended for this purpose*

This

represented 89*7 per cent of all school transportation expenditures*
la eooparisen, #51,994*89 or *8 per eent sore spent for salaries
for other transportation employees, #191,807*81 or 3*0 per eent
sere expended for buses, #185,174*36 or 2*9 per eent represented
the seat of repairs, #54,148*62 or *8 per eent were reported as
the cost of insurance and #180,544*94 or 2*8 per cent were expended
for gasoline, oil, tires and other equipment*

During the 1951*52,

#186*00 were expended for other miscellaneous items but this
M o u n t was insignificant in terms of the total expenditures for
white pupil transportation*
The total cost of #4,707,972*93 represented the expenditures
far transportation purposes under the contract plan of operation*
This amount was 73*4 per oent of the total expenditures*

In

comparison, #1,138,019*33 or 17*7 per cent were expended by public
operators and #571,785*56 or 8*9 per eent were expended by joint
operators*
of

These data indicated that approximately three-fourths

costs for transporting white public school children are

expended under contract ownership*
In Table XLVI are indicated ooet-comparison data for certain
items for the three types of bus ownership*

Under the contract plan

of operation the amount expended per bus operated per year was
#2,312*36 as compared to #2,380*79 for public owned vehicles and
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$2,518*33 for Joint owned buses*

The total for Louisiana, in which

all buses and transportation facilities were considered was $2,341*40*
The largest amount expended was by joint ownership which exceeded
the public cost in the amount of #138*09 per vehicle and the contract
eost in the amount of #206*52 per bus*

Only contract owned vehicles

were operated at a smaller annual rate when compared with the state
average, the difference being #29*04 per bus*
In compering the cost per bus operated per day, an important
factor considered in the unit cost was the actual number of days
transportation facilities were operated under each method*

Under

eaeh plan, a total of 179 days were operated, consequently, the
results of the data for this item were comparable to cost per year
data*

Tha cost of operating a contract bus per day was #12*91 as

compared to #13*30 for public buses and #14*07 for joint vehicles*
The average for all buses was #33*08*

The amount expended per day

for contract buses was considerably less than for public buses, the
difference amounting to ;!*39, while being even greater for joint
owned, amounting to #1*16*
In the final and most significant cost unit, eost per pupil
per day par pupil in average daily attendance per bus, the variations
ranged from a nuMrtmtm of 425 under the joint plan of operation to a
wwn of $*17 tinder the public plan of ownership*
>#08 was Indicated per pupil.

A difference of

In comparison, the unit cost per pupil

for contract operators was $»22.

According to these data, public

owned vehicles transported white children to school at a cheaper rate
than did contract and joint operated vehicles*

The differences

rouged from i05 f w public*-contract buses and $»Q8 for public*joint Thieles*

The state average per pupil was &2X, being

slightly less than the cost per child under the private plan of
ownership.

TABLE XLVI
GOST COMPARISONS FOR CERTAIN ITEMS UNBBfi THE THREE
PLANS OP OPERATION, 1951-52

Item.

Cost per bus operated
per year
Cost per bus operated
per day
Cost per day per pupil
in average daily
attendance per bus

Contract

Plan of operation
Public
Joint

$2,312.36

$2,380.79

Total

$2,518*88

$2,341*40

$12.91

$13*30

$14*07

$13*08

$.22

$*17

$.25

$*21

It was noted that whereas eost comparisons were less for
contract buses than for either public or joint vehicles or a per
bus per year azxd a per bus per day basis, costs increased to such
an exbent when considered on a daily per pupil average daily
attendance, per bus that public ownership vehicles conveyed white
children at a lower rate than either private or joint vehicles*
The difference resulted primarily from the larger number of pupils
transported per bus under the public plan of operation and the
larger number of multiple routes traveled by buses under the public
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plan*

There were instance* in which parishes operating tinder the

private plan of ownership transported pupils at a lower rate than
did parishes operating under the pufcli© or joint plans*

In

addition, there were instances in which the converse was indicated*
Xn Table ZLYII is presented the distribution of the parishes
in terms of the mean cost per day per pupil in average daily
attendance per bus for the three methods of transportation represented
in Louisiana*

In column one is presented a distribution of the

parishes operating under the contract plan of ownership*

The largest

number of parishes, twenty-six, reported per pupil unit cost in the
eost interval $*20-1*26 while twelve parishes reported expenditures
in the $*10-$*19 interval*
plan*

Sixty parishes operated under the contract

In comparison, eighteen parishes reported distributions in

the $»10-$*19 cost interval for the highest frequency under the public
plan of operation*
the public plan*

A total of twenty-eight parishes operated under
The highest frequency reported in the distribution

of Joint-owned cost data was in the $*20-$*29 interval in which six
parishes were distributed*
For the state, variations ranged from seven parishes distributed
in the eost interval $*40-$*49 to a minimum Interval of $*00-$+09 in which
two parities were distributed*

The highest frequence was reported in the

eost interval $*20-$*29 in which twenty-five parishes were distributed
followed by the distribution of twenty-three parishes in the cost
interval $*10-$#19»
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tabus xlvii

DISTRIBUTION OF PARISHES IN LOUISIANA. IN TERNS
OF TUB COST PER DAT EBB PUPIL TRANSPORTED
IN AVERAGE DAILT ATTENDANCE
Cost per day par
pupil par bos
A.>D.A«*

.
Plan of operation
Contract
Joint
Public

Total

More than $1.00

1

0

0

0

.90 - .99

0

0

0

0

.80 - .*9

0

0

0

0

.70 - .79

2

0

0

0

•60 - .69

1

0

0

0

.50 - .59

1

0

0

0

.40 - .49

6

2

0

7

I
o
•

.39

9

2

1

9

.20 - .29

26

5

6

25

.10 - .19

12

18

1

23

•00 - .09

2

1

0

2

Total

60

28

8

66

$•22

$.17

$.25

$.21

Mean

* Av«rage Dally Attendance
amma-rv.

In summary, the transportation of white children

to school In Louisiana is a major service for without a school
transportation system only a meager education would be available

to many r w a l children.

As a r©stilt, the service ia recognised

as an important part of the total school program in Louisiana*

The scope of the system of transporting white children to
school in the State has been expanded to the extent that over
170,000 pupils or over fifty per cent of the enrolled public
school students were transported to school in 1951-52. The large
number of rural parishes in Louisiana necessitated the high
percentage of enrolled pupils transported in many administrative

units, consequently it is mandatory that an adequate system of
school transportation be maintained in order to assure educational
opportunities for all children and youths.
The three major methods of operating school buses are
represented in Louisiana*

However, the greater number and percentage

of transportation facilities are operated by eontract owners.

In

resent years, the trend has been toward an increased number and
percentage of vehicles owned and operated by parish school boards*
The number of motor buses and other vehicles used to transport white
children to school during the 1951-52 school year has increased
notably since the first post-war school session.

Furthermore, the

increased enrollments in the white public schools of Louisiana during

the 1952-53 session and the estimated increases for the ensuing
sessions, will necessitate an ever increasing number of vehicles in
order to provide adequate training to all children who desire to
avail themselves of the opportunities presented them.
Parish school boards of Louisiana used not only motor buses,
but also railroad facilities, cars, trucks, station wagons, horsedrawn wagons and motor boats to transport white children to school.
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The type vehicle or facility used by a parish is determined
primarily by the nature of the area being served*
Important factors which influenced the cost of pupil
transportation in Louisiana were the number of multiple routes
traveled and sise of bus loads for the three method© of operation*
For each factor, the public plan of ownership exceeds the other
two methods to such an extent that significant differences
resulted in terms of cost unit comparisons* However, a significant
item which must be considered is the type of roads traveled byschool buses wider each plan* Over seventy per cent of the total
miles traveled one way each day are accounted for by contract
owners* More astounding is the fact that over fifty per cent of
all miles traveled daily by contract buses were graveled and over
seventy-five per cent were either gravel or dirt routes* The
average length of all bus routes for contract owners was slightly
larger than the mean length for public and joint operators*
The major cost item under the contract and joint plans was
salaries for bus drivers while under the public plan the amounts
spent for the purchase of new buses, repairs and fuel were equally
important as salary costs* The daily cost per pupil in average daily
attendance per bus was used as the cost unit for comparative purposes*
Variations in terms of the cost unit existed* The broad scope and
extensiveness of the transportation program of white children to
school in Louisiana are indicative of the efforts of state and parish
school administrators to provide equal and adequate educational
opportunities for children and youth© of this state.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
SUMMARY

The problem of this study was to ‘investigate the system
of school transportation of white children in Louisiana in terms
of three major phases.
An examination of related materials concerned with the
origin and development of the transportation movement at the
national and state levels has been made to indicate the scope of
the system in each state and to permit comparisons in terms of
certain select factors affecting the magnitude of the program.
Results of the review of related materials provide evidence to
the effect that the transportation movement originated in Massach
usetts with the enactment of an act in 1369 which provided for
the transportation of children to school at public expense.

This

idea spread slowly through the school systems of the neighboring
states. However, by 1900 eighteen states had enacted legislative
measures which provided for the conveyance of school children at
public expense. After the turn of the century the spread of the
system was hastened by the invention of motor vehicles and from
then until the present time, the rapid growth and development of
the automotive industry and school transportation have been
simultaneous.
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In Xouisiana the movement to transport children was
inaugurated in Lafayette Parish in 1902.
throughout the parish systems.

The idea spread slowly

However, by 1921, school trans

portation became a recognised function and responsibility of the
parish school board.

The introduction of the motor bus, adequate

highways and steel bus bodies have combined to make possible the
present school transportation system in Louisiana.
A review of constitutional provisions, acts of the Legis
lature, reports and opinions of the Attorney-General and court
decisions was made in order to define the legal status of the
school transportation system in terms of the scope of power and
responsibility of Louisiana school boards in providing transportation,
the recourse of dissatisfied individuals upon failure by school
boards to provide adequate and safe transportation and the status
of the school bus driver relative to his qualifications, welfare
benefits and privileges.

Parish school boards have the authority

to transport children living more than one mile from any school,
however, the authority is permissive and not mandatory.

In

addition, perish school boards may provide transportation to students
attending institutions of higher learning.

Numerous opinions of

the Attorney-General and court decisions have been reviewed which
outline the limits of the responsibilities of school boards in
operating a transportation system and defines the scope of welfare
benefits and qualifications of school bus operators.

In Louisiana,

transportation is a service which requires cooperative relationships
between state and parish school boards and state and local school
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administrators in order to inform the lay public of the need for
maintaining a safe and efficient system for transporting children
to school*
An analysis of the data representing the sixty-six parish
and city school units of Louisiana was made to determine the
administration and cost of transporting white children to school
under the three methods of ownership represented in the state*
A summary of the comparison of certain select school trans
portation factors under the three methods of operating school buses
represented in Louisiana is indicated in Table XLVIII in Appendix A*
This table consists of five major headings as follows t

(1) the

school bus; (2 ) the school bus load; (3 ) the school bus route;
(4) the cost of pupil transportation; and (5) miscellaneous*

In

1951- 52, 2705 school buses and other vehicles were used to transport
white children to school, of which, 1994 were operated by contract
or private owners, 484 by public or board owners and 227 by Joint
owners • The mean number of trips made by buses under the three
systems varied as follows;

(1 ) 1*4 for public buses; (2 ) 1*3 for

Joint buses; and (3) 1*2 for private buses*

A larger percentage

of public-owned vehicles traveled multiple routes than did private
and Joint owned buses*

In addition, a larger bus load was conveyed

by public buses for all trips than were transported by either private
or Joint owned and operated facilities*

However, variations existed

in each system and among the systems in terms of sise of bus loads
for the first, second and third trip.

Of the total number of

students transported, sixty-nine per cent were conveyed in privately
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owned and operated vehicles as compared to twenty-three per cent
for pehlie owned buses and eight per cent for joint operated
facilities*

A total of 42,976*6 miles was traveled one way

daily by all school transportation facilities in Louisiana, of
which 10,909*3 miles were traveled by private buses, 8,305 miles
were traveled by public conveyances and 3,762*3 miles by joint
facilities*

Mare miles of paved route were traveled by public

buses than were traveled by either private or joint vehicles*
However, the average number miles traveled one way per bus was
greater for private buses than it was for public or joint owned
vehicles*
The cost of transporting white children to school in
Louisiana in 1951-52 was $6,417,777*82 of which the bulk was
expended for providing transportation under the private plan of
ownership*

The largest cost item under this plan was salaries

of bus drivers, while the amounts expended for the other cost
items varied under the public and joint types of ownership*

In

terms of the cost comparison factor used in this study, the amount
expended

par child transported by public buses is less than the

cost indicated per child transported by private or public buses*
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be made as a result of this
investigation*
1*

They are*

Historically, school transportation facilities began in

1869 when the Massachusetts Legislature reacted favorable to the
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question ©f providing school transportation at public expense,
and school trustees were authorised to pay for the transportation
of children out of the public school funds*
2*

Prior to 1900, eighteen states representing various

sections in the Uhited States had enacted school transportation
laws— thus the plan originated by Massachusetts was gradually
extended with the passing years*

3* Difficulties such as impassable roads, poor drivers,
prejudices and biased opinions, morals, fear of contracting
contagious diseases, and lack of adequate funds, which confronted
state school officials, served to hinder the development of the
system*
4*

The transportation of white school children in

Louisiana was Inaugurated in Lafayette Parish in 1902 under the
leadership and initiative of L* J* Alleman, superintendent of
schools, and Dr* If* P* Moss and Mr- Alcide Judice, members of
the Lafayette ftarish School Board*

5* By 1910, more than forty parishes in the state were
transporting children to school*

The system spread at such a

rapid rate after World War I that in 1921 transportation was
provided in all but a few of the parishes in the state*

6* In 1916, transportation of school children in Louisiana
was made a subject of legislation, and in 1922, parish school boards
were directly authorised and empowered by law to transport children
to school*

The act of 1922 was important as it established pupil

transportation as a responsibility of the parish school board and
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a legitimate part of the parish*a tax program.

Thus, as of that

year, pupil transportation in Louisiana was regarded as a major
and nscsssary service for providing educational opportunities to
all children in the state.
7*

la addition to adequate statutory provisions, other

important factors as public opinion, motorised school bus,
improved roads and highways, excellent leadership by school
officials and the introduction and use of steel bus bodies,
combined to make possible the present school transportation
system in Louisiana*

8* The increase in the per cent of enrolled pupils
transported in Louisiana and the United States has been consistent.
The percentage for the State has risen from 9*8 to 47*9 while the
national percentage has increased from 3.4 to 27*3*

A significant

factor related to the larger state per cent is the vast number
of perishes that are classified as rural areas.
9.

In the period 1928-1952 the average number pupils

conveyed per vehicle in Louisiana had increased from 35 to 72*

For

the ■“ »* period, the national average increased from 25*8 to 57*0*
The State average for this factor has always been considerably
larger than the national average.
10.

The average cost per pupil transported in Louisiana

has risen from $26.45 in 1924 to $31*32 in 1952.

In comparison, the

average cost per pupil figure for all states was $35*68 in 1924 and
$33.63 in 1952*

In other words, the average cost per pupil for the

State was less than the average cost for the nation.
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11*

Kxpenditures fop transportation in Louisiana have

increased f*o® 7*9 per cent in 1924 to 0*4 in 1952*

This increase

parallels the national percentages of increase since 1924*

In

1952, five per cent of all expenditures for current operation were
designated for school transportation purposes at the national
level*
12*

Iouiaiana, in comparison with the national levels for

the four items of measurement, Is meeting the need for providing
an adequate transportation program for the children of the state*
A larger percentage of enrolled pupils are transported in
Louisiana at a lower cost than was indicated at the national levels*
13*

The authority to transport children living one mile or

more from school is vested by law to parish school boards, however,
such authority is permissive and not mandatory*

Toe, parish schools

may at their discretion provide transportation facilities for
students attending institutions of higher learning and area trade
schools*

14* Parish school boards are authorised to purchase accident
insurance on children being transported to and from school, however,
such insurance does not cover extra curricula activities in which
the students are representing the school*
15*

Parish school boards are not liable in tort for injuries

received by children in school bus accidents occurring while the
bus is traveling to and from school or to and from extra-curricula
activities*
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16#

Pariah school boards are authorised to purchase

workmen's compensation in order to protect school bus operators
injured tn the performance of their duties*

If the board does

not purchase workmen's compensation it may assign a fund which
is Intended to serve as the equivalent as compensation in the
event an operator sustains injuries*
17*

After serving a three year probationary period, the

school bus driver in Louisiana secures tenure and is thus protected
from any attempts to remove him from his position*

However, a bus

operator with tenure can be dismissed by a parish school board upon
valid reasons as outlined in the bus driver's tenure act and after
due hearing before the board with counsel*
Id*

The school bus operator enjoys retirement benefits

and upon reaching the age of sixty-five years, the driver is
eligible for retirement, however, he may continue to serve
additional one year periods subject to approval by the board of
trustees and parish school board*

In addition, a school bus

driver who is forced to abandon his position as driver due to ill
health, is eligible to retire wader the disability retirement plan
provided he has served a nrfrrimnm of ten years as an operator*
19*

All school buses in Louisiana must be painted national

school bus chrome and no bus purchased for private use is permitted
to be painted national school bus chrome*
20*

School bus drivers must be at least eighteen years old

and at least twenty-one years of age before becoming a member of the
retirement system*
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21*

The school bus operator la addition to being an employee

of tbe parish school board nay also servo as school board member,
deputy sheriff, constable, Justice of the peace, member of the
paliee jury and member of the State Democratic Executive Committee
without violating the provisions of the Dual Office Holding Act,
22,

The State Board ef Education, State Superintendent of

Education and State Department of Education through the State
Supervisor of School Transportation have provided the necessary
leadership in the development of a safe and efficient school
transportation program in Louisiana,
23 m

The parish school board is not authorised to loan

money to school bus operators to purchase buses, however, the

school beard may purchase the bus and in turn sell the vehicle to
the Individual operator*
24*

The three types of bus ownership, private, public and

Joint are represented in Louisiana*

In 1951*52, a total of 2,672

buses were operated in the state of which 1,961 were privately
owned, 484 were publicly owned and 227 were jointly owned.

Thirty-

two parishes operated buses under the private plan, five under the
jMqhii* plan and one parish operated under the joint plan*

However,

twenty-eight parishes used combinations of two or three plans to
provide transportation for children.
does net transport children to school*

One parish (City of Bogalusa)
During the post-war period,

the trend in the state has been toward an increased number of buses
operated under the public plan*

Parish school boards in the state

used not only motor buses but also trains, cars, trucks, stationwagons, horse-drawn wagons mid motor boats to transport children to school.

m
25 •

Publicly owned transportation facilities traveled a

greater number of multiple routes in transporting ehlldren t©
school with the result that the mean number of trips .per. bus was
larger than this type of ownership than for contract or joint

buses.
26.

There were variations in the sice of the bus lead

in ten s of average daily attendance in each trip for the three

types of ownership.

However, the mean bus load transported by

public buses was larger than the mean bus load for contract
operators and joint owners.

Bespits this factor, sixty-nine per

sent of all children transported to school were conveyed in
privately owned and operated vehicles as compared to twenty*
three per cent for publicly owned buses and eight per cent for
jointly owned facilities.

Over eighty per cent of the pupils

transported were conveyed to school during the first trip while
1m

s

than twenty per cent were transported on multiple routes

served by sehodl buses.
27.

Approximately forty-three thousand miles were traveled

one way each day by school buses in Louisiana under the three types
of ownership of which a majority were traveled by privately owned
buses.

This was a natural sequence in view of the fact that a

greater percentage of buses were operated tinder private ownership.
In addition, private buses traversed a larger percentage of gravel
tad dirt roads each day as compared to public and joint owners.
Too, the mean number of miles traveled daily by each bus operated
under private ownership was larger than the mean miles traveled daily
by either publicly owned vehicles or jointly owned facilities.
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28*

Approximately six and one-half million dollars was

expended far white pupil transportation during the session 1951- 52#
Over three-fourths of this amount was allocated to private school
bus operators of which the largest single cost item was salaries
for has drivers*

This item accounted for over ninety per cant of

the tetal expended for transporting children by the contract plan#
In comparison, the amount expended for providing transportation
under the public plan was distributed among all cost Items indicated
in the study*

The largest single cost item under this type ownership

was salaries for bus drivers, however, large expenditures were
indicated for such items as cost of repairs, cost of gasoline, oil,
tires and other equipment.

Salaries for school bus drivers

constituted the largest single cost item tinder the joint plan of
operation.
29*

In terms of the comparative cost unit used In this

stiwiy, transportation of white children to school was more economical
under the public plan of operation than was transportation under
the private or joint plana of operation.

The cost for transporting

one white child to and fro® school each day under all plans of
ownership was twenty-one cents*
30.
Louisiana.

Free transportation to school is vitally important in
The program cannot be diminished, on the contrary,

facilities must be extended so as to provide opportunities for all
who seek an education in the elementary and secondary schools of
the state.

Like other aspects of education, transportation cannot

be permitted to become static or it will soon fail to meet the needs#
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As conditions change within the parish administrative units,
adjustment* will be required in the transportation program.
Continuous planning is therefore necessary and must be based on a
careful study of the needs.

Periodically the entire program should

be reviewed through a comprehensive survey concerning all aspects
of transportation.

Pupil transportation is an integral part of

the public school program in both state and local units.

A full

recognition of this fact by school superintendents, principals,
teachers, and the public at large is essential if the service is
to function properly.
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TABLE XLVIII

COMPARISON OP CERTAIN PACTOBS AFFECTINO PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
m a n the three plans of operation in Louisiana

Item
The School Bust
A* Munber and ownership
1. Motor bases
2* Cars, tracks,
station wagons
3* Vagans
4* Motor boats
5. Total
B. Member of trips
1. foe
2* Two
3* Throe
4. Fosdsr
5* Total buses
6. Total trips
7* Mean number trips
per bus
C. Per cent buses making
1# foe trip
2* Two trips
3. Three trips
4* Total
Tho School Boa Loads
A* Moan bus load per
trip
1- First
2* Second
3* Third
4. Total
B. Average dally
attendance per trip
!• First
2* Second
3* Third
4* Total

Plan of operation
jpjrivat# Public Joint

Total

1908

483

227

2618

61
2
23
1994

1
0
0
484

0
0
0

62
2
23
2705

1631
287
43
33
1961
2334

314
136
34
0

171

484
688

227
292

227

47
9
0

2116
470
86
33
2672
3314

1.2

1.4

1*3

1.2

83*2
14*6
2.2
100*0

64.9
28*1
7.0
100.0

75*3
20.7
4&9
100.0

79*2
17*6
3.2
100.0

46*8
46.5
62*8
47*1

56.4
47*7
A3.5
53.6

46.0

48.5
45*6

91813*1
15346*1
2692*4
10985^*6

27305.1
8111*3
1A80.1
36896.4

..........

34.2
,-3.6*2
43*4

10435.6
1917*1
.22&t2
12679*6

■■■■„«—

48.1

129553*7
25374*5
159434.6
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TABUS XLYIXX
omnmmm »

obtain factors affbctisg kjpil tkamsportation
TUB T H U S P1AH3 OF OPERATION XR LOUISIANA
(Continued)

It«B

--JEMa.
mnt«

Total

G« F v cent transported
l* P i n t trip
2* Second trip
3« 1 W M trip
4* Total

33*6
13*9
- ,^5
100.0

D* Wsrtiif of parishes
operating bases per
trip
1. First
2* Second
3# Third
4# Total

59
37
12
59

37
17
-7
27

S. Per scat A.D.A.
trancperted by

68.9

23.1

8.0

100.0

F. Average number pupils
A«9«A« per bus

57.1

77.6

55*9

60*5

6080.6 3615.8
14304*3 2332.0
540*2
7417.1
143.,g
o«o
6488.0
27945.8

714.9
1258.6

10411.3

I H . The Seheel B« b Routes
A* Type road per trip
1* Miles one-way
(First trip)
a. Pared
b. Graveled
e. Dirt
d. Hater
e. Total
2* Per sent
(First trip)
i« Paved
b. Graveled
e« Dirt
d* Water
e* Total

21.8

74.0
22.0
4.p
100.0

26.5

55*7
35.9
8.4

tl

0.0

100.0

100.0

51.2

82*3
15.1
J3W6
100.0

81*3
15.9
100.0

3
6
___ K

65
49
18

3

65

3033.1

17894.9
9016*9
143*8
37466*9

23*6
41.5
34*9
..<5*0
100.0

27.8
47*8
24.1
... r*3100.0

1059.6

TABU ZWIH
COMPARISON OP CERTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING FOPtt TRANSPORTATION
t h e thksr
op operation
lohisiana
(Owttlnwad)

mnsa

rum

Xt*B

in

_
.P^ap of pBM*fcl©n ,
Private Wttlo
Joint

Total

3. Ittlw Ctaa-tCre
(Seeaad trip;
a* B w » l
b. Graveled
a. D&rt
d* tfetar
e* Total

1099.8
1250.9
28?»0
___ M
2637*7

9«7.7
564.1
18.8
— 2tS
1570.6

236.9
367.7
42.8
— ,ft*P
647.4

2324*4
2182.7
348*6

4* ftp eant (Second trip)
a* Itfed
b* Q r m l « d
e* Dirt
<U Hater
e* Total

41.7
47.4
10*9
.. ,$>»©
100.0

62.9
35.9
1.2

36*6
56.8
6.6
- £*£

47.9
45.0
7.1
.
0.0
100.0

5# Miles Qne*Way
(Third trip)
a* Bifid
b* Graveled
a* Dirt
d. Water
e* Total
6. Par sent (Third trip)
a. Itvad
b. Graveled
a. Dirt
d. Water
e* Total
7* Milaa One-Way
( A H trips)
a* flsrid
b« Qravalad
c« Dirt
d. Water
e. Total

_
100.0

100.0

195.3
124.2
6.3
0*0
325.8

110.1
136.3
0.0
0.0

27*0
47*6
7*2

246.4

81*8

59.9
38.1
2.0
.. 0.0
100.0

44.7
55.3
0.0
0.0
100.0

33*0
58.2
8.8

7375.7
15679.4
7710.4
_J£Ls£
30909.3

4713.6
3032.4
559.0

0.0
8305.O

0.0

,

100.0

0.0
4855.7

332.4
308.1
13.5
___
654.0
50.8
47.1
2.1
___ 9A100.0

978.8
1673.9
1109.6
0.0

13068.1
20385.7
9379.0

3762.3

42976.6
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T A B U XLVIII
GOHPARXSQH OF CERTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING PBPIL TEAMS FORMATION
OKDER THE THREE P U N S OF OPERATION IN LOUISIANA
(Continued)

Item
8. Per cent (All tripe)
a* Pared
b. (graveled
©. Dirt
d. mater
e. Total
B. Number miles pared road per
trip
1. First
2* Second
3. Third
A* Total
C. Number milee graveled road
per trip
1. First
2* Second
3. Third
4* Total
D. Bomber milee dirt road
per trip
1, First
2m Second
3* Third
4* Total
E. Ntasber milee mater per trip
1. First
2* Second
3 . Third
4* Total

IVivatePublic
ate
Publie

wolnt
Joint

26.0
44*5
29.5
0»Q

Total

23*9
50.7
24*9
____ *2
100.0

56.8
36,5
6.7
...-P--.fi
100.0

6000.6
1099.0
.122*2
7375.7

3&15 *2
987.7

714.9

236.9

10411.3
2324.4

.mi
4713.6

«JSZ*2
978.8

13068.1

14306.3
1250.9

2332.0
564.1

1258.6
367*7

17894*9
2132.7

15679.4

3032.4

1673.9

20385.7

7417.1
540.2
1059*6
9016.9

287*0
10.0

6.3

7710.4
559.0
1109.6
9379.0

-aaA..

....6Z*6 ..,.3^4-

_12fe2

143.0
0.0
0.0
143.0

100.0

30.4
47.4
21.8
..
100.0

0.0

...toft

340*6

13.5

0.0

0.0
0.0
.0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

143.8
0.0
0.0

143.8

TABUS

xrnzi

COMPARISON OF OMTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING PUFIX, TRANSPORTATION
QKDKR THS TffltSS FLANS OF OPERATION IN LOOZSZANA
(C «nttau4)
Flan JtiUasetito.™.
Private
Poblie
Joint
F* Total Kilos traveled
one-way per trip
1* First
2« Second
3. Third
4* Total
G* For oont per trip
U First
2* Second
3* Third
4* Total
H* Keen miles traveled
one-way
1* First
2m Second
3* Third
4* Total

„ _ ,
Total

646&.Q
1570.6
..M<4
8305.0

3033.1
647*4
3762.3

37466.9
4855.7
JtSkfS
42976.6

80.6
17.2
___ s i

87.2
11.3
..— J*JL

100.0

78.1
18.9
- M
100.0

100.0

100.0

14.3
0.0

13.4
9.2

13.4
11.6

14.0
8.7

27945.8
2637.7

30909.3
90.4
0*5

._..7.-.6

13.3

12.1

12.9

13.0

IT* Goat of Pspil
Transportation s
(#)
<•)
(»)
(*)
A* Expenditures lor
4688185.65 538089.98 527645.57 5753921.20
1* Salaries of baa
drivers
2* Salaries of other
transportation
569.00
51994.89
4028.10 47397.79
employees
0.00 156714.11 35093.70 191807.81
3* Bases
0.00 178483.12
6691.24 185174*36
4« JBipaiBrs
54148.62
1753.05
15606.18 36789.39
5* Insurance
0.00 180544.94
6# Gas, oil, tires, <
etc.
0.00 180544*94
186.00
7* Other
0.00
_ 153.00
6417777*82
1138019.33
571785.56
8* Total
4707972.93
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TABLE XLVTII
COMPABISOR OF CERTAIN FACTORS AFFECTING PUPIL TRANSPORTATION
UNDER THE THREE PLANS OF OPERATION IN LOUISIANA
(Om«I«d*d)

Item
B« Coat per baa operated
par year

___ Plan of ^ n ^ t i o n
IfetYftte
Public
Joint

*3312+36 $2380+79 12316.88

Total

•2341»40

C. Humber daya operated

179 * 0

179

179

179

D+ Coat par bad operated
par day

*12.91

•13*30

*14+07

•13+08

•+22

•*17

•*25

♦•21

E« Daily eoat per pupil
i»8«A« par baa
maoellaneoaa
A. Humber of public ^aehoole
aerred

800

B« Snd a r of pupils trans
ported (public sehools)

172550

C* Humber of pupils trans
ported (private achoola)

11513

D» Total number transported

184063

£• Par cent of public school
enrollment transported

54*5

P. Humber of parishes with
100 par cent rural
residence

17
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